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WILL ILLINOIS REPEAT?
R. C. ZUPPKE
Because we have a Pogue and a Clark we must not assume that the others
have not a Russell or a Solon.
•^5
I
.LINOIS won a decisive
conference championship in
1914. Will Illinois repeat?
It is a very common thing
to develop the habit of thought after
one championship that it is easy to
pick up another. That feeling as a
rule pervades the student body. It
is the prophetic of downfall and
is always dangerous. Conference
champions have not very often re-
peated, largely due to overconfi-
dence which robs the individual
player of the ambition to attend to
the necessary and irksome details.
Take the study of rules for exam-
ple. Champions have a distaste for
studying the rules of football be-
cause quite often they "got away
with" the championship in spite of
a meager knowledge of the rule
book.
Again take the matter of training
and conditioning. \^eterans are apt
to be careless of their physical con-
dition. After the glory of the first
championship they forget that it
took serious thought and effort with
quite a little inspiration, the latter
stimulated by the thought of fight-
ing for something entirely new.
The question then is, will our
student body and our men work to-
gether in spirit humble enough to
make the individual willing to un-
dergo hardships and privations.
Are the men willing to deny them-
selves many little pleasures which
have the tendency to develop care-
less mental habits.
Because we have a Pogue and a
Clark we must not assume that oth-
ers have not a Russell or a Solon.
If in practice we see our men make
long runs or sensational plays we
must not fail to picture to ourselves
the fact that the same thing is hap-
pening on other fields on other
campuses. We have our talent and
our heroes, but so have they.
Again, will this be a dry or wet-
fall? \\'ill the big games this year
be fought upon a dry field or a wet
one? On a dry field a team must
be developed for speed and skill,
while strength and ruggedness are
the requirements in the mud.
At this moment it looks like a
green line for Illinois. Two green
tackles, two new guards, and a
green end are certain to be found
in the line-up. The physical mate-
55515
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rial to fill these i>laccs is present but
the experience is n(jt there. W e
can not easily replace a ChajMnan.
Armstrong, or a (iraves in the line
nor a Schohingcr, Rue or Wagner
in the hackheld. These veterans
were men of fine personality and
had two years of g<M)d football ex-
])eriencc. It was not until their sec-
ond year of experience that they
first showed football sense. The
ability to analyze is the result of
experience alone.
( )n the other hand we have a good
nucleus of men, men (jf ])roven
ability, around whom to build.
Watson. Squiers, Pogue. Clark,
Macomber and Petty represent an
aggregation of football talent not to
be sneered at. These men make our
])rospects bright. Should they be
fortimate enough to escape acci-
dents during the practice weeks be-
fore the three big games. Illinois
will bear watching. ( )ne thing is
certain—a harder fight than that of
1914 nnist be looked for.
TO THE LONESOME FRESHMAN
.•\ man is a> good a writer as he is a man. At least tliis is our opinion after
reading the article In' .\ Senior.
He is a .self-made man. this Senior, and no one has l)etter right to voice the
thoughts expressed therein tlian he. Entering the University without the natural
gifts making easy the winning of lionors, lie picked out tlie biggest position in
the literary held and went out to win it.
We are loath to withhold his name and are prevented from pul)lishing it by
tlie greatest respect for a man who has performed his full share of work in the
business of College Life so well as to set a new standard for some to strive for,
some to c(|n;il. Imt none to e.xcel, in producing . l>ut tliat would reveal his
idintit\
.
Tkyi I ( I I oi' the glamour that
^ *
,
Miroundeil the University
.l^j when you first arrived has
<Ii>a])])eared. In its i)lacc
ha^ come grim reality. \i>\] are
lonesome. Xobody seems to take
an interest in yoti. ^'oll wonder
whether you will ever be able to
make good in your school work.
N'our best friend, the man \iiu used
tf) cliinn aroimd town with at home.
has just been pledged to a frater-
nity. I ie seems to be drifting away
from you. And you wish that you
were back home.
.As you are thinking these some-
what bitter thoughls. I want to i)re-
sent a new as])ect to you. h may
seem too o])timistic, l)ut 1 know tliat
there are htindreds of men about
the Campus who will back me tip.
II inois is the most democratic of
an\ of the state tmiversities. Mere,
it makes no difi^erence whether a
man has money or whether he is
grubbing his way through. The fact
that he doe- or does not belong to a
fraternity makes no dilTerence. He
is judged as a man.
Walk down any one of the streets
fre(|iiented b\' <tudent>. Look each
man si|uarel\ in the e\ e. If he is
an tipperclassman, the chances are
that he will s])eak to you. Speak to
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every ,man that will give you a
chance. And speak first to 'the
members of your own class. No
one will consider you presumptious.
Pursue that policy for a month or
so. and you will suddenly wake up
to the realization that you Iiave a
mighty large speaking acquaintance.
Men have come to this Univer-
sity for fovu" consecutive years.
They have shut themselves up with-
in their shells, and refused to take
advantage of the friendships that
they might form. They have gone
along in their own self sufficient
way, and at the end of the four
years they leave without missing
anybody in particular, and not very
many people know that they have
gone.
On the other hand there have
been men who have come here
without knowing a soul. They have
"opened up", and made friends.
Their personalities have been felt,
and when they have left their mem-
ories have remained. Right here in
these rather lonesome and barren
freshman days it is up to you to de-
cide which one of these types you
want to be. Once the decision is
firmly enough made, the rest is
easy.
There are many college activities
here to which honor is attached.
It is the universal opinion of every
man who has ever taken part in any
of the college activity, that the ex-
perience he thus gained was of
nearly as much benefit to him as
the definite knowledge that he
gained in the classroom. Why?
Because, he was dominated by the
idea that having entered the game
he must make good, because he
came in contact with some mighty
keen men. because he made many
lasting friends, and because he
learned to take responsibility.
"Yes, but I can never make good
in any college activity. There are
only a few positions of this sort,
and the competition for each one is
too keen. And I know that I have
no special ability along any line."
One by one I want to take up
your hypothetical objections. In the
field of athletics there must be
places for between two and three
hundred men. Aside from the Var-
sity teams there are the various
class teams. Some of the best ath-
letes that we have ever had have
been men with absolutely no ath-
letic experience, men who have
never in their fondest dreams im-
agined that they could do anything
in athletics. Then there are the
class teams. It is often the case
that there are not enough candi-
dates to make up a full team, and
that any man who will report for
practice regularly can annex his
class numerals and a sweater. Go
out and see for yourself. You will
be surprised to see how easily you
can make good.
But let's assume that you have
absolutely no athletic ability, yet
you are interested in athletics. Go
out for one of the managerships at
the Gym. There are seven of these
highly esteemed offices. The Sopho-
more year there are places for
about fifty or sixty men. From
these men about sixteen are chosen
to be assistant managers for the
Junior year, and from these are
picked the managers. Hard con-
sistent work is the only requisite for
success in this field. One of those
jobs is yours if ycm will work.
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The >ix University publications
have places for at least two hun-
dred men and women. While one
naturally assumes that it takes con-
siderable ability alonj; literary lines
t(» even secure a stati' appointment,
the truth of the matter is that all
of the publications reiK>rt a shortage
of api)licants. The six publica-
tions to which I refer are : The
Daily Illim*. The Illio. The Siren.
The Illinois Magazine. The Agri-
culturist, and The Tcchnogra])h. In
this lield there is also the advantage
that if you arc successful in the
work that you will receive a hand-
some salary. The editors and man-
agers of the bigger jjublications re-
ceive about five hundred dollars a
piece for the year's work. Mem-
bers of the staffs receive relitiveiy
smaller amounts. The managerial
department of any of the publica-
tions is decidedly worth while, es-
l)ecially for the men who expect to
enter business life. Learn the name
of the editor or manager (.f the
jniblication that you are most inter-
ested in. Talk to him. lie will
give you a chance. A chance is all
you need.
Class polities is another might\'
interesting field. 1 know thai \()U
feel that the man who stands any
chance of election must be an ex-
ceedingly popular man. 1 do not
wish t(j take away from the honor
which is incmnbent upon the lidder
of a class office. I'.ut I do want to
point out that any man, I do not
care who or what he is. may have
a good class office if he will work
hard en(»ugh for it. Watch the
elections. .See what the candidates
do. See which men win. and von
will agree with me th;it vou can
have a class otirtce if you want it
strongly enough to go after it. And
the benefit which you will gain
from creating the ability to meet
men will be as valuable as anything
you can gain while here.
In addition to the activities that
I have named there are debating,
V. M. C. A. work, the Glee and
Mandolin Clubs, the two military
bands, literary societies, and any
number of other things. Get ahold
of a copy of The Illio. Look it
over, yon will find all kinds of ac-
tivities upon which I haven't even
touched, activities in which you can
make your influence felt.
When I was a freshman I was
obsessed by a peculiar form of self-
consciousness which took the form
of feeling that I could not do any-
thing as well as the next fellow, and
that someone was going to laugh
at me whenever I attempted. I was
even afraid to go into the swimming
pool because I was afraid that I
would be noticed and laughed at.
It took me two weeks to get u])
nerve enough to talk to the manager
of one of the publicatit^ns. When
T did. I could not imderstand why
he was so nice to me. or why he
gave me a po.sition. I imagine that
many of you feel the same way.
I'ull yourself out of it. Xobodv is
going to laugh at you. b'verybody
is interested in you. (live yourself
a chance.
And so once more I say. Illinois
is the most democratic of univer-
sities. l",veryone is willing and
ready to meet you half way.
Whether you ever have any num-
ber of friends or not dci)ends upon
you yourself. And you must make
that decision now. ^'ou can make
ALOXG THE MEXICAN BORDER
your influence felt. It's a might\-
comforting feeling to know that
you are an essential part of a great
movement. Pull vourself out of
the rut. Forget the little discom-
forting things of the past few-
weeks. Catch the Illinois Spirit.
It will make you happy.
A SliXIOR.
ALONG THE MEXICAN BOPOER
^*
I
HA\'E framed in my room
this pertinent query from
the pen of an editorial writ-
er on the Chicago Tribune
:
'^Mexicans may cross our border
to loot, burn and kill. We
may not cross the Mexican border
to punish. . . . Why keep
so many soldiers along the border
where they are likely to be hurt?"
Bitterly satirical the question un-
doubtedly is. but isn't it time?
With our attention entirely en-
grossed by the struggle across the
Atlantic, we have been oblivious to
the petty nagging to which our
southern frontier has been sub-
jected. The Texans will tell us
that when American lives are lost
on American soil the matter as-
sumes more importance than mere
trifling, and other Americans along
the border between Brownsville and
Xogales will agree with them. The
majority of our people, however,
take but little interest in the situa-
tion, and it is to these that the
Tribune speaks.
It is doubtful if we gringoes will
€ver understand the Mexican's
temperament. To do so we must
anah'ze his reasoning process, and
see how he arrives at his conclu-
sions. This is difficult. If there
is one phase in which to char-
acterize it completely, I should say
his favorite expression does it ex-
actly—"poco tempo", or "after a
while". One only needs to enter a
typical ^Mexican town to appreciate
how completely this idea is carried
out in their every day life. Filth
indescribable litters the streets and
the courts of their adobe homes.
The chickens and hogs have guest
room privileges, window glass is
almost unheard of. and as for
water, no esta bueno. I saw a
woman in one of the border towns
taking care of her baby. Her hus-
band was a soldier, and being a sol-
dier, wore a dirty uniform and did
little else. The mother was feed-
ing dirty milk to a small baby from
an open tomato can. The cradle^-^
four stakes and a piece of canvas
—
was stretched some eighteen inches
above a large manure pile swarm-
ing with flies. One looks at these
people, then, and wonders that
they do not take more interest in
internal conditions instead of fight-
ing among themselves and provok-
ing a terrible vengeance from over
the Rio Grande.
"We whipped 'em once, and we
can do it again," said a Texan to
me in San Antonio. He was speak-
ing for Texas. The Texans are
famous riflemen and I listened re-
spectfully, ^ly friend had just
read of fresh indignities commit-
ted in the vicinity of lirownsville,
and was only waiting fc^r the Pres-
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ident to give the word. Many peo-
ple <lo not understand the contempt
with which the knowing t»nes say
"greaser", but a voyage to the bor-
der, as has been intimated, gives
them new hght on the situation.
The .American is unable to like the
Me.xican at play. The sight of a
bull's fierce charge, followed by
the goring of a horse and the
breaking of his rider's leg. brings
no joy to him. and he reflects that
a nation with this as its national
sport can have no quality worthy
of his approval or resijcct. Yet
this is fun for the Mexican, who
takes his fajuily if he can. or begs
enough money to take himself if
he is <lestitute.
."speaking to a U. S. trooper sta-
tioned with the 9th Cavalry near
Nogales Sonora, I said, by way of
opening a general conversation on
the situation: "Von were at Xaco
when Carranza took the Mexican
village across the line. What do
you think of the two men. \'illa
and Carranza?"
The cavalryman thought a few
moments before answering, and
then said. "Maybe it will sur])rise
you. but Carranza is a prohibition-
ist, and when he takes a town, the
saloons and rcdlight district are
driven out. Twenty- four hours
after .\aco fell in the early i)art
of .Xugust. the saloonkeepers and
their friends were ordered out.
Under X'illa they grew strong, pro-
vided of course they paid their per-
centage to him." This was news
indeed, but a moment's reflection
convinced me that he wa>> at least
right al>out \ ilia's practices. .\1-
mo>t any tourist who went to
the exiMtsitions in California lost
money at roulette in Tia Juana. a
\'illa town in Lower California.
Ciudad Juarez, in Chihuahua, is at
I)resent the m(»st notoriously wide
ojjen re.sort in reach of the Ameri-
can today, and when I counted
$12,000 on the keno tables in one
of its resorts this summer. I made
a rai)id calculation and wished for
the moment I was \'illa.
"I doubt if we would ever get
the nerve to go after them." the
trooper continued, but it is a fact
that Texas did it herself once, and
I think she can repeat. If she can
do it alone, she ought to be able to
do it with the whole United States
at her back, oughtn't she?" The
man was a Texan, and he had
struck the same chord as my friend
in San Antonio, so I felt indisjiosed
to argue the question. It struck
me that the issue was not so much
one of ability as probability.
"Manana", or tomorrow, is the
guiding watchword, then, in any
transaction which the Mexican en-
ters. The evils of his government
will l)e corrected, poco tempo. lUit
the time is not far off when Fun-
ston and his thirty thousand will
ford the Rio Crande and exact
damages. ])ound for ]iound, for the
injuries done .-Vmerican people and
.\nierican institution-- in Mexico
through ignorance tir ft)lly. We in
the United States also adhere more
or less closely to the poco tempo
standard, but the tempo is near at
band.
ARE WE TO LOSE OUR TRADITIONS?
[ r^ ORNELL, Michigan, Prince-
l \*^i ton all have Class Scraps.
l^q^Kg Is Illinois going to cast
aside the last of her tradi-
tions and abolish the annual strug-
gle between the Freshman and
Sophomore classes? Is she going
Jlo depart from a custom as old as
the University herself? And from
the hearts of her thousands of
alumni comes the answer. "NO".
There are but few things in
the way of traditions that we
can point to with pride as Illinois
institutions. Of these the greatest
is Loyalty. The spirit of a Uni-
versity is fed by the fire of class
spirit. Abolish the class scraj) and
you shatter the thread of class
spirit. It is not our right to do
away with the class spirit founded
years ago, nor is it fitting for us
to do anything which may afifect
Illinois Loyalty. Abolish the class
scrap, kill class spirit, and what will
become of that Illini spirit of which
we continually sing?
Get into the spirit of Illinois,
Freshmen ! P^orce the issue. The
class fight offers }'ou your one
chance during your freshman year
to show the stuff that is in you.
Years later, after you have fought
in two class scraps with credit to
yourself and class, yc>u will look
back and with a feeling of pride
think that you were not yellow.
Let class spirit live and keep
Loyalty from being "consumed on
the coals it was nourished by".
KAMIR SINGH
IIaI.K X. liVKKS
A-- I sat
opposite him in the
^
M,ini-(larkncss of his (luaint.
IgjJKS unusual httk- (Hning room.
1 hcgan to thing of the
first time I had seen Kamir Singh
and how I had come to meet
this most strange i)ers()n. The
feehle yellow light from a richly
carved metal hanging lamp shed
its rays ahout the room and
their softness blended perfectly
with the variegated yet (|uiet col-
oring of the furnishings. The ceil-
ing was decorated in red. not a
bright flaming red. but an absorb-
ent, soft red. rich in chroma, and
the walls were hung with damask
and tapestries of the most exjien-
sive textures. The floor was cov-
ered with skins ; and the fireplace
at one end of the r(»om. the only
thing which would have detracted
from the oriental atmosphere of
the place, was cleverly hidden by a
massive settee of carved teak and
ivf)ry.
Kamir himself was dressed in his
native costume of state, his head
swathed in a ponderous green tur-
ban, and from his shoulders hung
a loo.se, richly embroidered, crimson
robe. How extremely fantastical
and oriental the whole situation
was. llere was a real bit of
dreamy, drowsy, old Asia in the
midst of the matter-of-fact hu^tle-
and-bustle of a live American uni-
versity.
In passing alx'iU the ball ot the
University buildings, I h.id several
times noticed this (|uiet. dre.iniy-
eyed foreigner with his large, white
turban, but had never given him
much thought till I happened to
meet hiiu one evening at a little
gathering at the Dean's. He seemed
to like me much from the very be-
ginning, and the Dean remarked
that he had shown more interest in
me than he had shown in anyone
since his entrance to the Univer-
sity.
"Mv friend", he had said n6t
twent}' minutes after we had met.
"Vou must come and see me soon,
for I need you and have waited for
you so long, oh, so long".
I was much jierplexed at this but
assured him that I would be very
glad to pay him a visit. I had
gone to see him shortly after this
meeting and he had entertained me
in this same weird little den. Dur-
ing the visit he had told mc that
our souls, his and luine, had known
each other for thousands of years
and in ])revious incarnations we
had been closely attached friends.
'"My tinding you here", he had
said, "away otT here where 1 am
alone and sad. is a blessed gift
from Karma, but J knew that I
sjiouli] lind you sometime for I
h.'ive called for you and prayed for
vou so long, oh! so long. Xow
that you are here you will aid me
and I shall have another strong
frame to help me bear the burdens
ol mv great sorrow".
The whole idea bewildered me.
but the strangeness of the m.in. his
;dmost terrible earnestness, ai'.d the
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prospect of some extraordinary ad-
venture had prompted me to keep
in touch with him.
From his quietness and shght
nervousness I knew that he had
something important to tell me, so
I sipped the few remaining drops
of coffee from my cup, slid down
to a half-lying posture in my divan,
and remained silent, feasting my
eyes on the wonderful patterns of
the tapestries and inhaling the in-
toxicating odors of burning incense,
coffee, and sweet oriental cigar-
ettes. After a short while he spoke.
"Oh, friend of a few months and
a thousand years, I must now tell
you all. Why I am here away from
all my kind and kin, and of my
great sorrow and of the turmoil
and unrest of my soul".
Noticing at this moment that my
coft'ee cup was empty, he stopped
talking and touched a little bell at
his elbow. A servant glided noise-
lessly into the room, so noiselessly
in fact that I was not aware of his
presence till he reached over my
shoulder for my cup. After refill-
ing it with the thick, oily coffee he
glided swiftly out again, so swiftly
^and smoothly that he scarcely
seemed to put into motion the thin
layers of blue smoke which hung
lazily about the close room.
"Oh, Brother", Kamir continued,
"a few short years ago I was happy
and contented, at peace with the
world. My soul was a thing of
life, full of a burning interest in
my surroundings and busy with the
works of my people. It was no
more like the warped, stifled soul
which you now see than the soft,
caressing winds of my sunny India
are like the killing colds of your
American winter".
"Then", he now spoke very softly
and slowly, "into this happy, peace-
ful life—oh, how happy and ])eace-
ful it was as I now look l)ack upon
it, came a woman—never had I
seen such a woman. Her hair was
like molten gold, gold more pure
than that which the setting sun
throws across the summer sea as it
dips to quench its burning thirst in
the cooling waters ; her eyes—but
how can I tell you of her eyes ! At
times they were the deep, quiet
blue of the cloudless autumn sky
and again they seemed to reflect a
darker, thicker shade like that
w'hich playes along the eastern hori-
zon before the storm. Her voice
—
her voice, even in my restless sleep
I hear it calling, ringing like the
liquid sound of the tinkling temple
bells. Sometimes now, sometimes I
see—I see", he broke off abruptly,
and his eyes, by this time reflecting
the fiery feelings of his innermost
soul, closed, his head sinking for-
ward on his breast. He quickly
regained himself and continued
:
"She was the daughter of the-
English post at Calcutta and had'
returned home after having finishecr
her education in Europe. It was;
during the late summer ; the drouths,
were in, the cholera was bad, and'^
all the English were leaving the:
lowlands for the hills. Her father-
and I had long been friends ; and
knowing that Odjah was out of the
cholera range he had sent her,
along with his mother, to stay with
me till the danger had ])assed. 1'
had worshiped her from the very-
beginning, but the thought of her
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but a useful ac(|uaintancc nevt-r
entered my mind. Then as time
passed and we beeame more an<l
more intimate. I l)ejjan tt> realize
tliat she was ])aying more than or-
(hnary attention to me. 1 wondered
greatly at the situation, but my ex-
treme hai)i)iness would not admit
of my reason bothering much about
the cause.
"Then—one evening we were on
the lagoon together; a band of wan-
dering musicians had just played
f(»r us antl the music! the beauti-
ful starlit night ! the fragrance of
her golden hair! My heart was
overflowing with joy and love. The
hot blood of a hundred generations
of impassioned men arose within
me— I lost myself— I told her that
I loved her—that she must love
me. 1 crushed her in my arms and,
returning my caresses.—she whi<-
])ered her love to me."
In his excitement. Kamir had
risen during the last part of this
speech, and he now .^at down
and covered his face with his hands,
his whole body shaking with emo-
tion. .After a little while he looked
up and continued :
"We were married and I tmik
her to Calcutta where slie could be
near her mother and licr friends.
Then for two year-^ my ha])piness
was so great that I no hjnger en-
vied the angels and 1 almost forgot
Karma. The third summer after
our marriage I had made an ex-
tended trip through my lands in the
north and on my return learned
that my wife had been entertaining
a great deal and had had many reg-
idar caller>. among them a certain
Lieutenant W'ilse who. mv servant
III 1 1 Milled nic. had been there many
times. 1 thought nothing of this,
as 1 had known the lieutenant and
he had been in our home several
times while I was there.
"Well
—
" here he stoj^ped and
gazed hxedly at me for some sec-
onds. When he again spoke his
voice was low. but harsh and quick
and he spoke hurriedly, his face
distorted as though he were in in-
tense pain.
"Some of my pco])le were down
from the north. I had made ar-
rangements to go to the opera, but
she said she did not care to go. had
heard the thing before. We went
without her and the curtain had
just ri<en on the first act when one
of my servants came running
breathlessly into the stall and beck-
oned to me. I withdrew with him,
and. as soon as we were out of
licaring. he told me that W'ilse had
come to the house shortly after our
departure, and that they had gone
away together, walking in the di-
rection of the ( ireat Khal Lagoon.
I excused myseif and drove home
at once, sli])])etl (juietly in. armed
myself, and slii)ped out again into
tlie niglit.
|l was dark, (juite dark; the
moon lia<l not yet risen and oidy a
few stars were visible, but I knew
the lagoon well, all it> paths and
nooks, so I hurried on. I'or up-
wards of an hour T searched in and
out the trees ami vine-covered
])aths. and at last came upon them
seated among the roots of a gigan-
tic banyan, on the very edge of the
w.'iter. I crept around the huge
trunk of the tree till I was directly
behind them and then—waite.l. I
was no longer an educated human.
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but had Ijeeu carried back a thou-
sand generations and was again a
beast in the wilds of Thibet. Ten
times 1 was on the point of running
her through, and each time some
sweet remembrance of her stayetl
m}- hand. Then—the remem-
brances ceased to come, my sole
thought was punishment, terrible
punishment. A thousand schemes
flashed through my mind but none
of them seemed terrible enough. I
was about decided to withdraw and
work out some plan of prolonged
punishment, when with the qtiick-
ness of lightning the moon came
up out of the distant hills and
lighted up the whole terrible scene.
The sight of them was too much
for my blood,— I leaped up, drove
my sword through them both with
one stroke. 1 drew the bodies back
from the river's edge, laughing in
my insanity and even singing a lit-
tle. I slowly and deliberately
l)ound them together with vines,
weighted them down with stones
and. carrying them to the l)ank,
]nished them off into the black,
swift-running water,—a splash, a
gurgle, and—Karma! save me!
Karma ! Karma !"
He fell forward on the table, his
his whole bod}' convulsing with
sobs. I started,
—
pushed back my
chair and arose. I was trembling
froni head to foot with—I knew
not what ; my face and forehead
were hot and perspiring and my
collar seemed to choke me. I
rushed to the door and on out into
the street, running at top speed till
I reached the campus, where the
lights instilled new courage in me
and I stopped to catch my breath.
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FOREWORD
This issue of the Illinnis Magazine is put forth in the belief that
there is a place at this Cniversity for the student monthly. contem])orary
in nature, treating student affairs from something more than a purely
journalistic standpoint. With this review is combined material, fiction
or otherwise, aimed to interest or amuse the student and the follower of
student affairs. The magazine is not issued as a standard of so-called
literarv merit. Whatever merit it may possess is the work of Illinois
men. students or faculty.
Such a publication is something of an innovation at Illinois, although
a familiar and established institution at other universities, especially in
the I'^ast. The Yale Con rant. The Cornell Era. and the Princeton Pictorial
Review are definite and established parts of the student life upon their
native campuses. As the names imply, they are largely campus reviews.
The Illinois Magazine will not be exclusively of such a nature, but cam-
pus life and student activities will be prominently featured.
We hope to ajjpeal not to the few who cherish the wonders of under-
graduate style and rhetoric, but to reach the interests of the five thousand
members of the great cosmo])olitan institution which IllinfMs lias grown
to be.
PEP UP FOR ITOMECOMING!
Within two weeks Home-Coming will be with us. To insure the
greatest Ilome-Coming ever it is necessary that every undergraduate
spend those two weeks in figuring just exactly wliat he can do to make
it a stupendous success. The only re(|uisite to i)articipation in this propa-
ganda is an optimistic nature or an enthusiastic state of mind.
The Pilinois Union and liie Athletic Association contract to keep the
cntwd amused after they are here. The Alumni Association keeps the
grads informed as to what they are likely to ex])ect. It is up to the
unilergra<luate to supply "en masse" enthusiasm. Think Home-Coming,
talk Ilome-Coming. and every time you write to your father or brother
or high .school i)rof or anyone else that was ever connected with the
I'niversitv of Illinois, write Ilome-Coming and write it enthusiastically.
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The fact that the great event comes two weeks earHer than usual
may inadvertently cause the alumnus to omit it from his calendar. Keep
him well informed of what that team of Zupp's is going to do to Minne-
sota and how Jack Watson and Potsy and Pogue are going to knock
that criticism of the Christian Science Monitor ahout inconsistency into
a cocked hat. Make the alumnus feel that the great god Fortune will
never smile again if he does not arrange his schedule so as to spend at
least two days at Illinois during the last week-end of October.
ILLINOIS LOYALTY
Like many another good medium of expression, Illinois Loyalty is
being sadly overworked. The song is intended for great occasions, and
great occasions seldom arise with such regularity as the frequent playing
of Loyalty during the past year would indicate.
Great college songs are rare. The brief career of the many songs
praising our Alma Plater written during the last decade are sorry wit-
nesses to the process of bleacher elimination. In Illinois Loyalty the late
Thatcher Rowland Guild has given the University a battle song, alto-
gether incomparable and famed throughout the college circles of the
country. Let us use it as such.
The singing of Illinois Loyalty as the team takes the field for a
game creates an atmosphere of inspiration and determination, reflecting
the fighting spirit of the men on the field. After that it should be used
sparingly, perhaps not at all in the ordinary Conference game, absolutely
not to the point where the action of arising and chanting the words
"We are loyal to you, Illinois", becomes merely mechanical and devoid of
the emotion and spirit that should inspire it.
TO CONTRIBUTORS
Contributions to the Illinois Magazine will be welcomed by the
editor and all given careful consideration. Short stories especially are
desired, as well as lighter prose and verse. Poems should be short and
cleverness of ideas or originality of verse form and style are the most
desirable qualities.
The staff of the magazine is not selected. Students desiring to try
out should see the editor or submit manuscripts. These may either be
sent to the editor or left with Mr. Harwood at the Illini office. In all
cases those desiring to write special articles on current topics should
consult with the editor in order to prevent duplication.
Finish is the most desired quality in the magazine work. No
extraordinary amount of talent is necessary for the work. If you have
style so much the better, but smooth writing and well handled diction
are the first requisites.
\\\\(y< WHO \r iii inois
].\y w \\ .\I'S( ).\
Dr Kalh:
"-Uh" : Zcta J'si: Al-
f'lia Gamma Rho ; Mawanda : Sa-
chem, Tribe of the Illitii; I'arsity
Football -'. ?. /; Caf^tain }; Presi-
dent y. M.\\ A. /.
^^^£
AlT X oiir cajUain <>t that great
^1*
,
Illinois Institution, the f -ot
liall team, we have a man
with that rare characteristic
Andrew Jackson spoke of when he
said. "I'lUchanan. I once knew a
man who succeeded aihnirahly hy
miinHng his own l)usiness".
I^o unassuming an<l <|uiet is Jack
Watson that if any single name
were to he apphed to him to give
a concrete descri])tion <d' him it
would he "Solomon".
"Dc Kalh". replies Jack when
aske<l where he hailed from.
lack's few stories of farm life
do not include husking hees. and
his fondness for long walks alone,
leads us to helieve that he is no
more of a "fusser" hack on the
farm than he is here.
llis first football ex])crience came
in high school, where for three
years as tackle and half-hack he
starred on the He Kalh team.
The "Ag." school claims "Jack
as its ])roduct". so we man ac-
count for the ahundance of spare
time he has. We are looking to
that fight in him to bring us an-
other championship team.
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••GOlUiQ- SUTHERLAXl)
"Acj."; Phi Gamma Delta; Al-
pha Gamma Rho; Mawanda; Ku-
Khi.v; Helmet; Maiuujer J'arsity
Football Team.
"Ip \'ERV afternoon on the
ZJ^H football field, the visitor at
^^^ practice sees a ])ersonage
with much aggressiveness
hurr\ing to and fro, supervising the
work of the assistants and looking
after the interests of our team. An
I ^L cap, surmounting a i)arficu-
larly pleasing visage, reveals a few-
locks of sandy-hued hair.
He is "Gobbo"' Sutherland, man-
ager of the 1915 X^arsity football
team. "(Jobbo" started his foot-
Ijall competition in his so])homore
year. Good hard work, aided l)y a
contagious smile, won for him the
manager's jol).
h^ootball seems to go hand in
hand with "Ag', as "Ciobbo" is also
an Agriculturist, forcing us to be-
lieve that many good men are en-
rolled in that college.
WHAT MARKS A I RHSHMAN GREEN
Thomas Akki.i: Ci.akk
Sll". the green freshman!"
,
I'lie remark surprised nie
^•1L>) .1 httle. I was walking
across the campus with one
oi the football coaches and a sum-
mer visitor of mine, a high school
sophomore who had been born and
for the greater jjart of his life had
lived ten thousand miles away from
this stale, and who was unfamiHar,
except for a few weeks' exi)erience.
with college scenes and college stu-
dents. The innocent looking youth
gazing at the workmen on the new
Chemsitry building was not phys-
ically nor satorially different from
the average young high schoil boy
in a city or in a country town, but
he was. I could see without a
<loubt. a prospective member of
the Class of 1919. The thing that
puzzled me was how my inexperi-
enced young compatiion had so eas-
ily detected the fact.
"llow did yf)U know he was a
freshiuan ?" 1 asked later in the day
as we were referring to the incident.
"Well." was the reply, "he was
wearing a high school pin on the
lapel of his coat, and you told me
last week that boys don't do that
after they have been here awliilc;
he was looking at the buildings as
if he had never seen them before.
and he did not recognize the coach.
'
I could do nothing else but
agree.—the boy was a fre>hman.
and he was green.
The freshmen starling to colkgc
for the first time are (|uite easily
recognized by any one even ^ligluly
faniili.'ir with the situ;ili<.n. Tlu'
new men who pour into Cambridge
or .\ew Haven or Heidelberg at
the opening of the college year find
it quite as difficult to disguise their
newness as do those increasing
numbers who each September begin
their college work in Chamjiaign or
Crljana. Sometimes the very fact
that he is eager to conceal .his in-
experience proves the hall mark of
his freshmanhood.
It was at the opening of the col-
lege year, and a young professor
had dropped into a little shop on
(ireen street run by a junior who
had done some work for him. It
was simply a friendly call to ex-
change autumnal greetings with an
old friend, b'or want of a better
])lace lie was carelessly sitting i^n the
table with one foot on the floor, the
other dangling in air when a youth
entered evidently acquainted with
the proprietor, but unfamiliar with
the rest of his surroundings.
"This is Mr. Blank." the junior
said. ap])arently wanting to do the
conventional thing to the new man.
And then realizing that he had per-
haps not characterized the instruc-
tor w illi sufficient accuracy, added.
"Mr. r.lank is a Professor at the
University." The freshman looked
the i)edagogue over carefully ; he
had undou])tedly been warned be-
fore leaving home that there were
unexpected i)itfalls antl carefully
gilded gold bricks prepared for the
unwary, and he was not going to be
easily taken in. A self-satisfied
smile spread over his countenance
and he winked a knowing eye as he
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said. "You can't fool me; I guess I
know a Professor when I see one."
We laugh at the freshman he-
cause he is green, hut he is far from
unique in showing this attrihute.
^^erdancy is almost a universal
quality. It is easy to pick out the
countryman on State Street or
Broadway, and it is not difficult to
spot the city man in Savoy. They
are hoth green. No American ever
goes unrecognized in a foreign city,
and no foreigner can at once adjust
himself to an American environ-
ment. It is because there is a larger
per cent of countrymen who drop
into a city than of city people who
invade the rural fastness that we
speak of the "green country Jake"
rather than of the "verdant city
Ike".
The freshman is green simply be-
cause he has. not yet come into har-
mony with his environment. He is
green for the same reason that the
city man. or the country man, or the
foreigner is green ; he is trying to
adjust himself to new conditions
and unfamiliar surroundings and in
doing so gives himself away. It
ought not to be surprising that he
thinks the stock judging pavilion is
the library, that he mistakes the
Beta house for a hotel, or that he
tries to rent a room at the presi-
dent's house.
It is caution, the desire not to
be guilty of a blunder, that causes
him to knock at the door of the
registrar's office before entering,
just as it is nervousness or a desire
to cause people to think he is feel-
ing quite at home that leads him to
keep his hat on his head after he
gets in this office.
The freshman reveals his state of
verdancy most easily, perhaps, by
too great reserve, by a certain hesi-
tancy. He walks about the campus
much as a blind man would do who
is familiar with the place. There is
constant progress, but a little hold-
ing back as if he were afraid of
running into something. He enters
rooms cautiously ; he approaches in-
structors with hesitation ; he looks
at the buildings as if they were
strangers. He is constantly on the
alert for the unexpected and always
possessed of the hope that he is not
giving his unsophistication away.
His very conversation, admirable as
it is. marks him as a new man and
so as a green freshman.
There is another type, however,
and this is the man who becomes
too quickly familiar with his new
environment and who by this
pseudo familiarity with people and
things about the campus emphasizes
more strongly than does the other
type referred to his failure to ad-
just himself properly to his envir-
onment. He talks loudly, he tries
to lead the cheering at the games,
or from the bleachers to direct the
coach or to criticize the players. He
calls the college dignitaries by their
first names, sits on the senior bench,
leads the conversation at every
gathering, and by bringing himself
prominently before the public at-
tempts at once to confirm the fact
that he is an old stager, familiar
with all the college traditions and
able to take care of himself in any
emergency. He is the greenest
freshman of all because he is the
least in harmony with his environ-
ment.
My office door opened one Sep-
tember morning not many years ago
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..ii.. .. ><»ung man came in. lie was
entering the University, he said,
and he \v<»id<l like my advice about
running for class president, or get-
ting out of military, or joining a
<!el>ating society, or something of
that sort. It trans])ircd before he
went out that I had once sjjcnt a
summer in his town, and that as a
boy I had kn<»wn his imde Isaac, so
that the conversation was fricn<lly
and easy, lie rose to go tinaliy and
as he reached the <loor he turned
and said cheerfully and happily.
'Well, take care of yourself, and
come over ami see u> when you get
time."
'.\ green freshman", you say.
Well, not so very. He had simply
not quite adjusted himself to his
new environment. He was using
the friendly and familiar "hail and
farewell" of the country community
from which he liad come, it was his
crude attempt at fmcs.se and self-
possession, and there was no more
thought of undue familiarity in his
mind than in yours when you send
your landlady a check for your
board bill ruid address her as "Dear
Mrs. r.rown."
The freshman ought n<H to be
annoye<l at his verdancy. Nature
has been most generous in s])reading
this color over the habitable earth.
There is no other color so restful
to the eye. so jileasing to the senses
;
there is no other one that stirs in
us all so many tender memories of
youth and spring days. The brown
of the autunm of college days comes
soon enough. What matter if the
freshman is green
—
])rovided that
in his greenness there is not too
large a mi.xture of yellow? It is
sim])ly an evidence of his youth and
his inex])cricnce.
The situation will change. \W
Thanksgiving he will have wan-
dered over the campus from the
golf links to Illinois Field and fr«Mn
the Illinois Central railroad to Lin-
coln Avenue ; he will have been
taught to respect our traditions and
will have learned our customs; and
long before the end of the year he
w ill be able to detect the newcomer
with as unerring accuracy as we
spotted him. In short he will have
adjusted himself to his environment
and will be green no more.
THE INDIAN POINT OF VIEW
MlI.TOX (]. SlIAKK
\Ar J'^I^L. an}\va}-. Pogne didn't
^ ^ score on ns."
BSaa In that one point the
Indian took solace for his
defeat, lint it was not offered in
the sense of an "aHbi" as we are apt
to use that term in sporting circles.
It grew out of a respect for the
powers of a really great athlete, and
a certain regard for his own al)ilitv.
After the Haskell game I Iiad a
long talk with Coach Kennedy con-
cerning his proteges and the way
they adapt themselves to the Amer-
ican college game. This talk and
the information that Dr. Kennedy
imparted would furnish material
for a much longer article than I can
here offer. I shall try to concern
myself only with the Indian and
football. The most impressive
point to me, however, was how lit-
tle we know of the great work that
is being done for these red-skinned
youths in our government schools.
"There's an example of Indian
stoicism," said Dr. Kennedy, and
he told me that his boy Levi who
was standing beside us with an al-
most expressionless face had had a
tooth broken oft" in the afternoon's
game, and that a bare nerve was at
that moment exposed. I went with
Dr. Kennedy to the dentist who re-
moved this nerve. It was a very
painful job, so I am told, but never
a whimper came from Levi. Maybe
he did "bat" an eye, but not a sound
escaped his lips.
"Do they like football?"
"\\'ell, I should say so. In fact
they like all sports, but football and
basketball appeal to them ])articu-
larly. ( )ut of three hundred boys
ranging in age from ten years to
tweiUy-three—the government will
not let they stay after they are that
old—we have as many men out for
the team as we have ec|ui]iment for.
That means from tiftv to sixtv.
These fellows come to me knowing
absolutely nothing al)out football,
and it is a long and tedious job be-
fore I produce the finished player."
Dr. Kennedy is a coach of about
sixteen years' experience. For eight
years he coached at Kansas Uni-
versity, and for five years he has
been at Haskell. One can see that
he is completely wra]:)pe(l up in his
work, and likewise one can see that
his "boys" are all wrapped up in
their coach. This surely is a per-
fect combination to produce the
right kind of results.
"We firmly believe," said Dr.
Kennedy, "that the Indian boys
learn as much in their games and
their athletics as they do in the
class room. What the Indian lacks
today is initiative and for that rea-
son I have trouble in developing
good field captains, and especially
quarterbacks with good judgment
in the selection of ])lays. The boy
is very apt at first to do what _\"OU
tell him and no more than that. I
have to spend many (la}'s each sea-
son coaching them in detail or sig-
nal i)ractice. The plays must be
run through again and again, and
that takes much of the time that I
would like to be using for the tiner
points of the game—blocking, inter-
ference, and dodging."
Tlic Indian is very :\\)t to imitate
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what he sees someone else du. In
a game they watch the movements
of the opposing team, and in tlieir
next game they are very apt to
adopt the same tactics of their op-
I)<)nents of the week before. For
that reason they were very glad
when I'ogne was ])Ut in ihc game
against them. They watclicd him
very closely. Dr. Kcnnedv told me,
and if imitation is the sincerest
form of flattery, the lUini star will
certainly be handed some very great
compliments by these Indian boys.
The Indian does not lose his
temper in a game. I le plays with
the same determination whether his
team is ahead or behind, lie never
c|uits and he never loses an iota of
his lighting spirit. It was a great
surprise to their coach when Cap-
tain Clements was ruled out of
the Illinois game for unnecessary
roughness. The Indians are not de-
monstrative, and as slugging is
certainly an outward demonstration
of one's feelings, very little trouble
of this kind is experienced in I las-
kell games. The whole team an<l
their coach deepl\- regretted the
incident.
The charge that the Indians are
a decadent race was not U])held b\-
Dr. Kennedy. ( )n the other hand
he claims that under the conditions
with which they are surrounded
today tile Indian is achancing l)\-
leaps and bounds, and his •'dark
<lays" are long since i)ast.
"Why, they're all natural ath-
letes." Dr. Kennedy told me. "liv-
ery fellow who comes t(» llaskell
can run or juni]) or do .something
which re(|uires physical prowess. 1
attributr it to their native dances.
When one see< them ho])ping
around to the beating of a tum-
fom he cannot but see the source
for the excellent foot work which
the boys show on the football teams.
What little weaknesses they do
show are nearly all inherited—they
are the unmistakable evidences of
the days when the white man sur-
rounded the Indian with everything
that was bad and expected him to
come through unscathed. Uut those
days are gone and we can only hope
that following generations will suc-
ceed in throwing otf the traces
which were left."
"They're tine fellows, all of
them, and just as loyal to their
school and their race as any stu-
dent here." Then he showed me a
telegram signed by "Bill", who is
at school in Massachusetts. It was
merely an expression of confidence
in the ability of the team to do its
l)est under all circumstances. "Bill"
had i)layed with them and he knew
what they could do.
"I have just two big things to
overcome in the development of my
teams after I get the boys trained
in the rudiments of football," said
Dr. Kemiedy. "One is the four
year rule, and the other is the ten-
dency of the boys to get married.
I"lliminate those two conditions and
I could show you a team of hus-
kies that couldn't be surpassed any-
where. lUit after all. what would
be the use. W'e are not after great
teams primarily. What we want
to do is to train the boys to the
realization of the fullest manhood
and the greatest possible good to
the race. We feel that we are ac-
complishing this end in a remark-
able degree, and the wimiing or los-
ing of games is only an incideiU in
the linal outcome of (>ur effoits."
ROMANCE AFTER TEN YEARS
S. D. H.
^^ HE sat waiting in the green
^*^
I
parlor of the hotel, oblivi-
^^^ ous to the clang and roar
of traffic in the street be-
low. She had come in from the
suburb where she and Henry
lived to attend to the weekly
business which follows from house-
keeping. The clock on the spectac-
ular onyx mantle was nearing one
;
so she rearranged her hair and gave
herself up to thoughts of love and
romance, for she was dining that
day with Arthur, the man she
hadn't married. Such impedi-
menta as Henry and the establish-
ment in the suburbs were tempor-
arily out of the way. She had
spent the morning at the hair-
dresser's and had also given con-
siderable time to the masseuse, who
had industriously ironed out the
matrimonial kinks from her face by
the cosmetics method.
"Together!" She turned as she
heard the ecstatic exclamation and
gave both hands to Arthur, who
was standing before her with a look
of ineffable love. The aft'ection
was supposed to be the same as it
had been ten years before when
they were twenty-six.
"Arthur," she whispered, "to
think that we two are going to dine
here alone ! And all these years
we haven't seen each other once.
Time was when I thought you
really cared."
He patted her hand in a smug,
complacent manner which comes
about the time a man begins to wear
long-tailed black coats to business-
as well as to Sunday school.
They sat at a table for two over-
looking the little park nearby ; she
watched him sentimentally while he
ordered the luncheon. Light cer-
tainly did not bring out the good
features of his face. There were a
few wrinkles, the first ones, very
obvious in that light. The orches-
tra played, nevertheless, with a way
that orchestras have, dragging forth
its entire repertoire of erotic and
soulful selections. While they were
sipping their coffee. Arthur held her
hand beneath the table and noticed
with horror that it seemed larger
than it had years ago.
"So you are married?" he asked.
"The dearest little bungalow you
ever saw in your life," she mur-
mured; "why, it's the most conve-
nient thing. You see, the kitchen-
ette is
—
"
"So am I," he interrupted, "I
just wish that you could see the
head lettuce and celery that I grow
myself."
The orchestra was playing again
by this time, and a girl in a pink
frock was walking up and down
between the tables, singing some-
thing about apple blossoms and
springtime.
He gazed into her eyes with the
ardor one is supposed to manifest
when loving violently. "Why did
you send me away ?"' he asked.
"Why did you stay away when I
sent you, Arthur ?" She passed her
hand before her face so that she
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couM watch liim helwccii her
finj^crs. Xo (liiubt of ii ; he was
bc'jjinning to show his age.
"Why (h(l you stay when 1 sent
you. Arthur?" she re])eate(l. "1 al-
wavs waited for you before all oth-
ers; and when I thought yon were
ceasing to care. I married Henry."
He looked out the window, and
wondered why her \oii.e had lost
the softness that it once had.| was a fool, Josephine." Then
in a whisi)er which even the waiter
did not hear, he asked. "Is it too
late ?"
She gave him a martyr-like
glance. "Arthur, you are married;
yet I would follow you to the ends
of the earth, my own."
"Then let us fly." he urged. "To-
night we shall go. my super-
woman. Xo. we shall go at once."
"Right away." she hastened to
assent, but she didn't see the look
of dismay on his face.
They left the diningroom and
strolled down the street, each talk-
ing of individual plans. He gal-
lantly assisted her across the traffic-
blocked streets, and he was busily
thinking in the meanwhile. So was
she. They paused on their way to
the station at a cr}- from |ose])hine.
"Oh. there are some tilings that I
simply must have," she cried, "ril
gel tlicin in thi> store c)n the corner;
they kee]) fairl\- good things."
He volunteered to accompany her
into the store. "Xo. no. Arthur
dear." she said, as he insisted. "I
can go by myself." He seemed a
trifle pleased at her refusal.
A moment later he had hailed a
taxicab and was riding away as fast
as the speed laws i)ermitte<l. "They
still bite." he (jl)serve(l to himself
willi a smile. "1 guess I'm not an
old fog_\- after all. even if I am
nearly forty and married as long
as I've been. Let's see." looking at
his watch; "why. I'll get home in
time to spade up some more of the
garden and clip the hedge."
Through the store at breakneck
speed went Josephine, tumbling
over elderly shoppers and dodging
obsequious floorwalkers until she
reached the door which opened on
anotlier street, .'^hc stumbled into
a waiting taxicab.
"As fast as you can," she cried,
and to his question she answered,
"Oh. I don't know. Anywhere."
After she got her breath she
smiled. "Arthm-'s the same as
ever, poor boy. Imagine his being
sill}- enough to listen to that sort
of talk ! I do hope I get home in
liiiie to make the coffee myself to-
i,'i,dn. llcnr\- likes it l)est the way
1 lix it."
OUR SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM
TIIE cause of journalism is
on the boom at the Univer-
sity of Illinois. The college
trained newspaper man has
come to be just as great an essential
in his profession as is the univer-
trained business man. Courses in
sity bred farmer, or the college
journalism, which were started here
a few years ago in a small way,
somewhat as an experiment and yet
with full faith in tlie future of the
work, have proved eminently suc-
cessful ; and the time has now come
for the University to take a step
forward in its training of newspa-
per men, a step which will place it
in the ranks of the leading schools
of journalism in this country.
Training thus far offered at this
institution has consisted in giving
the journalistic aspirants a broad,
general education, enabling them to
grapple intelligently with the prob-
lems of the profession, together
with just enough technical training
to acquaint them with the general
forms and customs of the newspa-
per world. The advance which is
being inaugurated this fall consists
of a more elaborate training in the
technical side of newspaper work.
The same broad training in lan-
guage, history, literature, econom-
ics and government is offered as be-
fore, but in addition to this there
are now to be given more thorough
laboratory courses in all phases of
journalism.
The suite of rooms in the base-
ment of the Law IJuilding, formerly
occupied by the Bureau of Publica-
tions, has been converted into a
model newspaper laboratory. Four
thousand dollars has been spent in
equipping a "local" room. Thirty
modern copy desks have been in-
stalled, each fitted with the latest
model Underwood typewriter. Ad-
joining the "local" room is a news-
paper library, containing files of
some thirty different newspapers
and journalistic periodicals, together
with the dictionaries, directories,
reference books and encyclopedias
so essential to the newspaper office.
On the opposite side of the library
is a large "editorial" room, fitted
with editorial desks and tables
where the future journalists will be
given practice in copy reading,
proof reading, head waiting, make
up, etc.
Dr. Frank W. Scott remains at
the head of the courses in journal-
ism and he will continue to teach
the courses in Rhetoric 15-16 and
19, and English 27-28. The remain-
ing courses in journalism as well
as the immediate supervision of the
newspaper laboratory, will be in
charge of Mr. H. F. Harrington,
who has recently been added to the
University faculty.
Mr. Harrington comes to the
University of Illinois • from the
University of Kansas. He is a
graduate of Ohio State and has had
successful experience as a practical
newspaper man and as an instructor
in journalism. He is a man of abil-
ity and has a convincing personal-
ity. He is keenly alive to all the
possibilities of the newspaper field
and he has the rare faculty of be-
ing genuinely enthusiastic over his
work.
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To The Girl From Illinois
R. I-:. D.
Here's to llic yirl from Illinois,
Wherever she may be.
The girl whose Iaiy?h is liglu ami free
Ami has a right to be
!
Here's to the k'tI from Illinois,
She puts the smiles in life.
Here's to the man, the lucky man
Who makes that girl iiis wife!
lUit may that day be years away.
Fair co-eil, do not hurry.
To promise that you'll he a liride
And share a mere man's worry.
I'or tliose who know say married life
Is not what it may seem.
And w jicn you lia\o a family.
IV'rliaps sonutinu's .mui'II dream:
—
"Here's to the girl from Illinois,"
(.\nd wish that you were slie)
"The girl whose laugh is ligiit and free
.\nd has a right to be."
j8
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w@ II". X >()nic pcrsDn of scantyage and scantier experiencetakes up the ambitious task
I if reviewing CDnteniporary
books, he soon finds that he
has acquired a tremendously peril-
ous job. it this would-be erudite
young person express radical views
of his own manufacture, his
eMers smile in that maddening
patronizing way of theirs and
whisi>er with resigned sighs. "Well,
he is young." All of which,
of course, the young man can in no
way helji. 1 hen there are the peo-
ple of the reviewer's own age and
capacity who argue the worthy
voung critic unknown if he express
liimself more or less forcibly or am-
])iguously; it does not matter
which. So what is one to do?
In order not to call down campus
criticism on the very tirst ])ara-
graph of my own criticism I asked
live men on whose judgment I felt
I might rely what they thought of
Mrs. dene Stratton Porter's con-
tribution to the literature of the
ages. I asked, of course. li\e un-
dergraduates; I know ver\ well
what the faculty may think. With-
out a dissenting voice tliey said.
"Iler books do not seem real."
Mrs. Torter her>elf stated, in
discussing her newest bit of fic-
tion. Michael O'llalloraii, that the
titular character was a super-boy.
the embodiment of line (|ualities ;
so that .Michael is a synthetic crea-
tiu"e. a kind of literary hylirid who
does not e.\i--t outside of rMinance.
With the iieroine the same is true,
and the female semi-villainess is
ideally disagreeable. in Mrs.
Stratton's latest book there is. ac-
c(»rding to schedule, a sigh or a
heart throb on every one of the
four hundred odd pages. To one
who enjoys hearing of the down-
trodden deserving with the wicked
in the high seat we should all re-
joice, for he will be delighted with
Michel O'Halloran and he will have
a delicious evening to spend in the
realms of sentiment. Hut whether
one may think of her latest book.
Freckles, Laddie, and the rest, no
one can doubt that Airs. Porter is
sincere ; she is not trying to sham
although she inadvertently tells an
untrutli.
Recently Mr. John (lalsworthy
has given to the public The Free-
lands, a novel of social problems in
which he lias treated the subject
after the manner peculiar to him-
self. The (ialsworthy love of na-
ture and his sympathetic I'loint of
tlie al)u^ed i)easant reminds of no
one 1)11 1 John Galsworthy. There
is in The Freelaiids a heartl)rcak-
ing, a gloominess, a hopeless atmos-
])here. and through the whole runs
the bitter kind of satire that is
meant to leacli rather than aiunse.
Mr. (ialswortli\"s liook. although
the setting is I'.ngli^h and the prob-
lem is 1-Jiglish. is \aguel\' disquiet-
ing.
I '.oh TrNst is a lal)(>ring man and
one of Sig ( lerald Malloring's cot-
tagers, lie (le>ii"e< to marry the
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sister of his deceased wife. The
Mallorings, being not a Httle like
our own rural gentry, a bit prone
to dabble in the personal affairs of
the "Masses," object. When Tryst
insists on the marriage, he is evict-
ed, and his revenge is incendiary.
He is sentenced to three years of
penal servitude ; and as he passes
out of the courtroom, he throws
himself before a passing automobile
in desperation.
This is a satire against the Eng-
lish social system, and perhaps we
Americans cannot be wholly in
sympathy with a hero whose strug-
gles we can comprehend but the
significance of which we are very
likely to miss. Yet the narrative is
moving tragedy—that one cannot
fail to appreciate.-—although there
may be doubt in the average mind
as to just what it is all about.
Our good \'ictorian ideas and
ideals seem to be losing their ability
to keep us piously condemning
Oscar Wilde. There is a noticeable
revival of interest in the works of
the Englishman in the last two
years which is very reassuring.
New editions of that brilliant auth-
or are almost flooding the market
;
and a publisher has recently
brought forth a set of Wilde's
works in a uniform edition, pur-
chasable one volume at a time.
When there is a demand for books
securable after the manner of this
plan, surely the popularity of such
an author must be growing. Wilde
himself unblushingly asserts in
De Profnndis, "I have spoken of
the world in a word, and summed
up life in an epigram." Xo ego-
tist ever came so near telling the
truth.
Another book on the war has ap-
peared this month to add itself to
the already formidable list which
the public generally refuses to read.
Everybody from Cramb to Emma
Goldman has explained how it all
started. Dr. Edw^ard von Mach's
contribution to the tifty-foot shelf
is Germany's Point of Vieiv. The
new book is not vitriolic as so many
war books are, and it is not a dia-
tribe and and arraignment like so
many of the publications of which
J'acciise is one of the latest. Dr.
\'on Alach, of course, is extremely
desirous of vindicating Germany,
inasmuch as the contents probably
had something to do with naming
the volume. How logical the au-
thor is had best be left to close
scholars of international affairs.
NOTES OF NEW BOOKS
Through College on Xothing a
Year, intimate talks with a senior
on his personal experience, edited
by Christian Gauss, $i net. By
Richard Rice, Jr.
College Sons and College Fath-
ers, by Henry S. Canby, $1.20 net.
(Harper & Brothers.)
The late Mr. F. Hopkinson
Smith's last novel, "Felix O'Day,"
of which he had completed the final
revision of proofs just before his
death, is published by Messrs.
Scribners.
Ivory Apes and Peacocks, by
James Huneker, $1.50. (Scribners.)
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•"The < )ne I Knew the P.est of
All." by Frances Ilotlgson lUirnett.
There is a new edition coming this
month, with a foreword by the au-
thor, written especially for it. and
illustrations by R. li. Birch. (Scrib-
ncrs. I
In the fiction list is Robert Grant.
"The High Priestess," whose scene
is laid in Kenham. tells of the mar-
ried life of the new woman of the
present generation.
The Lord of Misrule, by Alfred
Xoyes. who visited the University
in 191 3. with frontispiece. $1.60
net. ( F. A. Stokes Co.)
"When My Ship Comes In" is a
novel by Gouverneur Morris which,
in its realism and the color of its
atmosphere, is said to be one of the
most remarkable of all Mr. Morris's
achievements.
A Mouse of Pomegranates, by
Oscar Wilde, illus. by Jessie M.
King. S4.50 net.
Poems, is the simple title of a
new collection by Gilbert K. Ches-
terton.
The Laughing Muse, by Arthur
Guiterman. Si net. (Harper &
Brothers. I
S. Dix Harwood.
An Antique Pleasantry Address-
eth the Gentle Reader
(S. D. H.)
My whiskers fall below my knees,
( Xo more I need a tie).
.And though they will not grant me ease,
They yawn as I pass by.
I'm old and lame; my step is slow;
My clothes are out of style
;
I woI)ble awf'lly when I go,
.And cannot get a smile.
With Alexander's Ragtime Band,
Eileen, and Casey Jones,
I long to go to has-been-land
To rest my weary bones.
My vibrant, youthful spirit's gone;
I've lost my hum'rous spell
—
I am that hoary, ancient joke
That militarv's hell.
YE CAMPUS GOSSIP
The Sigma Chis entertained the An extract from the Daily Ilhni:
-entire chorus of "Temptation'" the "Wallace was the heaviest loser,
other evening. several suits of clothes. ..."
Abe Walton claimed first choice ^^.^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^, ^j^^^ ^^^.^^^
by furnishing the automobile and ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ Freshmen in Ec.26
took the one ni purple on the left ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ .^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ j^^^.^j^
•€nd. which fall from Doc. Litman's
Good taste, Howard. |-pg_
Batting averages in the Stephen- j^.^ ^^^ ^^^^j^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^-^^ ^^
son League
:
let a girl drive vour car—she's
Chink Weems 880 probably smashed six or eight other
I^s"^ 500 fellows' cars learning how, so she
Firebaugh 230
^^ j^^ ^^ ^^ proficient.
Ye Ed 001
Averages based on percentages of We want to acknowledge the Ag-
<lates asked for and received. riculturist. but being highbrows we
never get south of the Commerce
It was reported to us that the b^^jiaing, and do not know much
Dekes have - held their chapter
^i^^^^^ ^jj^^^ ^^^^^ £^11 plowing,
meetings at the Lvric for the last
three weeks. Yes, we enjoyed However, in reading over the
Theda Bara also. Announcement of Courses we see
listed in Animal Husbandry courses
We are glad to notice that Del number 565. How to Recognize
Harris is again serving Sunday T^g Cow.
evening lunches, as it will be pos-
sible to run up a bill without going ^Ve had just recovered from the
downtown. ^^^^ P^^&s of being separated from
that little girl of ours when we
We were using our pass book on
^^ere forced to witness the extreme-
the street car the other day when we ly platonic welcome of our
saw something which made us want ''Whitey" by his Sophomore Theta
to take the vote away from women, love.
A co-ed, one of the most prominent
, ,
„ ^
,
, ,,jr .1
, r 1 T • 1 nu- And as Bart would sav, if we amembers of the Junior class, rhi ' d r M
Beta Kappa material, rang the bell.
i';;°;7o/°Lt 'stuff
. '"^''^'
waited unVil the car had nearly
stopped, then stepped ofif facing the Qqc Folsom, looking at Ponce,
rear. Pick and Bob: There are four
„ , r • suckers, three over there and onePerhaps some of our seniors . . .
,
,
,
,
^
.
, .,
.
.• .• on the other side,
could furnish us with statistics on
the percentage of decrease of let- We can't always stand on our
ters the freshmen write to their national reputation. Two promi-
girl back home. Can you remember, nent Greeks lost a man to Iris this
Snapper? season.
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The Noble Oskv Wow Wow
R. E. D.
In eighteen hiindred sixty-seven
The Tribe of the Illini came
From end to end of this great prairie
To the village of Chamjiaign.
Led by big chief Osky Wow Wow
To the land of hash and rain,
Far away from all excitement.
The tribe of the lllini came.
On the shores of muddy lU)iHy:ir(l.
Close beside its lazy waters,
Chose these men to pitch their campus
—
In the land of their forefathers.
There they summoned wise professors
With their heads chucked full of
knowledge,
Soon came many hundred students
To this wild and wooly cnllcge.
Then these pioneers discovered
There was nothing there to do;
Many miles from l.ikes and rivers.
Hence no swimming and no crew.
Distant also— Iiills and nmuntains.
Xot a pretty scene to view
—
Three hours ride from gay Chicago
—
Xot an eartlily thing to do.
So the skinny Osky Wuw Wow
Called the first great convocation.
Spoke to ev'ry loyal student
Spoke : "We mu.st have recreation.
"In tlic middle of the prairie
1 lours hang heavy on one's hand.
Let us spend our time in sending
mini's name to ev'ry land."
Thus concluded their sage cliieflain.
His words of wisdom in their ears.
The valiant warriors of lllini
Have fought for glory all tlie.>;e years.
Today > on hear of Illinois
I-'rom Labrador to .Moscow
Linked with fame, echoes the name
Of noble Osky Wow Wow
^
Tailor-MaJe Clotlies Aren't Cheap
yet they cost no more than "read-mades." For
instance, we'll take your measure for as fine a suit
of to your order cloths that ever graced a man's
back for as little as $20.00.
CLEANING, REPAIRING, PRESSING.
Pitsenbarger & Flynn
Bell 1967 Creen Street
J|HE TALK of the
'
' Campus is the new
eat shop in the Arcade. The
sooner you get acquiinted
with it the longer you \\i\\
eat there. :: :: :: :.
Eventual'y ihat r) t A /^ 1/
will be the . . . . LJUr\\^i^
Try Our Original "Chili"
The Alamo
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Bert's
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is the
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sick shoes made
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Work Guaranteed
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Wright Street.
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MILITARY TRAINING IN OUR SCHOOLS
AND COLLEGES
Edmund J. James
HE views expressed by Pres-
ident Wilson in his message
to Congress a year ago con-
cerning the ultimate reli-
ance of the American people for a
satisfactory scheme of national de-
fense were. I believe, correct.
Neither the system of universal
military service—however many
and substantial may be its advan-
tages—nor that of a large standing
army, will ever be adopted by the
United States, imless it should be
reahy in continuous danger of in-
vasion by foreign enemies or of
destruction by domestic conflict,
neither of which possibilities is
likely to be imminent in our day
and generation.
We must then rely for our na-
tional defense upon a citizen sol-
diery. In such a scheme, however,
one of the most serious difficulties
is that of obtaining and maintain-
ing a sullicient number of pro'perly
trained officers to man the regi-
ments of the militia or the national
guard, or even the regular army.
England and Russia are experienc-
ing this difficulty in the present war
in a most acute way ; and we also
in this country in the development
of our national guard.
I desire to call attention to one
of the simplest and most economi-
cal methods of creating an adequate
corps of properly trained officers in
the United States.
We have at present in each state
in the Union at least one public in-
stitution supported in i)art by the
state and in part by the federal
government, at which military in-
struction and drill are required of
all or a considerable portion of 'the
male students in such institutions.
These are the colleges foiuided on
the proceeds of the federal land
grant of July ist, 1862. They num-
ber now more than fifty.
The University of Illinois, for
example, which received its first
endowment from the federal g )v-
ernment in the grant above men-
tioned, requires all the young men
in the first and second years of the
Zl
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college course to particij)atc in reg-
ular military drill to the extent of
three hours per week.
The cadet force at present con-
sists of a full hrigade. made uj) of
two regiments, and including the
military hands, numbers over two
thousand men. equal to aivnit three
national guard regiments of the av-
erage size. The Stato has just
erected an ade(|uate armory.
These L'niversitv cadets coming
Their ccdlege training guarantees
a standard of general education
fully equal to that of West Point
and Annapolis graduates, and with
the opi)ortunity for additional in-
struction their military training
could be made such as would justify
their addition to the lowest grade of
c« »mmissioned (tfiicers.
I'.y extending the lime of this
military training from three to six
hours per week and from two years
as they do fnjm all parts of the
state and country, from all social,
intlustrial and political classes, rich
and ])oor. agricultural and manu-
facturing, democratic and republi-
can, ])rogrcssive and socialist; be-
longing to all colleges (Agricultu-
ral, I'lngineering. 1-ibcral Arts and
.Sciences ) . form the very best ma-
terial for orticers in the militia and
national guard and other ])ranches
of a truly popular army.
to four years in the case of those
students desiring it. ample ojipor-
tuiiity would be gained to secure a
.military training which would jus-
tify their a])pointment as second
lieutenants in the federal army or
nationnl guard, and make them most
valuable material for officers wher-
ever they might be. and whenever
they should be needed.
r.y adding to the I'niversity staff
regularly trained federal officers in
Q
<
5
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proportion to the numbers of the
regiment it would be possible to of-
fer additional courses in military
instructi(»n. open to such students
as desire elcctives, and the Univer-
sity could give credit for these, as
for other similar courses, toward a
degree.
If the federal government were
to offer $250 per year to each cadet
who wciuld i)ledge himself to give
this extra time to a stutly of mili-
tary tactics and practical drill in
military matters for four years, I
have no doubt that anywhere from
c^ne hundred to two hundred and
fifty officers of the second lieuten-
ant grade a:)uld be graduated from
the University of Illinois every
year, and corresponding numbers
from similar institutions. Thus
from two to three thousand such
officers might be added annually to
the immediately available force of
our system of national defense.
I am myself a pacifist of rather
an extreme type. I long for the
time when international war will
cease, but all history gives the He
to the doctrine that a state of mili-
tary unpreparedness will insure the
preservation of peace.
The wars of the French Revolu-
tion came upon Europe at a time
when no single nation was jireparefl
for war. It was the total unpre-
paredness of Europe for armed
conflict which enabled Xajjolcon to
overrun the Continent. The state
of almost idiotic unpreparedness of
the United States for the War of
1S12 did not prevent us from going
into this war and led naturally t(^
an almost continuous series of de-
feats on land until after the Treaty
of Peace had been signed.
Certainly our unpreparedness for
;
war did not prevent us from seizing '
a large i)art of the territory of Mex-
j
ico in the forties. 1
The great Crimean War, in which
]
it must not be forgotten nearly as <
large a proportion of the civilized
world was involved as in the pres-
|
ent war ; the French-Austrian \\ ar '
in i<^59; and above all our own
|
Civil War from 1861 to 1865 are
good illustrations of how quickly
nations go into great wars on occa-
|
sion without any real preparation,
j
and disposes absolutely of the con- ]
tention that lack of preparation for 1
war insures peace.
1
This proposition is further sup-
ported by the fact that unprepared- I
ness for war on the part of one
party did not ])revent the Japanese- |
Chinese \\ ar. nor the English-Boer
War. nor tlie Spanish-American I
War. nor the Russian-Japanese
War. nor the Italian-Turkish War,
nor the Balkan \\'ar. all of which 1
wars have occurred within the last 1
twenty years.
If unpreparedness for war does j
not guarantee peace, neither does I
])reparedness, as we have jilainly 1
seen in the present great war in
Eurojie ; but the general knowledge
that a great and ixnverful nation is
ready to give a good account of it- j
self in case it is attacked will go far *
to prevent such attacks. If ])repar- 1
edness for war like that of I-'rance 1
and (iermany, for instance, may
easily lead to wars of aggression,
distinct un])reparedness on the part 1
of a wealthy nation offering great
op])ortunities for lo )t. like that of
China for example, easily ])rovokes
invasion. The only safe course is i
for us to establish and maintain a 1
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reasonable military force sufficient
for effective national defense.
Let us. by all means then, de-
velop the citizen soldiery, and let
us take the first step toward creat-
ing a sufficient force of this sort by
organizing and developing a suffi-
ciently numerous and adequately
trained corps of officers through the
utilization of the great national-
state schools now in existence.
THE GAME FROM THE PRESS BOX
Hal Pack
SOMEWHERE in the ac-
count of every well-re-
ported football contest there
is supposed to be a state-
ment that so many thousand people
saw' the game. The figures may
vary, but the public insists upon
knowing how many were there and
the papers always give the infor-
mation.
It would be more accurate, how-
ever, to say that so many thousand
zvatclied the game and that two
dozen sazi.' it. And the two dozen
are dead-heads at that, financially
speaking. This small number in-
cludes, of course, the coaches, a part
of the reserve squad, a few out-and-
out football fans who can give off-
hand every score in the last fifteen
years, and the press box.
The bleachers watch the game, in
a way. They enjoy its thrills, like
the enthusiasm, and follow the plays
after a fashion ; but they only watch
the game. The press box sees it.
As you sit in the bleachers you
take in the mass of the play
;
you
know whether the team gained or
was thrown for a loss ; if the play
was a forward pass, a punt or an
end run ; but further than that you
do not greatly concern yourself.
And what's the use r 1 f there is
any particular feature you want to
know more about, it is much better
to wait until tomorrow's paper
comes out. than t(j bother your man
or the man in the next seat. You
are there to enjoy the game.
And here is the job of the press
box. X^:)t only must the game be
given play by play, but every possi-
ble inquiry must be forestalled
How many substitutions were made
in the game ? What was that pen-
alty for ? Who fumbled the ball
on the second kick-off ? How many
times did Wisconsin make their
down ? X'o matter what you want
to know, the information is sup-
posed to be in your favorite sport-
ing sheet the morning after.
To do all this is too much for
one man. ]\Iost papers which make
a pretense of reporting the game
with any completeness, have two or
more men in the press box. One
will take the game play by play,
reporting the style of play, the gain,
the substitutions and other impor-
tant facts. Another will keep sta-
tistics, recording the number of for-
ward passes attempted and the
number successfully negotiated, the
number of times gains are made on
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certain plays, and similar details.
He may also assist the first man in
his play by play work.
Then it the paper be rich and
flourishing, a "star" reporter may
be sent to write the lead and the
main body of the story, filling in
details with the "copy " of the other
men. Details are of little impor-
tance to the lead writer except as
they help determine how things are
to be played up after the game is
over. He gets the perspective of
the thing. A play which, for a
moment, seems so spectacular as to
be the big event of the afternoon,
may dwindle to insignificance in the
imcertainty of gridiron warfare.
Here is the real job. As he lolls
back in a rickety camp-chair high
up over the cheering bleachers, he
is outlining what thousands will
read in tomorrow's paper. And it
is a proposition. Only a few are
sufficiently competent as judges of
football to know what to write, and
the number that knows what to
write and in addition, knows how
to write it is small indeed.
Such a sport writer is Ring Lard-
ner. who resenes Illinois Home-
coming games as his own assign-
ment. Although essentially a hu-
morist. Lardner is successful as a
sport writer because he gets a dif-
ferent view-point, an unusual slant,
a imique twist to the stor}- which
makes his sport writing decidedly
individual. A heavy, burly fellow,
silent and not particidarly humor-
ous in his conversation, it is hard
to imagine. Lardner as a humorist,
but even in the press box he is a
humorist and then a sport writer.
Only occasionally does he lighten
up, and then he lights a cigarette
and begins on a "Ford" typewriter
which he carries with him.
The treatment of a sport story
varies with the edition in which it
is to appear. If it is for an after-
noon paper such details as the
crowd, the band, the cheering and
the lineup will be featured, and it
is a safe bet that the lead was writ-
ten before the game. Often two
advance leads are written, so that
no matter which team loses, the
story can be sent through as soon as
the game is over without waiting
for the reporter to hold things up
writing a lead. In case of a tie.
such as Illinois has experienced
twice this season, it is disconcert-
ing, to say the least, to be called
upon to write a third lead.
In morning papers, one may ex-
pect to see the big feature of the
game played up in the first para-
graph. Thus several papers, in
their accounts of the Illinois-Min-
nesota game, featured Halstrom's
run and the resulting touchdown by
Clark as the event that gave the
mini new fight and enabled them
to hold the Gophers. Lardner took
a different slant, of course, but he's
supposed to do that. That's Lard-
ner.
The press box is a strenuous
place during the game. Xever say
"Pretty soft" when referring to a
press box job at a big game. Some-
one who knows might hear. Be-
fore the game there is much
tr-ading of lineups, cigarettes and
information ; much speculation on
the outcome of the game, and a
little betting on the side, perhaps.
But from the first kick-oft a tense
nervous atmosphere pervades the
little coop high up there over the
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cheering crowd. It is a newspaper
office in an aggravated form, ten
minutes before press time with a
big story breaking. There is much
typewriter cHcking, and the battery
of telegraph instruments almost
drowns the cheering on the bleach-
ers.
From the shouting among the re-
porters it sounds as if there were a
simultaneous effort to get out an
edition of Who's Who. "Who's
out?" "W^ho's in for him"? "Who
made that run?" "Clark," says
one. "Macomber," volunteers an-
other. And then one never can be
sure, for a play once passed, is ab-
solutely gone. Xo one has the time
to look it up for the lagger, and the
news is half way to Chicago before
the next pile-up is over.
Financially, reporting a game
runs into money. For the Minne-
sota game there were twenty-four
leased wires running from the Illi-
nois press box. Five of these w^ere
to Minneapolis, and Johnny Ritchie
of the Minneapolis Journal sent
more than seven thousand words.
Ritchie is one of the hardest work-
ing sport writers in the country. In
addition to keeping statistics and
writing an account of the game as
each play was made, he wrote his
own leads for several stories, and
the reports were flashed in Minne-
apolis, in addition to being used in
the Journal.
Bill Bailey wrote for the Exami-
ner and American, and his reports
were sent to the Hearst Building
and the Chicago Illini club simul-
taneously. X^o one had a bigger job
than Mike Tobin, local sport writer,,
who in addition to handling the re-
port for the Associated Press, cov-
ered the game for half a dozen
leading papers of the middle west.
Tolls at three-fourths of a cent
a word brought the charges to al-
most $1000. Add to this the sala-
ries and expenses of well-paid re-
porters and correspondents, tele-
phone charges, expense for photo-
graphs and cuts, and you have some
idea of what it costs to report a
game for the Sunday morning devo-
tees of the sporting section.
TALKING OVER THE COLLEGE
TlHE king of indoor sports at
^^^ present is investigating col-
g^^ leges. There is no maga-
zine which does not feel
that this is the question of the day.
The people whom they select to do
their criticisms are drawn from ev-
ery field. College officials and the
professors are the most common
sources of the articles. Occasion-
ally an undergraduate is selected for
the task. More often, if we are to
judge from the character of the
work produced, the writer is an
editorial writer on the question in-
volved.
Far be it from us to deny these
periodicals this privilege. They
must fill their columns as well as
ourselves. The European war is
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losing ])rc'>iigc; it no longer is a
feature ; it has lost the power to
attract. A year from now in all
probability the college and the un-
dergraduate will have temporarily
dropped from view. r»ut at the
present time the serious aspect of
university training is recognized
as it has never been before ; no
longer are theories of Crane and
his associates in the business world
given serious consideration. The
rah-rah type made famous by
( leorge I'itch has departed to the
land of shadows from which no
man returnelh. What, then, is the
opinion of the periodicals of the
day on universities and university
education ?
The Outlook is convincctl that the
affluence of criticism which the col-
leges have received is a favorable
omen, and continues
:
"That the colleges should be un-
der fire, and that education in every
form should be the subject of wide-
spread criticism, is, at the moment,
not only inevitable, but distinctly
encouraging. It proves that the
American people regard education
as a vital part of ])ublic life, and it
also shows that the old idea that
*(jumption' was the only thing nec-
essary for dealing with any situa-
tion or handling any material is
rai)i(lly giving ])lacc to the modern
idea that men and women must be
educated—that is, prepared—for
every kind of work."
The now famous Scott Xearing
case in Pennsylvatiia aroused a big
<|uestion as to whether <>r not the
opinions of a ])rofessor in a uni\ er-
sity must be regarded as the oOicial
expression of the institution itself.
Professor Xearing was dismissed
for his radical views on sociological
matters, and his dismissal and ar-
guments for himself served as the
basis for scores of editorials in the
newspapers and magazines.
The A'fTi' Republic ])robably came
nearer than the others to the real
heart of the matter in an editorial
entitled, "Who Owns the Univer-
sities?" Protesting against the con-
trol of universities by trustees, it
said. "Irresponsible control by a
board of amateur notables is no
longer adequate for the effective
scientific and sociological laborato-
ries for the comtuunity that the
universities are becoming."
It is still good form to write edi-
torials against the idle American
\(juth in college, but Prof. 1 lenry
Canby of Yale, famous among col-
lege freshmen for his "I'.nglish
Composition in 'I'hcory and Prac-
tice", takes a novel attitude when he
blames the parents for the failure
of their sons to make good in the
university, lie explains the condi-
tions in an article in Harper's.
"The mother was busy learning
the ways and means of the new
luxury wliich in the '8o's began to
be o])ligatory for socially ambitious
Aiuericans ; the father was still
busier, earning tlic wherewithal for
the process The result is
the college ])robleni of today—
a
])rofusion of well-dressed, well-
mannered boys, fairly well-trained,
fairly well-stocked in mind, Init de-
void of any active interest what-
e\er in their education."
"The Confessions of An Under-
graduate" written for the Outlook
during the summer, itresents an
uitra-pessimistic opinion of a man
who. in the last half of his senior
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year, has tasted college life and
found it bitter. "The hours wasted
every day in a modern American
university would furnish interesting
material to those persons with a
passion for disconcerting statistics,"
he says, and continues
:
"These two things, then, I have
foimd that the college works to give
her undergradu.ates : an inability to
work, due to four years of pleasant
idleness, and a habit of thinking
—
nav. a desire to think—as the rest
think and do as the rest do. A
college training tends to destroy in-
dustry and independence
From the point of view of an un-
dergraduate about tp be thrust forth
upon the world to earn his living,
it does not seem that the college
has performed its duty of preparing
him to lead a useful life."
This pseudo-swan song seems to
have been written by a man who
has loafed in college and is now
blaming the university for not
adopting reform school methods
and making him work. His point
of view seems to be more or less
immature, and can be passed over
v.^ith little or no comment, but the
magazine itself expresses itself in
no uncertain terms in commenting
on the article. The Outlook is evi-
dentlv no friend of the loafer-
about-campus.
"There is a great lack of serious-
ness among large bodies of college
students," it says. "They fail ut-
terly to understand their own obli-
gations, and do not recognize the
fact that the phrase, 'gentleiuan's
mark", is unconsciously ironical.
One of the first qualities of a gen-
tleman is the sense of obligation
;
the man who wastes his time while
in college does not possess this qual-
ity. No man, no matter how gen-
erously he pays his way in college,
ever pays for his education. Xo
college could live on the tuition fees
of its students ; it lives only Ijecause
it has a capital more or less exten-
sive presented to it by generous
donors or given to it by the State.
And every man in college is in that
sense a charity student ; he does not,
and cannot, pay his way. Other
people or the State have made it
possible for him to use the im,mense
advantages of the college, for which
he does not, and cannot, pay, in
any adequate sense. He loafs on
the foundations which self-denying
and able men and women have laid
;
he takes his ease at the expense of
other people ; he is as much a para-
site as those idle people, relieved
from work by the toil of their an-
cestors, who do nothing to justify
their privileges."
Lest there should be those who
object to all colleges because of the
inability of the finished product to
repay his alma mater for what it
has done for him, The Xation edi-
torializes on President Butler's an-
nual report at Columbia, in which
he says, "The University is expend-
ing each year out of the income of
its endowment immense sums to
supplement the fees paid for tuition,
in order to provide the best i)ossible
facilities for college and uni\'ersity
instruction."
"It is true," says The Xatioi,
"that the student of a university
receives benefits the cost of which
his tuition fees are insufficient to
cover ; but to ])ress this point home,
in such a wa\- as to cause the stu-
dent to regard himself either as an
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object <>i (.harity itr a> the rccipiciil
of an advance which he is in honor
bound to rei)ay in any detinitc way,
would be fatal to the s])irit of mii-
versity hfe.
"These resources should not, in-
deed, be wasted upon young men
who do not avail themselves of the
opportunities furnished for the ac-
quisition of knowledge, for the im-
provement of mental i)owers ; for
the advancement in culture ; but to
insist upon a return in each individ-
ual case in the shape of 'personal
or social service' is to make impos-
sible a free and generous intellect-
ual atmosphere. Let our universi-
ties welcome every young man wdio
is attracted to them by the love of
learning, and we can well afiford to
take chances as to just what ])er-
centage of them will make a return
for the cost in the shape of specific
'personal or social service"."
This is perhaps the fairest treat-
ment that the matter has yet re-
ceived ; the "shameless ])ensioner"
idea has a very slender foothold at
best, and its adherents are hope-
lessly in the minority. Perhaps the
most startling of all modern arti-
cles on the university, however, is
one in the current month of the
Atlantic Magazine on intercollegiate
athletics. The article is written by
William T. Foster, and although the
point of view is that of a radical.
the content is worthy of remark
merely to show the point of view
of many altogether worthy men
inside of the college realm.
It is Mr. I'oster's contention that
intercollegiate athletics should be
abolished to (.urc the evils of ])ro-
fessionalism, and he refuses to ad-
mit that the svstem can exist side
by side with a reasonable training
for all students in a university who
wish to better their physical devel-
opment. A rational system of in-
terclass athletics such as is carried
out at Illinois is incompatible with
"athletics conducted as a business,"
so Mr. Foster says, and there his
logic fails him. While no one
doubts that athletics as at present
conducted in American colleges is
very much open to criticism, one
can hardly accept such radical prop-
aganda as Mr. Foster has put for-
ward. A few other problems of
university life which one would
hardly expect to find in a discus-
sion of intercollegiate athletics also
creep into the article. Fraternities
are attacked on the ground that
they are but senseless imitations of
an ennuied society which seeks to
amuse itself in various empty ways.
C"ollege journalism is attacked for
devoting too much sjxice to athlet-
ics, and the case of the I^owdoin
"Orient" is mentioned as a typical
college newspa])er in which the ra-
tio of athletics to the sum of art,
music, social service, etc., is as three
to one. Mr. Foster is under the
impression that this situation is
typical, but a short glance at almost
any well edited college paper will
show that the inference is distorted
by the mistake of taking a particu-
lar instance as being typical.
\'arious and sundry are the meth-
ods of treatment of the problem of
higher education, then, and the
problem is of ever increasing com-
]ilcxity. .\s the Outlook says, how-
c\er. the discussion is desirable in
tliai it ])oints to an awakened inter-
est in the education and mental uji-
lift of AiTierica.
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ONE FRESHMAN'S HOMECONIING
Sam I'sox RAPiiAiiLSux
(Note:— 'lliLs is a stury oi' last Ilonie-Coming as it was partici]jalc<l in Ity a freshman.
Honic-C'oniiiig is all over, \vc know; and it represents a pleasant memory for most of us. In
order fully to api)reciate our college life, we should get viewpoints on it diffennt from our own.
Such a viewpoint is here presented, and in short story form.
J
caught .several glim]).ses through the
swinging kitchen door of ligures
outlandishly masqueraded, and then
he coul(hi't help but ask. "Hobo
band." he was told. "They must
meet at one. Some of 'cm can't get
dressed until after dinner, and there
are fourteen seniors in the house.
That's why we serve earlier than
usual today."
There was something wrong with
the piiunbing at the house where he
made beds, and he spent the rest of
the afternot)n helping the landlady
fix it. They worked in the back
;
at two o'clock they heard a steady
beating of raspingly disharmonized
band music and a lot of shouting.
His landlady bustled away, leaving
him for five minutes to hold some
heav\- i)ii)ing in such a way that liis
muscles were strained and sore as
a result.
*'Hobo band," said his landlady
when she returned. "Land sakes,
but it's awful the way some of them
fellows were dressed up. It's too
late to see them now. or I'd hold
the ])ipe so you could go out in
front for a spell."
The plunil)ing was in very bad
shape, and he was fifteen minutes
late that evening at the fraternity
liDUse. His mind was made uj) on
one point: he was going to take in
the mass meeting at seven-thirty in
THIS is a story of Home-
coming from the angle of
Mile who did not "see" it.
1 lut he felt it ; no one can
deny that he felt it.
He was a freshman and he was
working his way. His natural in-
clination was toward cigarets and
good fellowship and a pennant-
splashed room and sorority porches
and mandolins. Dish-washing and
ued-inaking had not as yet destroyed
the glow from his expectancy of
these things. He could not afford
a ticket to the big "Gopher" game,
but he had laid aside an old pair of
pants to be worn in the sack ni^^ii.
He had to get up too early in the
morning to ])e able to scan the copy
of the ////;// which his roommate
subscribed for; at night, after
studying, he was too tired to read
anything. Therefore 'his knowledge
of the llome-Coming festivities,
even as late as Friday noon, was
limited to the facts of the game and
the rush. He washed dishes at a fra-
ternity house, and they told him to
l)e on the job earlier Friday noon
than usual. He didn't a.sk wliy. be-
cause he had discovered that when
he asked (|uestions of this sort he
always felt stifled—even humiliat-
ed—when the reply came. altliouj,di
the reply was never anything but
friendly and patient. At noon he
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the Auditorium that evening. In
his haste he broke two monogramed
chapter dishes and nearly lost his
job. He got to the mass meeting
about ten minutes before it was
over. He stood in the back with
the overflow crowd, and strained his
ears and his toes in the effort to
hear and see the man whose state-
ments were creating so much en-
thusiasm. Then he went to the
economics seminar to do some "re-
quired" reading.
He came to work the next morn-
ing with his old trousers wrapped
in a newspaper. The class scrap
was slated for ten in the morning.
Usually he was through with his
work at nine. He felt excited and
elated, for he could see nothing in
the way of his being in the scrap.
But he had reckoned without the
sixty extra sets of dishes resultant
upon the arrival of that many
alumni. The south campus was
tilled by a mass of straggling people
when he reached it. The freshman
class—his class—was being re-
organized by a set of officious indi-
viduals into a single file line. This
line, ragged, faces ash-scrubbed,
weary and joyous, pranced and
wound ecstatically, chanting,
"IVe z^'on!
We zi'on!
JVe zi'on, by golly,
]]''e won!"
The band joined it—a motley,
jubilant band—and played that gay,
irresponsible, intoxicating tune the
words of which are
:
"Cheer, cheer!
The gang's all here!
So zvhat the hell do zve care—
What the hell do zi'e care!
Cheer, cheer!
The gang's all here!
So zi'hat the hell do zee care nozv!"
The scrap was over.
There were a few fellows whom
he knew in the line. They shouted
to him.
"'Attaboy! Fall in!"
"They didn't muss you up !"
.
"They did, too ! Scraped all the
ashes off his face !"
These passed on. He sneaked
away in the crowd, not daring to
chance any more comment on his
unspoiled appearance. He felt very
choky.
The Minnesota game started at
two o'clock, and at two o'clock he
was in his room stretched face
downward on the bed. He lived in
Urbana, a half block from Illinois
field. The thrill of the big game
had been in the air all during the
previous week ; it had been impossi-
ble to escape it. The magnetism of
the situation had grown with every
successive hour ; now the atmo-
sphere was alive with the trembling
suspense of it all.
His body strangely tired, his face
flushed, his eyes wide—a trifle too
wide—open, he lay as the first tre-
mendous roar of sound belched
from the stands. Followed Illinois
Loyalty—Illinois Loyalty as he had
never heard it before—blared by the
band and sung by thirteen thousand
throats in solid volumes of melody
that pulsated with a rhythm which
was a prayer and a cheer.
Came two and a half hours of
roars and songs and yells, no two
of which were alike. There were
spasmodic, breathless roars ; pro-
longed, hysterical roars; and other
kinds. There were the yells, all of
them : che-hee ; osky-wow-wow ; the
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siren; hulabaloo; seven and nine
—
for Illinois; for the team; for dif-
ferent individuals. There were a
few times when it seemed as if pan-
demonium had broken loose among
the thousands there, when it seemed
as if the strain had been too great
for their collective nerves ; at these
times a delirious, concentrated
screeching resulted. And there
were other kinds of times—times of
stupendous lulls ; times when a nor-
mal chattering went on ; times when
one kind of a roar was scarce be-
gini but another, like an over-
powering wave, engulfed it and
swept it along and away.
Through it all the freshman lay
very still on the bed in his room
one half a block from the game. He
was a highly sensitized instrument
for the reception of sound waves,
and though his body did not move,
his nerves tingled and jangled fear-
fully with every successive tumult
from the field. At about five he fell
asleep, worn out emotionally, but
confident that Illinois had won—no
losing team could have inspired the
sounds he had heard that afternoon.
Just before he drowsed off, a pleas-
ant thought came to him : there
would be a big celebration that eve-
ning—bonfires, snake dances, music,
cheering, singing; that at least
would be left to him—no one could
cheat hi.ni of that. At the fraternity
house that evening he learned the
score. Six to six. Ties are not
celebrated.
That night, in his room, he wrote
a letter home.
"Dear mother," it began, "please
don't be foolish. I do not need any
money I'm making
plenty of change on the side
—
handling laundry accounts and sell-
ing dilTerent things to the fellows.
(This was a lie.)
"Homecoming .... is just
over .... I had a glorious
time. It began with the senior hobo
band. You should have seen the
costumes—the funniest .... I
followed them all the way to the
football field, where I saw the
senior-soph game and
the mass meeting—I had a front
seat.
"^Mother, coHege football is thril-
ling. You can't imagine. I thought
I would go crazy there in the stands,
the game was so tense .... It
is a shame we didn't win.
"I'll write you at greater length
during the week. I'm rather tired
now, as it is .midnight and I havt
seen the IMask and Bauble Dra-
matic Club's Home-Coming play
. . . . I had earned a little extra
money last week, so I thought I'd
blow it in College is cer-
tainh- line. . . . Love to all. . . ."
CLASSROOM HYPOCRISY
A MAN once came to college,it may have been this one,
it may have been any one
of a hundred others, and
deep in his heart he had a certain
ideal of what college was and what
it stood for. To him it represented
a place where men worked, and
struggled and thought that they
might discover what was honest,
and just and true, in short he
labored under the idea that it was
the embodiment of ambition, truth
and achievement. He worked dili-
gently the first semester, he not only
knew his lessons, he mastered them.
He had not discovered the easy
methods whereby one can subordin-
ate school work to more vital re-
quirements, he. w^as not "on to the
ropes". He w-as so green that he
made the fatal error of working for
good marks, but he was not blind,
fortunately or unfortunately, so he
began to look about him and observe
how this classmate or that got his
work. He compared notes and he
discovered many things, some of
which must have surprised him a
good deal, for he began to think
about them, a most dangerous pro-
cess.
He noticed in class that the reci-
tation often seemed to be guided by
the cue given in the question rather
than anything that corresponded to
it in the assignment. Perhaps it
was an English course and the in-
structor would ask some such ques-
tion as this, "Didn't you think that
this passage was very impressive?",
and a glib, oily-tongued person
would stir himself or herself long
enough to echo, "Oh, I was very
much impressed w'ith it, in fact I
thought it was the most impressive
passage in the lesson", and then
lapse into a comatose state for the
remainder of the recitation. These
were the truth seekers that he
found. He soon noticed that as he
became known as a good student,
certain ones in the class began to
seek him out. The evening before
a quiz he would be burdened w^ith
half a dozen dinner invitations,
always with the suave suggestion
that, "you bring your notebook and
we'll study afterwards." He began
to think within himself and con-
sider, and many new and interesting
conclusions resulted from the effort.
He saw that he might pose as a
truth seeker without actually seek-
ing the truth, and he saw that no
pose was much easier than to act.
Unconsciously he allowed himself
to fall into these slipshod, easy
ways. It was more easy to be an
"intellectual tramp" and get a "men-
tal handout" than to earn his own
salt by hard nerveracking labor.
Others, men apparently as good as
himself, did it, why shouldn't he?
Then why should it matter as long
as the marks were good? With
such arguments it was easy to quiet
the restless and at times insistent
little voice that would cheep, at
times.
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This is an experience that is the
coninioii heritage of each of us
when after a struggle we see that
our good intentions have failed be-
cause we are weak in some one
particular, because we are not
strong enough to resist.
The fault, however, in this case
is in i)art the instructor's. He may
be lax in holding the jnan up to the
mark, and may not be interested in
his teaching. Often he comes into
class as some superior creature
who endowed with the sum and
substance of all knowledge in this
particular field has come out of his
own benignity to parcel it out
among those who sit at his feet.
"May ye feel full well that ye are
indeed fortunate to l)e allowed to
linger with me. I am up here, you
are down there ; there is no com-
mon ground on which we can
meet." A man, whose business was
education and who had received his
<loctor's degree at Columbia in that
subject, once told me that in a sur-
vey he made of the classes in this
school he found, from a pedagog-
ical point of view, the best teaching
being done by a young graduate
student. He was interested in his
class. Too often men high in their
field teach as a .sort of side issue.
They ajjpear before tlicir classes
.much as a i)rofessional ball player
of note appears in vaudeville, inter-
esting but out of i)lace.
l>e that as it may, in last analysis
the blame rests with the student.
Something is lacking in his moral
make-up. his code of ethics is not
as robust as it shoidd be. and he
follows the prevailing ])(ipular prac-
tice, or what he can d<> with the
least effort. .\ltli<>ugli be may not
realize it, he has lost something, he
shrivels up a bit. He does nothing
wrong, as we ordinarily use the
term ; he does not crib or lie or
steal ; he simply procrastinates, and
sponges and dallies. He becomes
more dependent on others or on
circumstance, than on his own in-
itiative. He learns to adapt him-
self to the situation easily; chame-
leon-like he changes color with the
prevailing sentiment, blown about
this way and that like a straw in
the wind. So he shufifies through
his college course, hanging on some-
one's coat tails, dragged alung until
at last he passes out to be carried
through the world by the tricks
rather than by anything funda-
mental he might have learned. He
is "on to the ropes", in fact the
ropes have pulled him through, but
his .soul has been pretty badly shriv-
eled and bruised and disfigured in
the process. He gets by. however
at a dear cost. His mind has been
warped ; he is alert, to be sure, but
it is the keenness of the scavenger,
and not the trained sense of the
bird dog.
A recent editorial in the Jinic-
l^cndcnt entitled "Thoughts On the
lieginning of College" contains an
analogy that is helpful. In brief it
says that at this season hundreds
of men are entering college and
of these some are trying for foot-
l)ail teams. Only thixse who are the
best will be on the teams, but in
college many will romp through
without any display of intelligence
or ability. ( )n the field ctKich and
l)lavers arc working for one thing:
to turn out the best possible team,
a team of the fittest. The slow
tines, the incapable will be elimi-
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nated, but they will keep on trying bring like results in the classroom?
and the coach will bend a part of
his energies to help them to become
better football players. Couldn't
this spirit of mutual helpfulness, of
co-operation for a definite end,
It might, but would not the clarion
call of the driving Zupp sound
rather out of place in Calc. or
Chem. 134 or Philosophy 2?
A CLEANER, HEALTHIER DISTRICT
Foreword: With this issue the Illinois Magazine launches a campaign for a
t leaner, healthier University District. Our attention was first called to the condition
by a progressive merchant of the Twin Cities. Our next month's issue will contain
pictures of some of the more offensive places, and the identity of the owners will
not be withheld.
U'
XLESS one's attention is
particularly directed to the
rubbish on the corner, or
to the ash pile in the alley,
in the district in w^hich he lives, he
does not notice it. If, however, he
walks in a strange part of town,
these sights, familiar in his own
LS
Ipf
locality, strike more forcibly upon
his attention. So it is with the vis-
itor to our University, and to the
town people living outside of the
student district. As they drive
down Daniel street the beauty of
Lovers' Lane is lost by the sight
of the empty tin cans at the side
of the house at . The beau-
tiful lawn farther down the street
loses its charm and attraction be-
cause of the waste paper, ashes, and
garbage which greet the eye. To
be sure it is at the back door, but
this door can frequently be seen
from both streets.
When our photographer and this
Twin City merchant went scouting,
the difficidty was not in finding, but
in choosing material. Starting at
Wright street a tour was made be-
tween there and Third, including
Daniel and Green. Boarding houses
and fraternities were the worst of-
fenders, but conditions everywhere
were very bad.
Piesides being unsightly, this con-
dition is a menace to the health of
the community. Health reports
show that one of the largest breed-
ing places of germs is the empty
tin can. Local physicians say that
the unsanitarv conditions of our
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back yards are largely responsible
for the yearly scourges of disease
which visit the University commu-
nity. Why should those, best tu-
receptacle for all such refuse.
These may be had at cost of from
two to fifteen dollars, depending on
the size. Then pay a man fifty
tored by e.xperience with these dis-
eases, daily be of assistance to an
epidemic in spreading and getting
beyond control of our health au-
thorities ?
An excellent solution has been
found by some of our Green street
merchants who have provided
themselves with a large pen as a
cents for hauling it away each
week.
With the hearty cooperation of
merchants and student body alike,
and a little thought and care, we
can have a district that will be
healthy and one hundred per cent
more beautiful.
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COLLEGE LOYALTY
Despite many exigencies designed to further it, the old Illinois
spirit is declining. It has steadily declined as the deplored rah-rah habit
has been eradicated.
Unquenchable sj)irit ujjon the football field has many elements of
the rah-rah type. You can not impress upon a man that college is a
solemn and serious business and have him forget your teaching under the
spell of a football game. The wild spirit which causes a man to shout
his head off at an off-tackle play requires a sort of abandon, an element
of recklessness, an element of uncurbed activity during the other one
hundred and sixty-three hours that go to make up a week.
The decline of Illinois spirit is at least partly due to the various
influences tending to emphasize the serious side of college life. Perhaps
the tendency is for the better. The student has been known as a care-
free, happy-go-lucky sort of a fellow for many centuries. If his freedom
is to be curbed, if he is to be made to understand that rah-rah activities
are inconsistent with university life; if he, the college student of the
future, is to be the individual with the shell-rimmed glasses who puzzles
over his economics, then most assuredly he is giving to view college ath-
letics as a diverting pastime but nothing to become excited about.
Maybe that is what a college student should be; we do not know.
i'lUt if the student is to be continually impressed with his duty to the
state that educates him. he is likely to lose intcerst in the football team,
an institution in whicli the state ui)on whicli he is a i)ensioner has no
interest. \'ou might get him excited at a debate with Illinois \\ esleyan,
but he is bound to become a ])oorer nx^ter at the game with Chicago.
Illinois is certainly tending in such a direction; one need only to talk
with the graduate to have this pro\eil. If tliis is a desirable process, far
be it from us to hinder its ])rogress. l)ut just as surel\ as it does progress,
the old Illinois spirit will further decline. Kciiiiicscat in pace.
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LOAFING
The reason upperclassmen can spend considerable time loafing is
because they have it to spend. They have proven that they have time
for their studies and at the same time for student activities. They
have more time at their disposal than the average student. Maybe they
could employ it more profitably, but the very mental and physical organi-
zation which made possible their collegiate success also puts forth a
claim for occasional complete relaxation.
An underclassman has a hundred minor ways of letting go of his
surplus energies which the upperclassman must deny himself or has
outgrown. He has both P. T. and Military to break the tenure of college.
He who frequents the Arcade a great deal during his first two years is
apt to be numbered among the missing during the last half of the career
of his class. He has the inclination to spend time in idling without the
energy which makes loafing justifiable as a recreation.
WHILE ON YOUR VACATION
]\Ir. Student, be on your guard during the next few festal days of
vacation. You are going to be scrutinized ; more than all that, you are
going to be microscopically analyzed and authoritatively criticized. The
press of America has been investigating and heralding to the world your
faults, your good points
—
you seem to have remarkably few—and your
character in general.
This issue of the Illinois ^lagazine contains a digest showing the
more important lines along which this crusade has been undertaken and
developed. Suffice it to say that every exponent of thought in the press
of America has had something to say concerning the college student.
The people of America at large have been told that they are
educating you. They have been led to believe that they are keeping
you on a pension. You thought this was a voluntary ofifering. You
thought that they were so glad to have a few thousand educated men
that they were giving you this. But apparently you thought wrong. They
have an interest in you. You are investment in which they hold many
shares.
Naturally they will want to see what sort of investment they are
interested in.
At all events be careful. Before you step out on the front porch
to smoke a cigarette look to see if the neighbors are watching. If the
family minister or the hardware man tries to lead you into a conversation,
be wary; he is trying to test your intellectual ability. You are not edu-
cating yourself, your father is not educating you ; Mrs. Jones, and
Giovanni Sapato and the iceman and the owner of the street railway
system in your home town are educating you.
SUMMI.R BASEBALL
Siiinnicr baseball is dead.
Fli )1\ years we have waited to
_
>cc this cryptic ])aragrai)h|BB tliat would proclaim to the
world that the issue was
.sctilcd. This famous type of lead
has been placed over the stories tell-
ing of the death of many men. since
the agitation started, and still we
are waiting to read the obituary of
the troublesome problem of summer
baseball.
Summer baseball consists of play-
ing the national game during the
summer time by college students for
a cash remuneration. In reality
such a deed is professionalism ac-
cording to present standards. But
the proposition is hopelessly at vari-
ance with human nature. It states
that hundreds of live American
youths, the pick of college ball
players, must remain idle during the
greatest part of the playing season
unless they can discover a position
at first base upon some church
league nine.
The deviations to circumvent this
rule have been ingenious in the ex-
treme. Athletes have been given
the easiest sort of jobs in various
companies in order that their serv-
ices might be available for the com-
I)any team. An Irish manager of a
semi-j)rofessional club once matched
half dollars with a college ])layer
that the latter might get a just re-
turn for his time. The i)cculiar
part of the incident was that they
always decided who was matching
after the coins were exposed.
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Practically every conference col-
lege at one time or another has felt
the sting of the rule. Minnesota
has been deprived of her captain
for two straight seasons because of
that worthy's indulging in sum-
mer baseball. Pickering and Solon
were two of the greatest stars Min-
nesota ever produced, yet repeti-
tion in semi-professional ball dur-
ing the summer debarred them from
the football field in the fall. A few
seasons ago Minnesota lost Capron,
a drop Idcker who ranked with
Eckersall and Sciler in fame, be-
cause of repetition in baseball in
the south during the summer
months. Capron later became
catcher for the Xew York Giants
for part of a season.
It is no wonder that Minnesota
turned out en masse to vote at the
recent election ; they have had occa-
sion to feel the eflfects of the rule
during the past few seasons.
Illinois has lost but few foot ball
men this way. but on several occa-
sions licr baseball team has barely
escaped ruin as a result of men be-
ing discovered i)laying in violation
of the ruling. One year four men
were disqualified just at the begin-
ning of the Southern trip. These
included the catcher and the avail-
able supply of intchers. as well as
an inl'ielder. The most famous case
known at Illinois is that of Jimmy
r.reton. late of the Chicago White
S(^X.
( )nc suinuKM" Jinmiy could no
longer stand the call of the dia-
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mond, as sport writers would say,
and played ball with the Aurora
team in the \\'.-L League. His
choice of stamping grounds was at
least unwise, considering the num-
ber ot college men in the vicinity.
He D'.ayed under the name of Ben-
der and became so famous tliat,
acco'.dmg to tradition, "G" Huff
was sent out to look over Bender as
big league material.
Around Aurora they still tell a
story of the meeting of Bender and
"G". After casually talking with
Breton for nearly two hours in a
downtown hotel, during which time
neither .mentioned the subject of
Jimmy's official status as third base-
man of the local team, "G" is re-
puted to have looked at his watch
and casually remarked
:
"Well. Jimmy, you had better
hurry into your suit or you will be
late for the afternoon's game."
There at least ended the college
baseball career of the greatest third
baseman Illinois has ever produced
and one of the best ever developed
in the conference.
The men who have been caught
have been many. In the majority
of the cases the men were not
blamed. Regret that they were
caught and dissatisfaction with the
ruling were the most common ex-
pressions on the campus.
The ,men who have escaped have
been a legion. Up until a few years
ago the practice was practically uni-
versal among college baseball men.
The most famous case of a man
who got away with it was Eddie
Collins, second baseman of the
Philadelphia Athletics and now with
the \\'hite Sox. Eddie is reported to
have played under an assumed
name with the Athletics for two
summers, while during the college
year he was quarterback on the Co-
lumbia football team and second
baseman of the college nine. When
the story w-as made public nobody
censured Collins, rather he was
commended with his cleverness in
"getting away with it."
We fervently hope that the issue
is dead. But we will refuse to be
convinced that summer baseball
ruling has been abolished until we
see the burial permit. Several
times in the past it has appeared
that the last sad rites were being
pronounced for the ruling, but in
some unexpected manner it has
been suddenly resurrected.
Illinois has long led the fight to
allow athletes to play ball during the
summer months. The athletic
authorities have refused to protest
men of other universities for so do-
ing, even though it w^ould be to
their advantage. Chicago, famed
for her desire for purity and ex-
ponent of sportsmanship as exam-
plified in last year's Chicago-Illinois
game and their rooting for Bart,
has been the leader of the opposi-
tion.
The question comes up again at
the next meeting of the conference
representatives. The students of
the universities are certainly against
it. The referendum vote apparent-
ly sees a clear majority of the con-
ference schools pledged to end the
discussion. Our only prayer is that
the ruling, which has never been
more than an incentive to deceit,
has reached the end of its rope.
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W ILLIAM AND RAW KXFKRIENCK
S. R.
II.LIAM JONES., jiini-.r.
^^^ had ail imagination of ca-
§jSS pacity. Jt roamed with un-
siTuj)ul()Us audacity ; it
could put two and two together and
get a million. Therefore, at twenty,
aided and abetted by a profound
experience of fifteen-cent maga-
zines and fifty-cent eleventh edi-
tion of best sellers, William had
already writhed through the soul-
searing passions of strong men ; he
had felt the call of the wild, wild
blood in China, the Sahara, and
Omaha
; he had sensitively swaved
to the dawn of womanly love in
the unsullied heart of a maiden
young and pure ; he had dined with
chorus ladies in ]\lontmartre ; in
short, he had run the literary ga-
mut of emotions and experiences.
Expressed in fancy, he was a sea-
soned man of the world. In actual
ex])ericncc. he was as raw as
blul)lK'r.
William had pronounced views
on all questions, l^spccially on that
of the new woman. A cousin of
his. who eventually graduated from
\'assar. once beat him at tennis.
Consequently he abhorred the ath-
letic girl, whom he always pictured
as wearing an inferior freckled
sweater and a superior freckled
smile, swinging a tennis racket with
a scrawny ochre arm. and striding,
not walking. William had in his
mind's eye an accurate blue-i)rint
of the girl he could love. .She was
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to be wholesome, yet dainty : big-
eyed, trusting, and romantic,—
a
girl to whom he could say : "I love
\"ou. little darling." She would
never laugh at him, but would nes-
tle closer, trembling, and. with eye-
lashes fluttering, murmur the same
as the wood-lark: "Forever, my
hero."
The wheels on the buggy belong-
ing to the Six Lakes Farm started
creakily. William Jones, Junior,
was seated in the buggy ; a young
lady sat on the faded seat cushion
by his side. ... It Avas vacation
time. The daughter of Farmer
Todburn. and a graduate of the
fudge course in the U. of X., was
Efifie. She was also wholesome, yet
dainty ; big-eyed, trusting, and ro-
mantic. . . .
William's face looked grave with
tlie burden of emotion his heart
carried. He glanced at Eftie, and
almost ran the horse into a hedge.
( The horse is always sprightly at
this stage of the game—it was only
eight in the evening.
)
"Let me take the reins." said
Effie—no, not ca])ably
—
just sweetly
and languid!}. "I'm used to driv-
ing old Olic, and. besides, it w ill be
so much easier for us to talk now."
".\h— h
—
" said William in a
liuslu'd voice, "such a glorious
night. ... 1 sim]il\- cannot realize
that a week ago I was dictating let-
ters in a clacking, nci"\c-racking of-
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fice
—
" She was hanging on his
every word ; her eyes innocently
adored him
—
"
—And when I think of going
back, after all this beauty— I wish
I could stay here forever!"'
"So do I, . . ." breathed Effie.
\\'illiam's arm gently rustled
along the back of the seat until his
fingers very lightly touched Effie's
shoulder. Effie suddenly leaned
forward—only to wind the reins
about the whip. Then she settled
back, just a fragrant inch closer to
William.
William had read about just such
situations. He acted on established
and proved precedent.
"Of course, you doubtless real-
ize. Effie," he quoted easily, "that
the life we city men live has many
tendencies to create divergences
from what a pure sweet girl, away
from the turmoil and struggle of
big business, away from the luring
fascinations of cafes and theatres,
would set as the standard for a
man. The dragnets of frenzied
finance have made me party to sev-
eral unsavory deals which I would
not care to tell you of
—
" his mem-
ory failed him here, but he re-
.source fully composed and contin-
ued: "I have all but fallen into
the clutches of the myriad hands
which the Gay White Way is ever
and anon stretching out to— er
—
the victim—but, despite this—
I
mean—ah, well, what would you
think of a fellow like that?"'
Why did not the horse run away ?
There were the reins, helplessly
tangled about the whip. It was a
ramshackle buggy : why did not a
wheel cave in in this moment of
base desertion by his favorite
author ?
Hut what was this ? Effie, too,
had read books. When it came to
delving in the higher realms of lit-
erar\- endeavor, she was something
of an artiste herself.
"Why, no, I don"t think so," she
replied, dreamily. "Of course,
there are many considerations to be
duly weighed in the matter ; there
are questions of opinion, and then
there is environment to be re-
garded. We women can hardly ap-
preciate, I suppose, the lure of real
life in congested centers. Still, it
must be fascinating to be a man.'"
William stared at her, his mouth
wide open. She continued, serenely
unconscious, and spoke in softly
modulated accents of men, women,
and love.
Here was William's ideal. Here
was the simple trusting maiden of
his dreams. Here was a girl talk-
ing romance as William had always
thought it—a flesh and blood ful-
fillment, bewitchingly serious. Did
William make a grab for this treas-
ure?
He did not. Carefully and daint-
ilv he withdrew his hand tp where
it belonged. Suddenly leaning for-
ward, he unwound the lines, took
the whip, and flicked old Olie's
flanks. Olie responded as well as
he could, and, with a crunching
lurch, the Six Lakes Earm buggy
interrupted Effie"s exquisite vapor-
ings.
"J" ever hear of Georgie Cohan?"
William demanded in tones loud
and unrefined. "Y' don"t know
what y" missed ! He's the boy, be-
lieve me ! Why, when he talks a
song—and the SOXGS he writes!
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Listen here: 'Liafe's aw fa\v-ny
prahpisishin aeftcr a\\-\v-l
—
' I
forget the rest. l)ut it's SOME
song! Say. you should have seen
the fun we had at the football game
where our high school beat a col-
lege freshman team two years ago
—and the debates— J' ever go to
a skating rink ?— Say, I did five
foot two in the high jump last
spring!—'
In this strain did William ])ro-
mulgate until tiicir antediluvian
conveyance reached Six Lakes
Farm again. For William had been
cured, all in one swift operation.
Effie was charming, but she did not
charm.
He helped her out of the buggy.
Enchantingly tempting she was as
she said "(lood-night",—but Wil-
liam did not see ; he was already
climbing back into the buggy.
Disillusioned and cynical, an un-
accustomed cigarette dangling af-
fectedly from a morose lip, William
came out into the cheerful sunlight
the next morning. Everybody was
chatting with ])leasant expectation
about the coming hay-ride. They
were to start after breakfast, and
return about midniglit. A munifi-
cent hamjK'r would provide delight-
fully varied and wholesome edibles :
all sorts of breads, sliced thin and
buttered to melt in ihv mouth
;
pink
boiled ham and brown fried
chicken; ten kinds of jrun. good}-
cakes and flaky ])ies. and eight ro-
tund watermelons.
William escaped. 1"hcrc was now
no attraction in a hay-ride for liini.
1 le took his oils and an easel along.
There were some susceptible wood-
lands in 11k' ininu'(li,-itc \irim't\-, and
now was a good time to make a
daub at them. He sadly rigged up
the easel in a little clearing on a
stumpy hillside, and painted. Noon
came. William ate, and then con-
tinued painting.
As he was intently applying a
purple shadow to the under side
of a tree he heard the crackle of
footsteps in the thin underbrush
behind him, and turned round. A
tall girl was coming up the hill to-
wards him. She wore a white
middy blouse, and held a tennis
racket in her hand. William
turned back to his art. irritated.
The delicacy of his next stroke was
frustrated by the brush, which
broke loose and crudely tore into
space reserved for sky. The steps
came closer.
"Staying at the Six Lakes
Farm?" William looked up into a
freckled, boyish face.
"Why— a— yes," said William,
nervously.
"V" see, I just arrived, and Mrs.
Todburn said every one was rele-
gated to a lot of joy in a bunch of
moving hay except one young man.
I asked her where you were, be-
cause 1 want some one to i)lay ten-
nis with."
William looketl surrcpliliou-ly at
her arms. \'es—thev were scrawny.
Well. ]ierhaps not that, but muscu-
lar. Xot like Effie's.
"1
— T haven't got a racket."
"That's all right. Fve an extra
one in my room. T>ucky T took it
with.— it's my room mate's at
Wcllcsley. It'll take just about five
minutes to get it. Unless you'd
rather sit here .and i-)aint ]-)ictures.
\'ou don't sei'm to be doing that
sk\- \er\' well."
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Whatever artistic inspiration Wil-
liam may have had was destroyed
by now. He folded his easel re-
signedly. He mildly plodded the
quarter-mile to the farm behind
her, same as a cow follows a milk-
maid home.
They played two sets of tennis
and William lost both. Dossy
Smith—that was her name^ not
Dotty—was full of masculine slang
and ungirlish ways. Compared to
the piquant Effie she was as a cup
of coffee and a ham sandwich is or
are to an ice cream soda and a box
of maple kisses. She grated on
William at first, but by the time he
lost his second game, he thought
her ways attractively unaffected.
Her slang was quaint without of-
fense. Her manner was direct and
without pose. These conclusions
came to William suddenly, but con-
vincingly.
They rested in friendly fashion
on the wide piazza of the farm
house, not speaking much, but en-
joying the peace of their surround-
ings. The sun pulsated hotly and
was softly received in the undulat-
ing hills, which, in the near dis-
tance, were vaguely divided, into
large patches of russet brown and
cool green. The pleasant monotony
of the scene was broken here and
there by the flash of a white house
top. or a far away gleam of the
road.
From behind the hills came a gut-
tural, ominous rumbling. In its
wake a sudden darkness billowed
into the sky. A chill gust swept
the scene, and then the heavens
turned over and tons of cold rain
were poured into the shivering
earth. The lightning streaked fear-
fully.
There came a sudden cessation.
Miraculously the storm vanished,
and it was night. The golden moon
mellowed the glistening, sweet-
smelling country-side. Millions of
stars slowly appeared, and the at-
mosphere was throbbing with ro-
mance.
"SOME scenery. ... It cer-
tainly feels good to live . . ." said
William, softly.
"I wonder when she dishes out
the supper," said Dossy.
"Notice the hills over there? . . .
They look like blue velvet and
braided gold. . . ."
"It's certainly time. The little
old hour glass ought to be glim-
merin' on the half-past by now."
"How can you talk of eating at
a time like this ? Doesn't the sheer
loveliness of nature—
"
"Sure it does. It's fine scenery,
all right—
"
"I knew it ! I knew there was.
something tender in your heart. . ."
William unostentatiously took her
hand. "Why, your eyes show it.
They're blue, aren't they? They're
lovely, too. Do you know, there's
something about you
—
" William's
arm slipped around her waist.
Simultaneously she abruptly
arose, leaving his arm encircling
nothing.
After that William Jones, Junior,
took a fresh start. Does he read
life in the fifty-cent eleventh edi-
tions of the six best sellers? He
does not.
A DAY AT THK DESK
^
Aw ISI-! man once said, in
-peaking of a certain city
corner, that everybody in
the world passed that cor-
ner at least once in his tem-
poral existence. With local appli-
cation the same is true of the office
in the Administration lUiilding
which is numbered 152. Should the
number seem unfamiliar, 152 is
where Dean Thomas Arkle Clark
spends from eight to ten hours of
the twenty-four. During four years
everybody on the campus passes
through that office at least once
—
ricli man. poor man, beggar man,
and cribber; and the man at the
desk has the best opportunity in the
world to get a look at the Petite
Revue of campus activities.
But the 'Tollies" as enacted in
the Dean's office, though one can-
not see the whole play from out-
side the door, are not all comedies
;
sometimes one sees a real tragedy
the part of the play that comes after
the curtain falls and the lights are
dimmed.
I'^eshmcn furnish the man at the
desk with most of his laughs, just
as they keep the whole campus sup-
l)lied with comedy for the first three
or four weeks of their stay here.
While the Dean is arbitrating be-
tween a freshman who has been
plucked and jiledged and his land-
ladv who has refused to release
him from his contract so that he
can move to the chapter house, the
man at the desk in the outer office
keeps the other visitors at bay while
the skirmish goes on, or gently but
firmly shows another freshman the
way to register in the University
without taking Rhetoric i and Per-
sonal Hygiene at one and the same
hour.
But this article is to be the story
of a day at the desk ; so that means
begin at 8 o'clock when the office
door opens to admit a wise frosh
who does not want to wait thirty
perfectly good minutes while the
man ahead "talks it over" in the
inner office.
On this particular day the first
visitor was a freshman. He opened
the door—which has a most omi-
nous squeak—and entered.
"Is the Dean in?"
"Yes. Will you sit down?"
The frosh sat, but being no re-
specter of persons, he kept the little
green speck in the most logical
place of which its owner could con-
ceive—right on the top of a well-
cultivated pompadour.
H one is driving the cows or
walking down ]\Iichigan avenue on
a particularly windy day, the Dean
maintains that the place of the hat
is on the head ; but when one is
contemplating the oak woodwork
in 152. Dean Clark declares both
in the privacy of his sanctum and
from neighlioring housetops that
caps should be j'llaced in ])ockets or
twirled u])t)n a convenient thumb,
lie emerged from the office and
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saw the frosh and his cap. lie
rubbed his hands with a grin.
"Are you ]\Ir. Clark?" asked the
freshman.
"I am." answered the Dean, ad-
vancing to meet the man, who may
have come from Wilkins' Store or
Oak Park, either one. He plucked
the little speck from his visitor's
head. "\\'hat's this?" he asked,
verv solemnly. The freshman
grinned, but he had learned his
lesson.
When the lieutenant-governor of
a neighboring state bustled pom-
pously into the office directly after
lunch of the same day and wore
his hat into the august presence of
the Dean and his gas-log tire, there
was a reason for wondering what
would happen. The visitor emerged
not as he had come but with his
hat in his hand and his cigar gone
out from lack of attention. Profit-
ing by his experience, if the fresh-
man ever becomes a lieutenant-gov-
ernor, he will not even wear a silk
hat on his gubernatorial cranium
when he makes a social call.
After the lieutenant-governor,
two arch-enemies came into the of-
fice—to arbitrate, perhaps, but the
man at the desk is never supposed
to know. They went in to see Dean
Clark. They had been opponents
])olitically, socially, and every other
wav since they had been in college.
One had blackballed the other in
a professional fraternity ; the other
had kept the one from the most
coveted office to be gained by dab-
bling in campus politics. When
they came out from that conference,
they seemed to be better friends.
So far as I know, they are yet;
but the man at the desk can never
know exactly what has transpired
within.
The questions that are asked are
peculiar enough to cause a part of
the day, at least, to be interesting.
One sophomore who has since be-
come prominent came in one day
and engaged the desk man in con-
versation.
'T saw a picture in the lUio Roast
Section called Tommy in His
Roughneck Days'. I wondered if
you had an album with that kind of
pictures in it. Fll just bet Tommy
has some good ones hidden around
here. Do you mind if I go in and
look?''
Some of the visitors pass by the
desk with a confident grin, certain
that their "line" will get by. The
next caller was just such a man,
and he strolled past the desk with
a supercilious smile at the line of
waiting boys, some of whom looked
anxious. Perhaps he was on the
carpet and felt that there could be
no case made against him. That
over-confident visitor did not stay
long; when he emerged, the smile
was gone, the loquacious "line" was
not forthcoming, and his hands
were in his pockets and his eyes
were looking at nothing but the
floor.
Then there is the freshman, so
homesick that he feels that he can-
not stay another minute. One can
tell a homesick freshman just as
quickly as one can tell whose "line"
will not get by with the powers that
be. In the first few weeks of school
freshmen of high and low degree
visit 152. The well-dressed fellow
from a Chicago suburb, and the boy
with the queer looking suit pur-
chased in some impossible general
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store ; Init the poor fellow who is
frightcnetl and homesick is the most
forlorn visitor who comes. \'ery
likely, as he sits on the bench await-
ing his turn to talk with the Dean,
he iloes not know more than live
people in the two towns. All his
friends from home are fraternity
men or fraternity men in the mak-
ing. Sensitively, he believes that
that ends their friendship. At the
desk one sees them pass in deject-
eilly, hoi)elessly, to emerge with
something almost like gusto fifteen
minutes later, with s])ring in the
step and .smiles on the lips. The
crisis is passed in some adroit way.
So they come ; some with smiles
of confidence which turn to looks
of defeat ; some with lugubrious
faces which are smiling later on.
"The first shall be last, and the last
shall be first." Vou never can tell.
Almost every day comes the
flimker who is bringing father to
discuss with the Dean the problem
of why Harold does not make a
brilliant student in Rhetoric i or
Library Science 12. I^ither ap-
proaches with uuK-h eclat, as stout
elderly men are likely to approach
when they wear white vests; Har-
old's steps are like those of a i)all-
bearcr at a lodge funeral, and he
glares at father and glowers at the
brown curtains which prevent the
man at the desk from watching the
traffic on Wright street. Father
folds his hands across his capacious
stomach while 1 larold fidgets on the
long bench which holds visitors,
just as if his soul belonged to the
old clothes man. The buzzer
buzzes, and in they go. Well, iier-
haps Harold is thinking, one must
jiropitiate .Moloch. When they re-
turn i)ast the desk man's chair,
Harold looks relieved and father
does not seem so much disgusted
with Harold as most fathers are
with delinquent offspring.
.\bout ten o'clock that morning
the telephcjue rang. Someone at
llurnhaiii hospital was calling. Bill
Wilson, freshman and only son, had
died that morning after an illness
of three days, lie had been in
school only four weeks. That af-
ternoon his father and mother came
in to see the Dean. Bill Wilson's
mother was pale and frightened at
the strangeness of it all and the
overwhelming thing that had hap-
jiencd ; his father, one of those
huge- framed central Illinois farm-
ers, with big hands that had worked
hard, and a face grown red from
many w inter winds, actually seemed
to lean upon the little ])erson at his
side, who was calm and tearless, as
strong women are likely to be at
such moments.
"I shall riiKj for the next vis-
itor," said the Dean, as he silently
gri])ped the great paw of the
farmer. Then the door closed on
them.
Hut then, fortunatelw that sort
of thing happens seldom ; the amus-
ing things come more often.
"I want to see Mr. Tommy .\r-
kle. if you i)lcase," announced a
freshman as the door swung behind
him.
"I don't quite get you," said the
guardian of the door.
"Mr. Arkle— Mr. 'I'omniy .\rkle.
is he in?"
"\'ou me.in Dean Clark." said the
clerk, by way of helping him out
with a suggestion.
"(^h, no," declared llie frosh.
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"'not Dean Clark. Don't you know
who Mr. Arkle is?"
Then the man at the desk took
the guileless one l)y the arm and
ushered him into the inner office,
where the freshman discovered
Dean Clark holding the job that
really belonged to Mr. Thomas
Arkle.
The freshman looked neither
right nor left when he went out.
Every day, of course, is not like
this one ; and perhaps you may
doubt that all this happened in one
day. Yet every hour s])ent near
the door behind which the Dean
holds his audiences brings a series
of adventures with an infinite va-
riety of comedy and an occasional
tragedy enacted sometimes when
the discipline committee meets dur-
ing finals and a senior who has
missed his diploma through that
meeting leaves the office, knowing
that lie has to ex])lain to the folks
at home.
There is a whole lot of fun sit-
ting at the desk, but it is not always
fun for everybody. To those in
the campus world it is not great
sport to pass the desk in the outer
office as he goes through 152 at
least once in his four years. Nor
is it always fun for the man beyond
the door when the Dean says, "I'll
riiu/ for the next man."
A campus philosopher who had
grown eloquent over a chocolate
stir in Ih-adley's Arcade once said
that the whole world is built on the
fifty-fifty plan
—
just as much of
one thing as another. I'ut the pro-
portion of laughs and sniffles runs
twenty-five to seventy-five ; depend-
ing on the way you look at things.
At least that is the way things run
in 152 Administration T>uilding.
Cljc iSoafc
THE •MKNTAI. PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM"
When John Hay was a young
man and Mary Mapes Dodge had
not i)rogressed so far in the field of
letters, it was the custom, says the
Bookman, to keep mental i)hoto-
graph albums in which one told all
sorts of intimate things in answer
to very pointed questions, such as
"\\'hat is your favorite color?" or
"W hat are the sweetest words in the
world?" This fashion, think some.
went out with framed mottoes,
crochet tidies, and brussels carpets.
But we still like "mental jihoto-
graph albums." though most of us
are not preparing them nowadays.
New books of anonymous origin
and pungent contents ai)])ear on the
market with amazing frequency, re-
tailing the intimate things of some-
one's life.
Mc, .1 Talc of h\'nir)iihraiicc
(Century, $1.30). is of that type
—
the kind of book in which the actual
story of a life is revealed in fiction-
like guise. Jean Webster writes the
introduction and tells the history of
the book's creation; it is the work
of some four weeks—a stui)endous
task, writing a \hhA< in a litlle less or
a little more than a month. There
is no doubt that the author is. as
Miss Webster tells us, a successful
writer, for Mc would argue her an
accomplished story-teller.
.A girl of temperamental and un-
(lei)endal)le j)arentage goes forth be-
fore her 'teens are passed to tackle
the world. She is alone and guile-
less to a startling degree. She
works on a paper in the West
Indies, comes very near falling into
the toils of a designing Richmond
])hysician. goes to Chicago on money
sent her by a well-wisher with
wliiim she j^romptly falls in love.
Iinds this lover figuring in a very
exclusive scandal, tries to jump in
Pake Michigan, and starts to Xew
York on her career.
Novels where the heroine is dis-
illusioned and does not find another
illusion before the last jxige is
reached are few enough, but in our
"mental ])hotograph album" the
stories are true, the editors assure
us. and things are not necessarily
hapjiy in the end.
The latest noxcl fmni .Mary
Roberts Rinehart's i>en i> /\'
( li()UglUi>n Mifllin, Si.35 net), a
l;de with soniew h;it ililTerent theme
and irealnu'nt from the u^ual ixine-
hart storw K. Le.Mo\ne is a I'ani-
;6
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ons surgeon, who disguises his
identity for reasons which hecorne
known later. Sichiey Page is study-
ing to hecome a nurse, and K cornes
to her mother's home to he a
"roomer." There is also Joe. who
is in love with Sidney, and Dr. Max
Wilson, to whom Sidney hecomes
engaged. Her work as nurse in the
hospital, where all sorts and condi-
tions of men and women come,
makes Sidney realize that the world
is in part, at least, ugly and harsh.
She finds that correctly tailored
yomig ,men are not always the hest
hushands
;
this she finds hefore it is
too late, and then she
Carlotta Harrison is a made-to-
order villainess who rather dum-
founds one by glibly discussing
Nietzsche and then poisoning a per-
fectly innocent man in order to spite
the heroine who has won the love of
Dr. Max Wilson, though just how
this will right matters is not very
obvious. If a woman has the nerve
to read the crusty old misogynist,
then she could poison a man with-
out compunction, you say. Yes, but
she would do a more artistic job
than Carlotta Harrison did, and she
would be successful. That would,
of course, spoil a romance and re-
flect terribly on the author for
allowing such a thing to happen.
Notwithstanding the curious lit-
erary anatomy of Carlotta Harri-
son. K is a very readable book,
although it is not the kind of volume
to keep one awake with an overplus
of desire to see what the denoue-
ment will be.
A commissary of a certain na-
tional fraternity of local significance
was once talking to a fellow who
had been sent to the chapter house
by the \'. M. C. A., to wash dishes.
\\ ith. no doubt, a feeling of self-
satisfaction he told the fellow from
the employment bureau that he ad-
mired a fellow who worked his way
through college and that no matter
where or when he saw the worker
he would always sj^eak to him just
as if he were not scouring crock-
ery. Remarkable exhiliition of no-
blesse oblige!
But this type of man. fortunately,
is scarce on most college campuses.
There is real democracy in many
college periodicals. In 'I'hroiKjh
College on Nothing a Year ( Scrib-
ner's, $i.oo), the praise given to
undergraduate democracy is high,
and it makes one feel good to read
it. coming, as it does, ^irom a man
who has worked.
Generally speaking, there seems
to be nothing spectacular in work-
ing his way through school. The
.men who do it are prosaic souls,
most of us think, and do little else.
Christian Gauss has recorded the
adventures of a Princeton student
who worked his wa.y with no
monthly remittance from home to
help things along. This is the story
of a remarkable success.
The boy of whom ( lauss writes
was born in the slums of a nearby
city. He had been arrested at the
age of six, was a cigarette fiend at
nine, and had spent a year on a
"wop" gang before he entered high
school. He washed dishes at the
Princeton commons to begin with,
and in the end he was one of the
])rominent men on the campus.
Through College on Nothing a
Year is worth the attention of every
college man, undergraduate and
alumnus.
Ye Campus Gossip
Reserved for
See Next Month
A clipi)ing from Life says. "Life is,
WITH oxK HXCEPTiox. the oiilv free
and independent journal in Amer-
ica. It is not controlled by trust,
creed, advertiser, political party,
millionaire or anybody or anything
except its own conscience."
We thank Life for its recogni-
tion, and congratulate it on its be-
ing in a class with us in this re-
spect. Life shows much discretion
in omitting The Siren.
We acknowledge receipt of TJie
Siren and notice some advertising
(we took the cream of it), a few
imitations of Buck Ramsey's art.
some clever verse, and the need of
humor.
It has been rumored that (lardnie
Rogers has at last succeeded Judson
in the esteem of Gladys Lovewell.
We were wondering how they
did it. when a girl, recently a vis-
itor at the Phi (jamnia Delta
House, informed us that she was
toid they received a prize from the
National Organization ffir Ijeing
the best chapter in the fraternitv.
We ask
.
I'Or the benefit of our contribu-
tors we wish it dchnitely under-
stood that only undergraduate hap-
])cnings are accei)ted. Please re-
frain from contributing items con-
cerning l>ee, Slt»oie. Julia. liigh-
ball and otJier prominent alumni.
They say Ann \'oss is in love.
And to a Deke athlete at that
!
We v/ere amused at the criticism
of our sheet in I'ortnightly Xotes.
Were you ?
We are wondering if the stay-
overs had a good time at the Beta
House Dance?
We'll fcjrgive anybody anything
now—
.
The "ir: se])ara])le liobs" have pe-
titioned for admission to the Ste-
phenson League.
We were told Chink Weems
sent a freshman to bring Dot down
to the Arcade to meet him.
It is better to be victimized occa-
sionally than to go through life
tilled with s\ispicion.
I'.etter Iniy your lot first before
you ask any girl to share it with
you. b^h, Louie?
We'd like to borrow the head-
ing "Assists. Assaults, and. Ali-
I'li's" from The Fra. May we.
Prother b'lbert Hubbard?
Alice C'hesloy and Pat McCall
arc entered in a Popularity Con-
test now on at the Princess Thea-
tre.
It is up to some iDiiisiial sorority
girl to win the $5 prize in the Pret-
tiest Room Contest.
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HALSTROAI'S TOUCHDOWN
Here
Is
How
We
Marooned
Chicago
RUSSKLL rUXTIXG OUT OF DANGER FROM TWO-FOOT LINE
ATT1-:MP1 i'D V]. \(l- KICK

i The
!
I
Illinois Magazine
will y^ive a CASH
PRIZE of
FIVE DOLLARS
to the girl now enrolled in
the University who submits
on or before January pO,
1916, the photograph of
her room, which m the
opinion of the judges is
most practically and artisti-
cally arranged.
I
An article of not more tlian 150 words
I
sliouUl he submitted dcscrihin^r the room and
I expense imohed m iurnishin^r it.
OOKSk:
^ Books make ideal Christmas Gifts.
^ The selection of a good book is made interesting by our
large and varied stock, both in single volumes and in sets.
^We have the correct book for any one you v^^ish to
remember, no matter how exacting he may be in taste.
The CO-OP.
"Give him a book whereon to look"
Catering to Those Who Appreciate
The Best in Photography
Phone Main 35
38 N. Neil St. Champaign, 111.
THANKSGIVING
THE STORE
that SERVES
YOU BEST
COPYRIGHT 1915
THE HOUSE OF KUPPENHEIMEH
YES. YOU'LL LIKE OUR
BETTER CLOTHES, FOR
EVERY MAN WHO SEES
THEM LIKES THEM!
If you are in the line of
"Ordinary Clothes" wearers
step out! It's not necessary
to stay there!
Men, who know, look upon
this store as a "Quality Store"
—a Store where the Best
Clothes are sold—and where
the price they pay buys the
most Style and Value.
COME HERE FOR BET-
TER CLOTHES.
Featuring Kuppenheimer's
Make at $20 to $35. (f'-t —t
Style Plus Always.^1 /
We've never had so many
handsome Suits and Over-
coats as we are now showing
for the Fall and Winter trade.
We'd enjoy showing YOU all
the New Models and Fabrics,
feeling confident that you
would find our "Better
Clothes" and moderate prices
a very attractive combina-
tion!
C\\am\n\\^\\' ?, \.ar^Q^{ Clof/iiers Si?ice 1879
U.iYl.lLAND COMPANY
Qii ^1.
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TRADITIONS
"Tradition—the delivery of opinions, doctrines, practices, rites and cus-
toms from father to son or from ancestors to posterity .... Traditions may
be good or bad; true or false."—Webster.
A FEW years ago a large east-ern school made a radical
change in policy which
tended to vitally affect the
question of dicipline in the school.
The headmaster was asked how he
expected to reconcile the student
body to this change, and how he ex-
pected to accomplish dicipline to
any satisfactory extent. He replied :
"The traditions of the school are
my only salvation. The character
of the school may change ; the per-
sonnel of the student body and of
the faculty does change ; but the
traditions go on forever. They are
as permanent as the hills which sur-
round us and as sacred as the very
walls of the institution. Not rules,
not faculty supervision, but tradi-
tions will make the continuance of
the integrity of the school possible."
]\Iost traditions spring from in-
significant aft'airs. Time molds
them into form, but when once es-
tablished they become the most sa-
cred treasures of a family, a coun-
try, or a college. And so they are
handed down from father to son,
from ancestors to posterity, from
senior to freshman. But traditions
may be good or bad ; true or false.
At Williamstown, Massachusetts,
they tell the story of some Williams
College students who were return-
ing from a walk one day when a
thunder storm came up suddenly.
The students took refuge under a
haystack and waited for the shower
to pass. Now these students were
of the more serious type, and their
talk was concerned with things
worth while. While the storm was
raging they were discussing foreign
missions, and it is said that this
great movement which has had such
far reaching eft'ects had its concep-
tion on that day. The "Haystack
Monument" was later erected on
the spot as a memorial to those who
began the development of foreign
missions on anything like its present
scale, and today the monument and
the story go to form one of the
most sacred traditions at Williams.
It is in the small eastern colleges
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that one tinds most of the more
famous traditions. Princeton, Yale
and Harvard are full of them ; Am-
herst. Dartmouth. \'irginia, Penn-
sylvania, all have their traditions
datinj:,' hack to the early days of our
republic, and lirnily established as
they are, ihcy become co-existent
with the institution itself. Prince-
ton's "senior sinj^ing", the ringing
of the bell in the tower of old Nas-
sau Hall which for over a century
and a half has sounded its curfew
bidding students get them to their
rooms, are customs which linger
with the graduate long after he has
forgotten his calculus and his Pliny.
The importance of the role which
these traditions i)Iay in the college
administration is almost inesti-
mable. Princeton and "honor sys-
tem" are almost synonymous, yet
this system owes its success to the
traditions which surround it and the
undergraduate attitude toward it.
It has failed in so many other
])laces because these essentials are
lacking. A Princeton man would
no more see the honor system vio-
lated than would an Illinois man
stand calmy by and hear G. lluft'
called a poor sportsman.
Whether long years are neces-
sary in the thorough establishment
of a tradition depends entirely upon
circumstances. It is conceivable
that a tradition based on something
worth while, and expressed in a
sensible and sincere form, might
grow up in two or three years. Our
own Homecoming is not much
older and still it bids fair to become
permanent. On the other hand it
is doubtful whether such an un-
called-tor exhibition as the Senior
ITobo Band, even though continued
for generations, can ever assume
the character of a sound tradition.
It would seem. then, that something
more than age is necessary for a
real tradition. This is because some
are good and some are bad ; some
are true and some are false.
There are two very striking
things aljout Illinois traditions. The
first is that there aren't any—or
none worth bragging about—and
the second is that nobody seems to
care. Xow and then something
happens which might tend to be-
come the foundation for a tradition.
Someone takes it up, but before it
gets its second wind somebordy else
comes along with a bucket of cold
water, and it's gone. Ver}^ often
the cry is against "rah-rah" stuff,
or a tendency toward that so called
"college" atmosphere of the musical
comedy type. This is all well and
good, but at the same time we can't
apply the acid test to all of these
things and hope to get very far.
Traditions cannot be manufac-
tured for the occasion. We have
tried that in the case of the fresh-
man ca]> burning. This custom
may live, but unless the sjiirit which
goes with it changes, it can never
become a true tradition. The stu-
dent (."cnncil tried to plead class
loyally this year to get the '19 men
to wear their green caps, and now
they admit that it didn't work and
liiat freshmen will not wear their
caps. riiere is no tradition that
says they must.
Time after time we see the teams
go away and unless someone—us-
ually the Jllini—starts something,
no one thinks of going to the train
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to see them off. One thing notice-
able, however, is that when some-
body does start the agitation the
student body is quick to respond,
but they respond only as individuals
without any unifying element. The
writer has seen a thousand or more
students turn out to meet the team
returning from a trip. The train
rolls into the station, there may be a
feeble cheer or two, and then every-
one stands and watches without
knowing just what he should do. In
other places tradition tells the stu-
dents what to do. Perhaps it is to
pull the team up the hill in a "tally-
ho" and then call for speeches
;
per-
haps it is to call for a speech from
the men before they leave the sta-
tion ; but here we only stand and
wait for something to happen. Us-
ually nothing ever happens. We
haven't any such tradition.
It has l^een charged that Illinois
students don't know how to cele-
brate. About every two years, so
past experience tells us, excitement
reaches a high pitch, an athletic vic-
tory brings it to a breaking point,
and disgraceful consequences have
followed. The mob, for such it has
become, rushes down town, a free
show is called for and refused, dam-
age is done, the city papers get hold
of it, and a nasty mess follows with,
perhaps, an expulsion or two. This
shows college spirit at its worst, and
it shows what a crowd of thirty-five
hundred perfectly healthy young
men are apt to do when not regu-
lated by any well founded tradi-
tions. But it is easily conceivable
how this same spirit might have
been vented by a bon-fire in the
celebration urn, followed by a snake
dance, speeches, and singing. That
is, it is conceivable if these things
were traditional.
The class rush seems to be
doomed forever. It is not the pur-
pose here to say whether the class
rush was good or bad. The fact
remains however that it was a tra-
dition, and with its passing we lose
one of the very few real traditions
connected with the University. For
that reason it does seem a shame to
destroy it altogether and provide
nothing in its stead. Illinois is al-
ready too nearly barren of such
things, and a class rush of some
form might have been instrumental
in finding an excuse for something
more sound.
Illinois has the material for lots
of traditions. Old University Hall
ought to be surrounded with them.
The two towns offer material in the
places where Lincoln used to visit
;
the Jake Stahl tree on Illinois Field
might be made the shrine for all
returning Illini ; but somehow no
one has ever developed these phases
of the college life and the under-
graduate is deprived of these little
associations which would tend in
after life to bind him closer to his
alma mater.
But he is just as well oft', you say.
IMaybe so, but ask the Yale man of
the traditions of New Haven and
hear that thrill in his voice, see that
sparkle in his eye as he tells you
of "Tap Day." And see if the La-
fayette man's life isn't a little
broader from having known "Ole
Joe" Hardy who climbed college
hill every morning for over fifty
years to teach an eight o'clock class
in mathematics, and wasn't late
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(jiice. they say. It was this same
Joe who characterized a testimonial
dinner j,'iven in his honor after tifty
years of service as "all foolishness,"
and refnsed to go to Xew York
city to attend it hecause he had a
class the next morning.
And when one reads the discus-
sions of crihbing, the honor system,
cheering the visiting teams, singing
"Loyalty" in theatres, or tipi>ing
the hat to i)rofessors. he cannot
help but wonder how much easier
the solution of these problems
would be if their answer could be
found in well founded, well rounded
traditions that had stood the age
test and come down from ancestors
to j)osterity. senior to freshman as
genuine Illinois traditions, charac-
terizing the University, and coex-
istent with the verv name.
'rr*'
I
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AS THK SEASON PROGRESSES
I\.\v L. Gr.\xtz.
LIXOIS lost some basket-
ball games. Queerly, this
seems to be what the
coaches think will be a turn-
ing i)oint in Illinois athletics, and
one which will really place them on
a more footed basis. Of late there
has been a marked tendency on the
part of the general student body to
rather overestimate the ability of its
athletic representatives, a tendency
which was naturally obvious but
which has worked evil. There has
arisen a tyj^e of self satisfied cock-
sureness which has made many ene-
mies among other schools,and which
has made the work of the coaches
much harder. The attitude has
been prevalent among students to
go t(j the athletic contest merely be-
cause it's the thing to do. an<l per-
hajis to see Illintjis put up a classy
exhibition, the element of doubt as
to the ])ossible outcome and the de-
sire to go l)ecause the athletic i)row-
ess of the University of Illinois is
at stake never entering in to their
plans, or even their thoughts.
Now that it has been proven that
Illinois, with her rcL'ular team on
the floor can be beaten, it is to be
hoi)ed that the students will attend
contests in the future to help the
Orange and Blue to a victory, not
merely to see a victory.
At the present time, the Univer-
sity community is perhaps taken up
more completely with athletics than
at any other time of the year. Bas-
ketball is in full swing. Spring foot-
Ixdl has commenced, the baseball
scjuad has already been cut. Gill's
track men are working daily in
preparation for approaching meets
as are Ed Mauley's swimmers, the
gymnastic and wrestling season is
at its full height, and all in all,
every athlete in school is actively
engaged in his i)articular line of
endeavor.
l*ros])ects for a successful year
look extremely bright. The defeats
of the basketball team are among
the best things that could have ha])-
l)ened. Jones says the men are
re.illy working now. and realize
that a second consecutive cham-
])ionship can be won only by sheer
hard work. \\ itli the men work-
ing hard, with a sjoal tor which
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to strive and with Ralj)!! Jones to
help attain that goal, a successful
windup to the season is assured,
and the chances tor the top rung of
the ladder are still bright.
Des])ite the apparent psycholog-
ical dei)ression which seems to exist
in vain. Capt. ]\Iason has been
busy devising methods for bringing
out hitherto unheard of material,
and the near future will witness
contests between various class
teams which Coach Gill feels sure
will brine out men who have latent
Rav Woods
among track enthusiasts, due no
doubt to successive winnings. Coach
Gill and Capt. ]\Iason are doing
nobly in their efforts to stir u])
"pep", and from all indications
their endeavors are not going to be
Ralf Woods
track aljilit\- but who have not con-
sidered themselves of sufficient cal-
i])re to warrant an attemj)t at the
varsity. The varsity suffered heav-
ily from graduation but with the
new material which Gill expects to
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uncover, and the regulars as a neu-
cleus around which to build. Illi-
nois should this year regain her lost
laurels and again occupy the envi-
able position she once held as pos-
sessing the i)retnier track team in
the West.
"G" llutt and baseball have now
years and with an exceptional
bunch of So])homores fighting for
])ositions. "G" will no doubt be able
to mould a nine which will hold its
own with the best, and keep Illinois
in the niche she has occupied for so
many years.
Despite snow and winter winds,
MiKK Ma.su .N
become nearly synonymous, as have
"(j" HufV and basejjall chami)ion-
ships, so no one is worrying very
nuich al)out the team which will
represent Illinois during the com-
ing season. \\ ilh nearly a regular
varsity back in .school, with the
strongest i)itching staff of recent
/up])ko is wrapjied up in Sjiring
football practice, and has already
put many well formulated rules of
action into being, rules which he in-
tends to be a jiotcnt factor in next
year's camjiaign. Over seventy can-
didates are out in uniform. The
freshmen and greener material are
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being coached by the menibers of
the varsity, and from the enthusi-
asm displayed, the figiit for a
chance to play under Zujjpke is go-
ing to prove harder than ever be-
fore.
The swimming team sutTered
from eligibilit}- rules, l)Ut is slowly
regaining its feet, and as the season
progresses, the chances for a suf-
ficient development to warrant con-
sideration in the annual Conference
meet, seem brighter and brighter.
Coaches Fargo and Evans of the
gymnastic and wrestling teams have
the largest bunch of material which
ever turned out for the indoor
teams from which to choose their
men, and from the exhibitions ren-
dered so far, Illinois seems to have
a good chance of winning honors
in the Conference meet which will
be held at Minneapolis on April the
eighth.
In short, things are looking rath-
er rosy for Illinois.
C.M'T. KlXG
A IRLSTY
l*.\ri.iM; Adams.
T 'I lie tensity of the courtroom (lid not slacken a
^^j^ secciiul as the tall, iinposinjj;.
hlack clothed lij^ure of the
jiulj^e tocjk his place to pronounce
the verdict. The silence jjripped
the sjiectators and was terrifyiiii,'.
Xow came the verdict. ])ronounce(l
in a clear, strong voice hy the judj^e.
It was "(iuilty" and the pei)])le
knew that this signified life im-
prisonment for the man on llic
prisoner's bench. To the man him-
self it meant far more, this verdict
was only the beginning. It meant
the giving up of the boy. This was
why his big, bent body straightened
for a fraction of a minute, and then
relaxed in a muddled heap. I he
trial was over for the townpeople
and for the lawyers hut the thing
was just begun for the man who
was doomed by the one word
"(iuilty" to spend the rest of his
days inside of the cold darkness of
the strong, iron barred prison on
the summit of the hill.
"What will the old gang down
at "Slogan's" say when they hear
that old Tim Flagan is sent up ?
They'll jes feel like a-l)reaking in
thet jail an' a-getting me out. May-
be they'll say 1 shud 'a run too, an
1 wuz crazy to get trapped, Iml ( iod,
1 was jes 'cornered. They shuda
knowed 1 wus too green at the game
fer a big kill. I wus jes trapped. I
didn't have a chance, an" here I
am."
At once the old time loyalty for
the gang asserted itself and blotted
out all feelings that it was their
fault or that they would scorn his
bad luck. They were too set by
each other, was the gang; it was
just his turn, and he would make
the best of it. Recollections of the
whole thing came back to him like
a blow. The scramble, the sharj).
pistol report, then as the smoke
cleared away the stiff body of I'ill
()'l)oole on the floor and the blue
coats crowding in about hint—the
only one of the gang who didn't
make a clean get-a-way. Then back
came thoughts of the boy.
fie could see the little shoe shoj)
and the little curly head by his side,
llis hand went through the motion
of hair stroking now. Tim really
felt the soft crop of curly hair be-
neath his fingers but of course there
was only the em])ty si)ace there
—
only empty space. He knew that
the gang would take care of the boy
someway but what would the boy
think of his father? The boy had
never known that his fathei was a
liar, thief and a sneak ; always since
his mother's death had he carefully
shielded this fact. .\nd this was
not half of it, the gang were no fel-
lows for the boy to be with, not his
l)oy. i le stiffened at the thought
as though a knife had been run
through him. It felt exactly like
a knife— a sudden, tierce, violent
stab.
Two weary years passed, dragged
themselves to a tiresome end. Tim
longed to be in the world outside.
It was such a ])leasanl world; his
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world before he got in with the
gang. If he could be a trusty life
might be more l)earable. Trusties
were not comi^elled to wear wide
stripped suits which proclaimed to
the world outside "1 am a sinner."
They were allowed to learn trades,
in fact they were almost allowed to
live. This was Tim's anihitidu. lie
worked hard to accomplish it. He
fought to gain his end.
One day in the stone pile Tim
saw a huge rounded mound of
stones start to tremble ; he yelled to
the man just below, leaped to his
side and altho he himself was in-
jured, saved the man from instant
death. As a reward Warden Jor-
dan made him a "trusty" and al-
lowed him to see the boy. Tim's
poor heart was full. To be able to
see the boy. more than that, to have
the boy see him looking like he
would remember his father, not in
the wide striped suit. His cup of
happiness was full to overflowing.
The great day came and with its
dawn the boy, grown to the full dig-
nity of his ten years, a pale, pinched
face but the same golden curls top-
ing the meagre frame. Tim, un-
worthy as he felt, drew the slender
body to his big bulky one. The
words wouldn't come, the one great
good in Tim's nature welled up
serving to choke the words that lay
at his heart—his love for the boy.
In his thin, worn palm the boy held
a tight, dirty wad of paper which
he held toward his father saying as
he did so.
"Dad it's cold now but they don't
think I need any tire because the
sun when it shines is on my side of
the room," and then added naively,
"When will you be back Daddy?"
Tim grasped frantically at the dirty
paper. It seemed like a whole year
added to his life to get news from
the outside. When the time pre-
sented itself he cautiously read it
an illegible scrawl.
"The kid's a misance. 1 le tris
to kep us from doin thins jes lik
you did. Let us no what to do wit
him Jim will be by the gate tomoro
when the horses com out. We ell
help you ef you git out."
That was all—that was enough,
his bo}' wasn't wanted but the gang
would help him, tomorrow was his
day in the warden's barn. The ])os-
sibilities of it all struck him dumb
Init he was a "trusty" ; this fact
troubled him. It is a strange but
startling fact that we are governed
not so much by real convictions as
by the ghosts of dead convictions.
What has been done can be done
again, came the dead-conviction
ghost to Tim.
"Men have escaped from prisons
and they haven't been caught either
;
look at old Bill Dugan ; he's been
leading a new life an' no one has
knowed thet he what a thing
that would be."
The next day his eyes roved, his
body jerked, he couldn't keep his
mind on his work, he was waiting
for the big hour to come for he had
it all figured out. He had been
working in the barn all day, a thing
"trusties" were seldom allowed to
do. The gang must a-knowed that
he was working in the barn. The
horses were being harnessed to the
coach right now, and the order had
just come in to call for Mrs. Jor-
dan at a party. What a chance,
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Tim thought, he could slip in the
carriaj^'c when tlie coachniaii wasn't
looking, crouch in the bottom of the
carriajje— P.ill was right, it would
he easy enough to get out just once
outside the gates, the gang would
help him and then the hoy.
"If ever the hoy's needin" a fa-
ther, he's a-needin' of him now."
he muttered.
ilis jndses leaped, his heart heat
quickened, his chance would never
come again he knew, for he might
never be allowed in the stable again.
All of these thoughts crowded
themselves in (juick succession into
his brain. The coachman was gone,
he hopped in. he crouched low ; the
coachman rushed in. jumped on his
box and they were ot¥ down the
drive. The wild tumult in the soul
of the man, crouched low in the
bottom of the carriage never stoj)-
ped. The carriage gave a sudden
stop, the guards who guarded each
side of the big. barred gate were
unlatching the gate to let the car-
riage pass on out into the ])leasant
world outside. One instant and he
could be outside where help and the
boy were waiting for him—a new
life, liehind, in the dark, dank wall
of the ])rison lay labor, imtireing,
continuous labor, a life of daily
routine.
lie leaped uj), s])ontaneously. re-
acting as if a bomb had suddenly
been placed under him. He grabbed
the coachman.
"I gtiess I must 'a gone to sleep,"
he stuttered to the startled coach-
man. Half walking, half staggering
he reached a near bench, lie was
inside the ])rison gate, this was all
he knew.
Sitting a big crumpled mass of a
man. he nnuMnured over and over
to liimsclf: "'I'm a "trusty'; I'm a
"trusty." Warden Jordan trusts
me. I'm a 'trusty'.
"
The man of the world is indeed
fortunate . lie makes X(nv ^'ear's
resolutions only once a year. Ik-
must undergo the feeling of inc-
briacy when said resolutions go to
smash only once in the course of
365 days. With the college student
the situation is infmitely worse he
nnist undergo the process semi-
annually. There is liowe\(.'r, the
mitigating circumstance llial lu' is
let down easy, he seldom discovers
how comj)letely the good ship has
been wrecked until the ordt'al of
fmals again rolls around.
It is a part of the natural order
of things that men will turn over
new leaves at certain points of time
which is distinctly a starting point,
\ve suppose it is also inevitable that
said new leaves will largely fly back
and reveal the old blotted and he-
stained page, but still we have a
feeling that it might be a line thing
il a tew of the nian\ and \'aried
early semester resoluti(.)ns were not
buried in the same tomb as coimt-
less thousands of their i)redecessors.
MEDICAL SUPERVISION AT WISCONSIN
C. R. liARDKKX. \)T,. Dean of the Medical. School, Universilv of Wisconsin.
THE immediate incentive to
the establishment of medi-
cal supervision of student
health at Wisconsin was an
epidemic of typhoid fever which
occured live years ago, and during
which some forty students were
taken ill and several died. It was
believed that more efficient medical
supervision might have prevented
the spread of the disease to so large
a number of students. The faculty
of the medical school accordingly
were asked to organize a system of
medical supervision.
Wisconsin offers merely the first
two years of the medical course. A
new department of clinical medi-
cine was established in the medical
school in 1910, for the purpose of
having direct charge of the medical
supervision of the student health,
for research and for teaching such
clinical work as properly comes
within the first two years of the
medical course. The professor of
clinical medicine was made medical
advisor of the students. It was
])lanned at first that he should work
in co-operation with the private
practitioners in ^ladison in keeping
record of student illness and seeing
that prompt attention was given.
This plan did not prove practical
owing to the impossibility of getting
satisfactory co-operation. It there-
fore became necessary to enlarge
the staff and to give treatment not
only for minor conditions but also
for most medical cases. The staff'
now consists of five ])h}-sicians (one
a woman) who give medical advice
and treatment, two physicians who
do laboratory and x-ray work, four
nurses and several clerks. ^lost of
the work is done at the "Clinic."
This is a building with waiting
rooms, offices, laboratories and x-
ray rooms for the diagnosis and
treatment of office cases. The regu-
lar office hours are in the afternoon.
Appointments may be made in ad-
vance if desired. The mornings are
reserved for the study of cases re-
quiring special observation and for
outside calls and visits at the hos-
pital and infirmary. About one
hundred and fifty students seek
medical advice each day at the clinic
during the winter months. Nearly
a third of the students in attend-
ance seek advice each month, and
over eighty per cent, of the students
at some time during the year.
Next door to the Clinic there is
a large dwelling house used as an
infirmary in which during the win-
ter months there are usually from
fifteen to twenty patients. Students
with the milder infections and con-
tagious diseases, "grip", measles^
mumps, and the like, are cared for
here. Three nurses are in charge.
For surgical cases and the severer
medical cases there are special stu-
dent wards at the ^Madison General
Hospital, and use is also made of
the City Contagious Hospital for
the severer contagious diseases.
The work of the medical advisor
embraces several lines, medical ex-
amination of new students, sending
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of reconinieiulatioiis to scholastic
officers and the departiiieiit of i)hy-
sical education, careful sui)ervision
of those whose general health is
such as to refjuire s])ecial oversight,
diagnosis and treatment of cases of
acute illness, reference of cases re-
(|uiring the care of s])ecialists, is-
suing of excuses for absence be-
cause of illness, notification to par-
ents whose children are ser-
iously ill or need special attention,
prompt isolation of cases of con-
tagious disease and the taking of
various measures to prevent its
spread, improvement of the hygiene
of the rooming-houses, boarding-
houses and class-rooms where pos-
sible, and scientific study of various
problems which arise in connection
with the work.
Each student at the time of ma-
triculating at the university is given
a careful medical and physical ex-
amination and a record is made of
his family and past medical history,
together with the objective findings
of his i^resent condition. As the
result of these examinations the
students are divided into four
groups, A, B, C, and D. Class A
includes those in first-class physical
condition ; those in Class B have
home defects which may make ad-
visable some restrictions as to schol-
astic or athlete activities ; those in
Class C have more serious defects
which reiiuire special attention from
the standpoint of studies or physical
training; and those in Class 1) rc-
(|uire fre(|uent medical advice in
order to keep in condition to do
satisfactory work in college. .\ few
are advised not to enter college and
others are advised to withdraw
after observation has shown that
the individual cannot meet the de-
mands of college life even in a
modified form. Last fall over 2,000
students were examined during the
first month of the college year.
After entering college students
are encouraged to seek medical ad-
vice freely. The members of the
medical staff endeavor to take a
sympathic interest in each indi-
vidual and in a way supply the over-
sight which the boy or girl would
get at home from their ])arents and
family physician. The i^rompt re-
])orting of even trivial conditions is
of advantage both from the stand-
point of the individual student and
from that of the student community.
If the condition really amounts to
nothing, the student can be told so
and relieved of any anxiety. Mor-
bid worry about one's physical con-
dition is decreased instead of in-
creased by the habit of prompt re-
porting. If the student needs treat-
ment, this can be begun at an un-
usually early period.
Desire to form habits which will
lead to the greatest physical and
mental efficiency is leading an in-
creasing number of students to seek
advice concerning personal and pub-
lic hygiene. Ihe majority of stud-
ents are idealists who desire to de-
velo]) the best that is in them. A
quiet talk with a ])hysician familiar
with i)rol)k'ms of health from the
standpoint of the student is often
worlii more than attending a course
of lectures on hygiene. This is es-
])ecially true of (|uostions of sex
hygiene.
Constitutional defects of one kind
or another are to be foimd in the
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majority of young adults. When
these are discovered at the time of
the student's entrance into the uni-
versity, advice is given him as to
methods of overcoming his defects
or at least living as healthy a life as
possible in spite of them.
No special fees are charged for
medical advice, the expenses being
met by the "incidental fees" i)aid
by all students. A charge is made
for hospital and infirmary care and
x-ray plates.
The scientific aspects of the work
are among the most important. An
unusual opportunity is ottered to
study the morbidity of a large group
of young individuals both in rela-
tion to their present environment
and to the conditions preceding
their entrance into the university.
Of special value is the o])portunity
of studying disease earlier in its in-
cipiency than is usually offered the
physician. The limited outside con-
sultation service makes it possible
to study the later develo])ments of
jjathological conditions begun in
youth, and the commencement of
conditions which produce defects
visible in students when they enter
college. Thus a broad background
is offered for a specialized study of
the conditions of health and disease
in the student comnumitv.
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LEARNING HUMAN NATURE
Occasionally \vc hear the theory advanced that the man who is
spending little time with his hooks and much with his fellows is gaining
an invaluable knowledge of human nature, .\dnuttedly he is. but of
who? lie is learning the desires and aspirations of a certain group of
men with whom he habitually consorts. lie knows their tastes in ties
and shirts and cigaretts. their favorite topics of conversation, their little
eccentricities of speech and action. In fact, he is liable to get to know
them so very well that he has forgotten everybody else. He has ac(|uired
a knowledge of the naUu'e of men who are to be scattered ovr the con-
tinent and with whom he may conduct a desultory correspondence for a
year or two. but he has warped his outlook on humanity at large.
W'l' live with hum;ni nature all our lives. We are at a university
oid\ 10 per cent of a normal lifetime. It is all \erv well to learn to
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know human nature l)ut when there are more valuahle mediums of learn-
ing at hand it heliooves us to grant them some attention. A little
knowledge has long heen rci)Uted a dangerous thing, hut when circum-
scrihed hy the particularized knowledge of human natiu'e, we are prone
to feel it a waste of time and money spent upon a college education.
WHAT HAPPENED?
Althougli exact statistics are not yet availahle, there seems to he a
general impression ahout the cami)us that grades have taken more or less
of a slumj). There seems to he more talk of flunks and specials than is
common even in this season of the year. If the condition is due to a
general stitTening of recjuirements it is not particularly significant, except
that it is hard on the industrious man who plods along at a margin. It
may temporarily discommode the man who habitually gets 70 because of
preference. It will probably force him to take a special, but he will
quickly adjust himself to new conditions. Perhaps the qualities of
discernment which always enabled him to know enough to be above water
were sufficiently keen that he had foreseen the change and regulated his
work accordingly.
But the man who formerly had to w'ork to keep his grades up to
the required standard is naturally stuck for so much more work next
semester. Mayhap when he had acquired that 70 he had at least that
much knowledge that would stick while the 90 man who got there by
bluff, or properly regulated cramming or even discreditable methods is
apt to lose his knowledge with a speed commensurate with that by which
it was gained.
But that is neither here nor there as regards what happened, or
why. If the fall in grades was due to a stiffening of requirements we
can find i)lenty of alternatives. It may have been due to the revived
interest in dancing, or the ravages of the grip, or the fact that this is
Leap Year, or the European war, or the approach of the Eddy cam-
paign, or the fact that the moon shown one less day in December than
usual.
But we have a private theory or two. To be explicit : one of them
is that we are growing too fast. We have a sneaking feeling that the
increase in students has lead to bigger classes and its concomitant evils.
Every year we note one or more men of more or less national repute
withdrawn from the instructional corps to take charge of administra-
tive offices. There is no remedy for this if we are to grow, but it must
necessarily hamper us. Another theory which we admit t^ more or less
cribbed is that the wholesale introduction of research men;-^s instructors
is open to investigation. At any rate we feel than wlieri 400 students
fail in a course out of 1,300 enrolled, someone is apt to be to blame
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besides the stiulents. The fad that this occured in the Chemistry depart-
nicnt where research assistants are probably most generally emj^loyed
makes us even more dubious of the ])roposition. If the fall in grades was
due to a stiffening of standards, then it is uj) to the student to make the
best of a goi)<l ])ropositii)n. If not, it would seem that an investigation
might be in order.
FllAA) ARIILLKRY TRAINING
UNIVERSITY
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AJ V V it were not inhuman it
SJL^ might be said that the great
tragedy now smothering
luirope in hate and horror
was serving a useful pur])ose by
educating America in a needful les-
son. I am not ])repared to argue
the question of war in its various
aspects of good and evil, yet I feel
that the present conflict has brought
home a realization of some very im-
portant truths which the nation has
allowed a long ])eriod of peace witli
the world to obscure. Love of
coimtry and desire for a continua-
tion of life in a commonwealth such
as this should im])el us to pause and
decide upon tlic wisdom of con-
tinued evasion oi these truths in the
light of the tragic occurrences of the
past year and a half.
In the "splendid isolation" of our
foreffithers when luirope was thiriy
days sail across the seas we have
remained content in the assurance
that we are safe from acts of ag-
gression unmindful of the fact that
the barrier of distance in this age
is only a myth. W'e have l)ut to
read of the games of strategy traced
out by the efficient and restless ex-
perts of a neighboring ])ower to
realize that neither the Atlantic nor
the Pacific are considered as in-
surmountable obstacles l)y a pos-
sible foe. The sneers of Bern-
hardi on the torpid heli)lessness of
this country may wound our vanit\-
but we cannot challenge them. An
uninterrupted peace of one hundred
years between the British ]Mn])ire
and the United States celebrated in
December 1914 marks an epoc in
the relations of nations which it is
hoped in the interests of humanity
will continue, but recent events have
shown the futility of such a wish
when almost over night civilized
nations throw aside the conventions
of peace and plunge into a struggle
characterized by the extremes of
viciousness. It is i)ossible of course
to dwell in peace by refusal to \no-
tect against abridgment of sovereign
rights, but such a peace is not ac-
cejjtable to a strong people. The
justice of the demands of the
United States on the European
powers for the opjiortunity of con-
ducting its legitimate aff"airs on the
high seas is recognized by existing
law l)ut that fact does not win it
the privilege of doing so. The
reason why is ])lain and also hu-
niililating.
Pacificism is idealism and un-
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fortunately at this time a dream in-
stead of a reality ; militarism a yoke
of insufferable bondage not to be
thought of
;
preparedness an expres-
sion of sane statesmanshi]) for the
preservation of the integrity of the
nation. Preparedness is an indefinite
term capable of broad interinxtation
and I do not feel in anv sense com-
proposed by President Wilson may
as may not be wise but ai)parently
it does not meet with the approval
of the military men. The latter
though strongly committed to a
greatly augmented military estab-
lishment do not propose to secure
imnuinily from aggression by a
large professional army alone. Its
petent to venture upon its technical
definition, yet I am sure it means
more in the line of defense than we
possess at the present time. Just
how much is for the experts to de-
termine. It is my belief, however.
that every able bodied American
has some relation to the ])lan. .\
large standing army and a large
navy on the scale of the European
powers is not an acceptable ])ro-
gram to the American i)eo])le anrl
adequate facilities for defense nuist
be secured in other ways. The plan
plans include reserve forces of
trained civilians who would be
available in case of war. Any plan
regardless of the source must in-
clude reserves of trained civilians.
It matters little what the final out-
come of the approaching struggle in
Congress on the preparedness ques-
tion may be the burden of defense
will fall ultimately just where it
should fall, on the able bodied "man
at home." Our own history is
ample proof that this is true and if
memory is hazy in respect to the
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past turn t<» luiropean history of
yesterday and today. The time has
come in my opinion wlu-n every
true American should ask himself
what relation he hears to the (|ues-
tion of defense and what service he
is prepared to render his country
should the necessity arise. A U>n^
j)eriod of i)eace marred by no sabre
rattling cravin^^s for ])lundering
other and weaker nations has ren-
dered .\merican people lart^ely im-
potent toward ])re])aredness l)Ut
have we any assurance that con-
tinued inditYcrence to this great
(|uestion is wise or ])atriotic? P'an-
tastic theories about the liorde of
farmers with shot guns rc])eating
the gallant tactics of our forefa-
thers at Lexington are criminal in
these days of high e.x])losives and
modern arsenals. Xo longer can a
nation expect to successfully resist
without the equiijment of tastical
skill, forces and equiiMiient jjoss-
essed by an enemy, j'atriotisni and
unprei)aredness on one side h:i\c
little chance against ])rcparc<lnc>s
and elticiency on the other.
Americans must accept as a mat-
ter or course the outbursts of the
militarists and the cloudy utterances
of the extreme pacifists and pay no
attention to either but follow a
])rocess of logical reasoning through
to sound conclusions. These will
\ary in individuals in manv ])articu-
lar> but in one respect tliey should
be indenlical namely : ])ersonal re-
sponsibility in the matter of de-
fense. Who of the able bodied has
a consistent excuse for sliirking this
responsibility? Regardless of
whether a crisis arises or not the
nation prepared to defend its sover-
eignity has pursued a wise and cer-
tainly a safe course. Self interest
if broader matines carry no a])j)eal
shoidd lead every able bodied
.\merican to consider what service-
he is esi)ecially capable of rendering
his country in time oi need, and
then systematically jjerfect his per-
formance of that service, and lastly
olYer his services when the op])or-
tunity presents itself.
]\Iethods of warfare have chang-
ed since the war of the Revolution.
Then, hastily improvised armies
might be successful in certain oper-
ations but under modern conditions
such would accomplish nothing.
The idea, prevalent among large
numbers of peoi)le that an effective
army can be trained in a few days
or even weeks is grotesque. The
affairs of life that are worth while
require decades for training and
];reparation. To assume that the
science of war can be learned over
night or suddenly acijuired in a mo-
ment of emergency shows a lack (if
knowledge which we lack for only
in the superlical. ]*re])aration to-
da}- will bear fruit in five, ten
and fifteen years hence. These
lines can be reduced but only at the
expense ot elticiencv. (iradualh'
this fact begins iu appear in its true
perspective to the masses of think-
ing people who display a constantly
growing desire to begin the work of
l)re])aration. I'.very where we see
a (|uickening of interest regarding
preparedness and ]H'rsonal resi)onsi-
l)ilit\' in national detense. All
branches ot llie detensive service
are recei\ing iheir share of atten-
tion but es])ecially that of the lield
artillery. The present war is largely
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responsible for this as it has thrown
into strong rehef the growing im-
portance of this implement of war-
fare. Battles are now won and lost
depending upon the balance of ar-
tillery and supply of ammunition.
It is one form of murder to send
infantry without ruleijuate artillery
that each gun would fail in giving
a good account of itself, but the
fence on the mountain side cannot
stop the avalanche.
Effective artillery fire discipline
is secured only through years of
training as it is one of the most com-
plicated forms of the military ser-
support against an enemy entrench-
ed and with ample artillery.
The United States has six regi-
ments of regular field artillery, less
than it had at the end of the Civil
war. A larger number of guns than
this were captured from the Ser-
bians at one clip in the recent in-
vasion, and these were only a i)or-
tion of the artillery possessed by a
very small power. Considering the
service that would be required of
artillery in case of invasion w^e
might just as well not have a single
gun as the few possessed now. Not
vice. It embraces problems in
mathematics, in mechanics, in chem-
istry" in transportation, in explos-
ives, beside those common to all
army units in res])ect to men and
animals. Officers of superior tech-
nical and administrative skill, and
the highest type of men are re-
quired for artillery service. This
fact has nnich to do with the pur-
pose of the war department to es-
tablish national guard batteries in
the large universities. College men
are picked men and with such ranks
to recruit from a superior battery
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personnel is assured. Men traine<l
for three years in a college battery
are jx)tential officers for reserve bat-
teries to \)C enij)loye<i in case of war.
and development of a force of
officers is the underlying reason for
encouraging the formation of na-
tional guard batteries in Univer-
sities. In this locality there are bat-
teries at Purdue and University of
Minnesota.
Batten.- F" as it is oflFicially desig-
nated was insjiected and mustered
in on November 9. 191 5. in the ar-
mor>' by the war department.
Eighty-three students and alumni
were sworn in as enlisted men and
five members of the faculty as of-
ficers. The personel is limited
strictly to faculty as commissioned
officers and to students of the uni-
versity as non-commissioned officers
and privates. The full quota of the
battery on peace footing is 133 men.
Drills are held once each week on
Friday afternoon at 4 o'clock in the
armor}-, with special drills at other
times as expediency demands.
The west end of the armory has
been assigned to the battery. A
large room of exjianded metal is to
be constructed in the south-west
corner for lockers and storage for
the material. The guns, caissons
and limbers occupy the north-
west comer of the armory. Ten
horses are purchased at this time
for the battery for delivery in
the near future. Stables for them
will Ix; provided somewhere on the
campus, perhaps in the old Horti-
cultural building. Two stablemen
are alloted by the state to care for
the horses. .\ custodian to care for
the large (quantities of e(|uipment is
furnished by the government. The
armory makes an ideal place for
dismounted drill, and the drill
grounds to the south likewise forms
an excellent field for mounted drill.
Battery F" is ver>- fortimate in hav-
ing a superior environment.
The ecjuipment furnished by the
government is tlie same as supplied
to the regular army. It is new and
of the latest model in pattern. In
all there are several carloads of
equipment having a value of ap-
proximately Si 25.000. Shipments
are still arriving daily which indi-
cates early delivery of the entire as-
signment. Among the ordnance
stores furnished are four 3-inch
field gims which are similar in de-
sign and construction to the famous
French j^ millimeter gim. Accom-
panying the guns are eight ammuni-
tion caissons and twelve limbers,
store wagons and limber and two
cart wagons. There are thirty-two
sets of harness, the same number of
saddles, saddle blankets and a large
anrl varied assortment of tents,
camping equipment, field kitchens,
etc.
The personal equipment furnish-
ed each man includes the regulation
clothing supplied to the regulars,
and all the necessary' field and mess
equipment. The side arm is one
regulation 45 calibre revolver, one
of which is assigned to each man.
There are field telei)hones. signal
corps, and special detail equipment,
range finders, telescopes and every
device needed to control the fire of
field artillery in action.
F.nlistment is for a i)eriod of
three years but men leaving the
universitv are drop])ed from the roll
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by consent of the Adjutant General.
Drills are not held during vacations
as the battery year corresponds to
the L^niversity year. ^Members of
the cadet battalion who enlist in the
battery are excused from further
requirements in military and credit
is given for battery \york if the
structial i)eriod. Usually two bat-
teries of regular field artillery are
quartered at the camp and instruc-
tion is given simultaneously to three
batteries of the national guard. The
horses and equipment of the regu-
lars are used ior drill purposes. The
instruction given is very minute and
same has been satisfactorily per-
formed.
Attendance at the Joint Artillery
Camp near Sparta, Wis., is required
each year. Ten days are spent at
camp for instruction in artillery
practice under the regular field ar-
tillery. The location of the camp
in the rugged sand hills of western
Wisconsin is ideal. A fine climate,
pure water, excellent drainage and
thorough sanitation combine to
make the camp a healthful and
pleasant place for spending the in-
complete. Every detail is covered
from pitching a tent to firing with
shrapnel on the range. Lectures on
care of horses, harness, field ma-
noenvers, gunnery, sanitation, first
aid, etc., are given by army experts.
This feature of the camp training
is of extreme value to any man.
The battery will engage in field
manoeuvers over the wildest type
of terrain and attack an imitation
enemy of canvas and wood dis-
played over the hills in strategic po-
sitions. A practice march with a
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bivouac at night several miles from
the camj) is one of the interesting
features. Men return from camp
tanned, healthy, happy, and better
soldiers.
Battery F is the third battery in
the jnd battalion of Illinois. The
two batteries. D and E, are located
ested in the success of Battery F
which assures it of his active sup-
l)ort. President James and the
IJoard of Trustees have shown their
approval of the plan by giving the
battery a place in the University
organization and providing it with
desirable quarters. That Battery
in Chicago and composed almost
entirely of college men. In respect
to i)crsonal this l:)attalion is rather
unusual and I feel that Battery F
is fortunate in having a ])lace be-
side two high grade organizations.
The Major of the Batallion is Chas.
K. \'incent, a Yale graduate and
remembered as captain and full
back of the team. Lieutenant L. R.
Dougherty, a West l^ointer. is in-
si>ector-instructf)r of this dislrict.
Colonel 1*". . Dickson, Adjutant Gen-
eral of Illinois is verv nnich inter-
im" was assigned to the University in-
stead of to one of the competing
cities within the state is due to the
untiring efforts of Major F. D.
Webster. The plan of establishing
batteries of the national guard at
university centers is comparatively
new l)ut it has j^roved to be sound.
The college organizations have
"made good" and Battery F judg-
ing by the generous response of
high class men and their enthusiasm
and earnestness will not prove an
exception to the rule.
OLD SEVENTEEN"
Ijv H. F. Harrixctox.
OF course all of us fellows at
the Christy Club knew his
real name. It was Robert
Jennings Dawson, a fine
old-fashioned gallop of pretty syl-
lables. His father sold nut-coal and
crystal ice—according to the season
—in a spry little village that clung
like death to the sides of a rusty
railroad track. But w^e never vised
any of his big-boy handles ; he was
just "Old Seventeen" from the mo-
ment he became a college celebrity.
To look at him anybody would
know he was made for the track
team or something athletic. He
wasn't one of these tiddle-de-wink
youths who eat Nabiscos at thimble
parties. He was tall and lithe and
handsome, not at all the sort of
freshman you read about in hot-
pepper football stories. He had the
appetite of a zoological garden, too,
and held the champion long-distance
record for tall sleeping. We called
him "Daw" before he made left
guard on the basketball team, and
we continued to call him that until
one night he journeyed afar with
the team to Hiram and ruined a bud-
ding reputation by allowing a long-
legged farmer boy to score seven-
teen baskets on him. That was ig-
nominy with a vengeance. When
"Daw" got home to the club—where
the news had jDreceeded him—we
greeted him with a rollicking stave
or two of "Seventeen baskets baked
in a pie," to an accompaniment of
rattling knives and crockery. He
flushed up beet-red and mumbled
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something about dodging posts and
slipping on polished "gym" floors
and the like; but we bawled the
chorus louder and louder until he
got roaring mad and went down-
town to play pool. His absence gave
us time to pry the metal letters
from our stained-oak mission clock
and to nail the mystic symbols "17"
on his door. After that we forgot
"Daw" and called him just plain
"Old Seventeen." And in time he
got used to it, or pretended he had.
"Old Seventeen" was never much
of a student. Books weren't in it
with dainty co-eds, who liked noth-
ing better than wear his yellow
chrysantheums at football games
and to trifle with oyster cocktails
after a comic-opera gambol. When
he went to class it was usually after
the roll had been called and even
then he wasn't sure he had brought
the right books. The pluggers
warned him, but he only looked at
them quizzically and changed the
subject. Examinations came and
then Christmas vacation. ]\Iost of
us had fared pretty well—all but
"Old Seventeen." The sword of
Damocles had fallen ; he was "on
probation" with nine hours flunked.
His father wanted him to go into
the coal business ; but he came back
to school in a serge suit, cheeks
pinker than ever, and greeted us
with a warming smile. He wanted
to do better; but he couldn't. His
mind w^as a sieve and facts slipped
through over night. And so the
weeks sped by, mid-terms were an-
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nounced and then one evening at
supper came a letter. It was ad-
dressed to Robert J. Dawson and
the handwritin*!: on the envelo])e
looked like the Dean's, and we
knew what it meant.
"Old Seventeen" oi)ened it with
twitching fingers. A moment later
he looked up from the page, his
lips quivering.
"It's all over." he said at last.
"I'm leaving school."
We didn't ask questions, but
after "Old Seventeen" had gone to
his home we rolled it all over under
our tongues.
"Any old donk could see it com-
ing." began "Dutch" Fisher, blow-
ing cart-wheels of not very fragrant
smoke. ".\ny guy who flunks mid-
terms and cuts classes can't expect
to butt into a Hall of Fame. Hang
it all. I've l)ecn telling him for
weeks— ."
"We've all been jawing him." put
in "Slim" Hoover. "Might just as
well talk to a cash register. It's
good-night and pleasant dreams for
'Old Seventeen.' "
We looked at each other through
a mist of smoke, thinking.
"He'll skip tomorrow, I reckon.
Fle's all cut uj)," ruminated Tommy,
the orator "Why couldn't they
wait till spring vacation, anyhow?"
Nobody ventured an answer. We
had interceded in "Old Seventeen's"
behalf time and time again, for we
liked him, but now. well, who can
cherish a hope when the Dean
frowns?
"He'll leave sure," drawled "l-i/.-
zie" Crane. Then suddenly, like an
insjjiration, "P.ut he won't go with-
out a farewell reception, eh bunch ?"
\\'e greeted the remark with a
rocking acclaim, and thirty minutes
later had appointed committees to
celebrate "(")ld Seventeen's" depar-
ture.
The next evening we waylaid
him. took him to a moving picture
show and then back to the Christy
Clulj and into the dining room. The
table had been converted into a ban-
quet board, set off by seventeen
gleaming candles. "Daw" looked
at the waiting chairs and then back
at us, wondereyed.
"What's this about ?" he began,
jnizzled.
"(ientlemen. be seated." pi])ed
"Lizzie" the toastmaster. "This is
a feast, a farewell reception, not a
question-box."
And so we all sat down to ham
sandw^iches, baked beans, potato
salad, and other light delicacies.
.\nd all the time "Old Seventeen"
wore that strange look of mystifica-
tion and hurt surprise.
And then ])resently the toast-
master arose, but before he could
utter a word "Pinky" Harrison let
out an "Fnthusiasm for 'Old Seven-
teen !' " a demand speedily taken
up by the rest of us in high chorus.
We waited. "Old Seventeen"
arose slowlv. strawberry-i)ink and
nervous.
"This .... is .... deucedly .... nice,"
he began, si)arring for words. "I
haven't done a bloomin' thing worth
while. I've fizzled and I'm sorry
—
but—this, tJiis makes it all the
worse," and "Old Seventeen"
gulped. "I haven't been fair with
vou fellows. It i^u'l the faculty
it's a girl. 1 thought, 1 dreamed
maybe—that—but there's no hope
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—for me. She says I'm a loafer,
worthless trifler. But—but—I'm
not, I'l)'. not. I'm going to tackle a
job and I'm going to make a man
of myself."
We looked at each sheepishly, the
truth slowly dawning upon us.
"If you don't mind," continued
"Old Seventeen," a smile glimmer-
ing on his face, "we'll forget all
about my college career. I'm going
back home to work in the coal office
tomorrow. Would you mind drink-
ing a toast, not to 'Old Seventeen,'
but to 'Sweet Seventeen'?"
And so we drank, not to the man,
but to the irirl.
'16
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\'I\RV time a faculty man
issues a hook for the i)uhHc
to digest his work need not
he a ponderous tone, a
treatise in the indirect question
prior to the first Punic War or a
discussion of the menus of cave
men, whatever such creatures may
be. In the last year college pro-
fessors have been attacking prob-
lems of more general interest, and
the solution of such problems, most
of us are inclined to think, matters
more to the country at large than
the findings of a candidate for the
doctorate who has been investigat-
ing the number of Anglo-Saxon
words in Arcopagitica.
The dean of women at the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin has written of
her duties, Christian Gauss of
Princeton University has told the
adventures of a boy who worked
his way through college, and the
latest book which attempts to solve
the problem of the undergraduate
himself rather than the problems
of the seminar of doubtful func-
tion is Thomas Arkle Clark's The
J- ratentity and the College, (Colle-
giate Press). 'Ihc author, as dean
of men at this L'niversitv, tells what
he knows of the fraternity, taking
one phase of undergraduate
life rather than surveying the whole
held. Consequently, the volume
will not be of such universal inter-
est as Christian Gauss' book which
tells of the student who worked his
wa\-. because everyone knows some-
thing of students who have financed
their own college careers ; explain-
ing is necessary. TJie Fraternity
and the College, however, assumes
that the reader knows the general
college situation well. One must
be intimate with the inner workings
of an academic community to un-
derstand without difiiculty what
Dean Clark is questioning or up-
holding, otherwise the volume
would be almost unintelligible.
The new book contains a variety
of short articles on fraternity af-
fairs, some of which have appeared
before in fraternity i)ublications.
He tells why he thinks the fratern-
it\- is here to stay ; why the fratern-
ity man is usually a leader while in
college; why extra-fraternity or-
ganizations are generally bad ; why
undergraduates in college activities
manage to keep their scholastic
standing above the average.
io8
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The fraternity and the College
is strictly candid, and the writer
brings up apt examples from his
own exi)erience to illustrate his
points. This is no record of hap-
penings indirectly told, such as
Christian Gauss has given us. There
is in Dean Clark's book, however,
quite as nuich of "me" as there is
of "thee."
To the college man in general, to
the fraternity man in particular,
this little volume of two hundred
pages will prove interesting and in
many cases instructive.
The first man who wrote a story
about the horrors of Wall Street
was. in all probability, a well-mean-
ing individual who held the good of
the nation and of young men of
speculative tendencies in a warm
corner of his heart. It was unfor-
tunate that that first novel suc-
ceeded, because the public has since
been deluged with such stories,
some interesting and most of them
not worth the half day it takes to
read them ; and as for the later au-
thors—why, from the incidents
which they select for elaboration,
one does not know exactly what
they have next thir harts.
Owen Johnson's latest book tells
all about Wall street, hothouse
women, and correctly tailored
young men who speculate. He
dwells long upon the seamy side for
no very obvious reason, unless it is
to cater to a certain class of read-
ers. Far inferior to those tales of
college days and college men are
Johnson's last book Making Money.
(Frederick A. Stokes & Company).
One is inclined to believe the au-
thor's circle of readers nuist be
'•lianging.
\ youlli known as Ilojo, a
young man just out of college,
desires to go into business in
Wall street. Against his father's
will he speculates on "tij)s" secured
by his fiancee, the daughter of a
millionaire of no small importance
;
and he is also aided by his fiancee's
father. He goes through all the
torture of losing, though he event-
ually finds that he has succeeded.
Bojo leaves the street ; but because
she sees that he will never become
a man of wealth, at least not for
many years, the fiancee marries an-
other man. Bojo is accepted by
the sister of his former love, and
all ends happily. The only char-
acter in the story who remains in
one's memory is Patsy, an excel-
lent sketch ; although she j^rob-
ably never lived, she is likeable
and skillfully drawn none the less.
Tier particular abhorrences are
comings out and men who spend
their afternoons at the dansant and
their evenings dining and exchang-
ing small talk. After she marries
Bojo she proves to be a veritable
hel])meet.
Troubadours who carry the
twelfth century substitute for ukel-
eles, a few nightingales, ladies who
grow pale in milrod's black tower,
and the like generally come togeth-
er in a book of colored illustrations
and romantic contents. Alary John-
ston has recently brought forth a
volume called The Fortunes of
Garin, ( Houghton-]\liffiin & Coiu-
pany ). in which she tells of a young
hero who is a jongleur as well as a
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knight, a lovt-ly thuuj,Mi not a pul-
chritudinous lady, and a red-haired
villain with a scar across his face.
The scene is laid in Provence in the
time of Richard the Lion Heart,
who ])asses vaguely across the Ixick-
ground of the tale.
XotwitstaiuHng lliai \vc have
very nearly had a ])leth()ra of ro-
mances of the Crusades, Garin is
interesting and has a charm quite
his own. There is little about the
book to cause weariness because we
have seen so many knights before
who have aided ladies in distress.
Alary Johnston likes to write of
things fardistant. even as Maurice
Hewlett does ; but her story, The
Fortunes of Garin, moves faster,
and there is less atmosphere and
poetic haze to hinder the movement
of the narrative than one finds in
1 lewk'tt's book.
Her scenery is not so gorgeous,
but at the same time it is less pon-
derous and does not interfere with
the show. But Miss Johnstone's
book has no historic events, which
must be kept in mind if one essays
romance. This is a "jjeriod" story,
but there is only one character with
whom history dealt before Miss
Johnston's hero and heroine took
their ])laces in the Provencal sun.
Garin defends a shepherdess
from the .attack of a red-haired
knight of high connections and
whose desire for vengeance makes
it necessary for Garin to join the
Crusades bound for the Holy Land.
Yes, the shepherdess was a high-
Ijorn lady, and she marries her res-
cuer in the last chapter.
Ye Campus Gossip
We wonder? With seven men
writing the book, fonr composing
lyrics and four more busy on the
elusive syncopating ragtime, we
wonder how many seats there will
be left for the public at the Student
Union Opera, after the authors and
the cast have satisfied their friends.
In the annals of the Urbana
High School we find record of
Sigma Sigma or social stars. Ken
Brown, Pat Glover, Perry Ander-
son, Fergie and others of our par-
lar brothers comprise its member-
ship.
With a plentiful supply of comps,
they are still trying.
By the way, has anybody discov-
ered the sub-rosa editor of the 191
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Illio? We wonder who is going to
be the goat?
Speaking of heights of life's lit-
tle irritations, we sympathize with
the Phi Psi freshman who had
hoped to pass Rhetoric L because
Slooey Chapman was a brother-to-
be. But sad to state, Bee couldn't
observe the connection. Also, how
about the Kappa Sig iQer that our
business manager failed to get by?
We wonder what it cost Bart to
have that touching little ballad,
"When you know you're not for-
gotten by the girl you got for noth-
in' ". dedicated to him. We hear a
rumor that states that Bart was at
the Orph three times a day for the
three days that the show ran.
Speaking of striking appear-
ances, Lorraine's new check suit
hits one full in the face.
What would have happened to
the /////;/ and .Scout column if the
greatest of monthly ])ul)lications
had come out on time
!
No matter how good a liar a man
may be, he is bad.
It is worth the ])rice of admis-
sion to sit in back of Dot and Chink
in Poly Sci. 3.
A dollar is a ]M-etty large sum to
get on a seven jewel Ingersoll when
you're broke in Danville, llow'd
you do it. Frost?
The first letter came to the Pi
Phis the day after the Alpha Delt
tlelegates left town. Fro,m the to-
tal the first week quite a few must
have swallowed the line—which all
goes to show the speed of our co-
eds.
The question has been raised as
to whether Sally of Illinois got the
most enjoyment out of kidding
them along or boasting about it
afterwards.
After Dutch Schlueter's threats
to annihilate the Illini as well as
the Scout for using his girl's name
(we wanted to say Helen, but we
didn't have the nerve). Red Arber
had better carry a concealed
weapon.
Gladys Holton has announced
that she is a star musical comedy
actress and that she wishes the Stu-
dent Opera was for girls.
It looks like the Boston Store
to see all of those spring hats
breezing around the campus.
Some philosopher said self-ad-
miration is the kind that never gets
odd feet. We bet he was thinking
of the Henry George Ckib.
C'atcrinj; to Tliose Who Appreciate
The Best in Photography
Phone Main 35
38 N. Neil St. Champaign, 111.
You and YourFriends—and
You tried it because li'e told
3?ou how good and delicious
it was.
But -gour friends began
drinking it because -Oou told (hem
how pood it was. This is theend-
less chain of enthusiasm that has
made Coca-Cola the beverage of
the nation.
The Coca-Cola Co..
atlanta. ga. I
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AFTER THE FIRST NIGHT
SPOT LIGHTS
A BEAUTIFULLY dressedyoung lady, sans a wig.
leaned against a painted
tree and smoked a cigaret
moodily. A group of chorus girls,
in a matter-of-fact way, were go-
ing through the stages between tak-
ing their ladies' unmentionables off
and putting their men's trousers
on. A dainty little feature dancer,
adjusting a pair of Boston garters,
was swearing in guttural, man
tones. A bronzed Japanese was
gazing dubiously at his stained
arms and wondering if he would
ever be white again. The fore-
handed ones were coming from
their dressing rooms clad in street
attire, but with pink and white of
makeup still on their faces and ear-
drops still glistening in their ears.
The negro comedian, in his shirt
sleeves, his hands showing white,
was venting his wrath because the
A'ictrola had been squarely in front
of the fountain. The comedy men
looked as funny as a church as they
tugged at their outlandish ties. The
stage hands were packing scenery,
pushing the actors, who were too
tired to resent, off trunks and gar-
den terraces. Everyone was tired
and sore and disgusted.
"It went rotten ... it didn't get
across . . . what the deuce was the
matter with those lights in the Jap-
anese ballent scene?" . . . They may
have used different words, but that
is the substance of the cast's con-
versation. "We didn't have the
pep. Nothing went right. Our
jokes were like a second cousin's
funeral. Here comes Herb ; now
we catch hell." But they didn't.
"The show was good !" was Stot-
hart's first remark. "You kept the
audience from twenty minutes after
nine until after twelve ; they were
sleepy and tired and over-critical.
A first night audience always is.
But a college audience is the worst
in the world. The show was good
tonight ; it was a first-class rehear-
sal, but it's going to be great the
next times."
And thus the coach, the man who
had driven, driven, driven the cast,
cheered itup.
—
put the fighting spirit
back in the men who knew they
had let th^-j i-how slip avv-ay from
ihem.
And all in all and considering,
Herb Stothart was right. The long
siege of waiting for the curtain had
gotten on the nerves of both actors
and audience. The moment of en-
thusiasm which would have carried
the whole show off with a blaze of
glory had passed before the stage
was finally set for the first act. You
can't expect a man to be anything
other than humanly jaded when he
has been lying around in make-up
and corsets from half-past four
until past nine o'clock.
The show was a Winter Garden
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production; it lacked plot and ex- and of the producer. The faults
celled in variety; and in the otalitv
of it all the director alone had the
A\ inter Garden point of view. The
lines were good, the catncily was
clever, hut it lacked the punch that
would carry it across the footlights
and arouse an audience.
t)f the first evening were none of
theirs hut those of bad manage-
ment and liunian nature.
SPOT LIGHTS
llum])s (jraven. with his prize-
fighter's torso and his melodious
There are elements in the show voice, the most melodious in the
deserving success. The unfortu- show, by the way. was right there;
nate general nii.\-u]) of ihe first and Humps was traveling with a
jjerformance should l)e eliminated headache all exeniiig.
in the next two performances. I>e
that as it may. we still have the "rat" Tage was a stunning
feeling that much slioulil be said woman. Some shoulders. Some
in praise of tlic men who took ])art neck.
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Malapert left nothing further to
be desired as a woman. He had
the walk and the talk and the con-
tralto, tender, melting notes of his
voice were the real love note.
Bart—well, he was the same old
Mayco-o-ohmber—regular Majestic
material. A little less pep than us-
ual, perhaps, but nobody worried
about the Saturday performances.
He was a comedv scream as the
Sid Kirkpatrick done noble.
Never obtrusive, yet always ade-
quate, he fitted pleasantly into his
part and his part was a distinct
asset to the show.
Swaim was a regular colonel.
\\'hy didn't they let him sing a lit-
tle more? That bouy has a good
voice and comedy instinct.
The disadvantages under which
the actors labored were almost en-
Hawaiian girl—the funniest thing
of the evening.
The most elaborate and incon-
gruous stunt of the whole perform-
ance was Keo-San, the Hawaiian
love song, written in United States
and sung in typical Spanish style.
Despite its magnitude and glamour,
it failed to get the hand that the
little Hawaiians did when they ap-
peared with their sweet little
plunkety-plunk instruments.
tirely of a nature that could have
been eliminated. Apparently the
manager was bent on making him-
self the most unpopular man on the
campus, and we are prone to feel
that he succeeded. Pardon our
omission of his name, but we have
advertising rates.
As we lock the forms we hear
that the Saturday performances
were real class. All we have to say
is Horray ! the show deserved it.
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1)1.\ il.\i<\v{)(»n
S\ i.\ i:sri-:i< ri'.AiioDV.proprietor f)f Tuttleville's
\\c(\ I'ront grocery, bon Z'i-
:aut. gilded roiu'*, and ev-
erytliinj^ that is I'Vcnch and seem-
ingly naughty, was going away. He
was not. however, leaving tin- an-
cestral Pealx)dy home and the
scenes of his innocuous life for-
ever ; he was merely taking his an-
nual trip to Chicago, where he went
each March to spend a few days
in riotous living and to spend a
few good dollars of the Tuttlevil-
lians. secured through the legiti-
mate channels of commerce in the
commonwealth of his birth, child-
hood, and previous life. For four
consecutive days yearly he re-
mained in the city, making a con-
tinuous whirl of theatres, restau-
rants, cabarets. No one in Tuttle-
ville dreamed that Sylvester Pea-
body, of considerable avoirdupois,
yellow hair, and sanctimonious vis-
age even went to Chicago for any
other reason than to buy goods for
the \iQ(\ I'^ront grocery. But that
one trip each year was the adven-
ture of Sylvester's otherwise
straight-laced life—Sylvester, who
passed the plate at Tuttleville's
most exclusive church fifty-two
Sundays out of every year.
When he arrived in the city Syl-
vester went immediately about the
business of buying canned goods,
chinaware. and cookies, enough to
supply his patrons for the year to
Clime, and for three nights he lived
the life riotous. Up and down the
n6
streets of Sardanapolis went Syl-
vester, safely convoyed by a sales-
man for the wholesale house. With
such thoroughness did the attache
guide his customer that few caba-
rets and few theatres were missed
in the giddy riot of those three
nights.
lUit on the last evening of his stay
.'Sylvester sallied forth alone to see
a play, to dine de luxe, and to in-
dulge himself in unrestrained rev-
elry where he knew that he would
not be discussed over every back
fence next morning with a concur-
rent falling off of trade. The play
went off in an uneventful sort of
way. and Sylvester picked up his
best hat and sallied forth for his
last midnight supper before return-
ing to the orthodox life of Tuttle-
ville. The cafe in which he pro-
posed to spend his last evening of
freedom was not of the glittering
kind where waiters demand tips
which are large enough to buy a
Sunday meal at the < irand Palace
in Tuttleville ; but the kind of place
where they serve a nine-course din-
ner with wine, woman, and cabaret
for the reasonable sum of seventy-
five cents, and the food guaranteed
not to be the kind served at home.
Sylvester was wandering aim-
lessly about the streets wiien he
stumbled across the restaurant
which l)ore the inviting name of the
Cafe Proven(_'al. and a sign warned
all comers that the proprietor served
vaudeville with his meals. A flight
of marble steps led downstairs, but
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unmindful of any warning Sylves-
ter followed those steps into the
cafe.
As he entered he was taken in
hand by a waiter who was about
as genuinely Provencal as was the
proprietor's wine. He led Sylves-
ter to a seat near where an angidar
.maiden with an utter disregard for
melody was bellowing forth a rag.
while the patrons who were not con-
suming mein host's free wine with
their tables d'hote were dancing be-
tween the tables. Sylvester glanced
about him as he sat down to drink
in his first glimpse of Bohemia.
The tables were crowded and dan-
cers were everywhere swaying and
careening this way and that in an
effort to live up to the atmosphere.
Some of them looked as respectable
as did Sylvester himself, and as
innocuous.
Xear at hand sat another table
of the same size as Sylvester's. It
had a single occupant who looked
very much frightened and pale be-
neath the rouge which had been
rather hastily smeared upon her
face. X'ow and then she stared
over her shoulder furtively and
resolutely drank of the wine before
her, although it caused her to make
a wry face. X'^ow and then she
would put her handkerchief to her
face with a gasp of fright. Sylves-
ter watched her with lively interest,
but the waiter was bringing him
the first of the nine courses ; so he
devoted his attention to the plates
before him.
Again the music of the Cafe Pro-
vencal began ; the tuneless piano,
the violins, and the angular girl all
started off together upon a waltz.
It must have stirred the blood in
Sylvester's lethargic anatomy, for
he had scarcely consumed a dozen
mouth fuls when he arose from the
table and was crossing the room
with purpose in his eye ; moving
across the open space cleared for
the dancers toward the painted
woman with the gorgeous rings and
jewels who sat playing with the
stem of her wine glass and glancing
now and then at the door with fear
in her otherwise harmless eyes.
Sylvester stood before her, leaning
on the table with one pudgy hand
to give his act the savor of non-
chalance.
"I beg your pardon, ma'am,"
stammered Sylvester, mopping his
head with his free hand in which
he held his handkerchief. Sylves-
ter was not genuinely metropolitan
yet ; he bowed very obsequiously to
the painted woman, and he gave
up his seat to feminine passengers
when aboard crowded street cars.
She looked over her shoulder ap-
prehensively and then turned her
inartistically rouged face to Sylves-
ter. "Fd love to," she whispered,
in a voice scarcely audible and
hardly the kind one expects to hear
except in dreams. "Oh, I'd love to,
sir. but I don't whether I'd dare."
The last word ended in a gasp as
she turned about to gaze at the
stream of people entering the res-
taurant.
"Come on." urged Sylvester,
with fine unconcern. "T'U see that
you're not hurt for it." For a pil-
lar in the church he had a voice
full of persuasiveness. The ])iano
was still j)laying the waltz of de-
lirious tenderness with the assist-
ance of the violins and the girl of
angles who was making something
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uf a nasal hash of it.
'"I will." decided the painted lady.
sudtlenly. They did not talk as
they danced, for the girl kept look-
ing toward the door and Sylvester
had to count one. two, three to keep
in time. The i)artner of Sylvester
danced fairly well, and Sylvester,
though a hit rusty from not having
danced since he i)lanted his wild
oats, managed well enough; they
hrought in no new steps, much to
Svlvester's relief. The waltz ended,
Sylvester led her gallantly to his
own table.
"Mv guest," he said grandly, and
she murmured thanks. She in-
sisted on facing the door. "Do you
come here often?" he said, in order
to start a conversation.
"Yes. I do." she murmured. "Init
you must excuse me tonight. 1 am
afraid—of a man who may come in
at any time, and that is why I watch
the door."
"Husband?" asked Sylvester,
grinning facetiously.
"Rr. no. not exactly; nor fiance,
either. I'.ut I'm afraid just the
same."
"Mvsterv." griiuied Sylvester
again, inwardly delighted.
.She answered him with a smile.
"Yes." Then. "Hut let's change the
subject. I've never seen you here
before."
"I usually eat nearest place I'm
to." Sylvester stammered ; "nearest
the theatre. Like the theatre?"
'Like it?" she gasped. "Love it!
I'm on the stage myself. Under-
study to I'lobby C'anzzo in Carmen
and Lucia. l'o])ular ])rices but good,
you know."
Xot being ac(|uainted with either
of the aforesai<l ladies. .*>\lvester
could not judge critically, but
merely raised his eyebrows inter-
rogatively and asked if the writers
got royalties and if they were big
ones. "I'm playing in stock this
winter," he said, "but we'll be on
the road beginning tomorrow. Hate
to leave this little old burg and the
lights. I can tell you."
.She looked at him admiringly.
"^'es, 1 sup])ose you men find it
terribly dull in the country."
"They're playing again." inter-
rupted Sylvester, "shall we dance?"
"(iod. no!" she almost screamed.
"Xot for worlds would I let him see
me dancing! He—he would
—
"
"There, there." Sylvester was
patting her hand beneath the table-
cloth. The wine seemed to be go-
inj^ to his head. The ])ianist had
broken otY suddenl\- and had begun
a new and ditiferent attack u])on the
piano while a long-haired virtuoso,
in ap]K'arance not unlike the wait-
ers, began singing.
"I-'iiiiciili. Fiiiiiciila." she whis-
pered to Sylvester, who still hehl
her hand. Suddenly she stiffened,
"lie's coming! I must go! Oh. 1
must fly." She sprang uj) and
started for the rear entrance of the
cafe. She ran straight through the
center of a party just entering the
dining-room, dodging this way and
that. liehind her, as fast as his
legs would carry him, came Syl-
vester. ])anting. but hot tm the trail,
never once looking (^ver his shoul-
der to see who was in i)ursuit. She
went U]) the stair to the street two
stejis at a time, (^nce she stum-
bled. Sylvester caught her as she
started to fall. ( )nce in the street
she looked at him as she gasped for
her breath. .^lu- held her breast
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with her two hands. Sylvester
frantically called to a passing taxi-
cab. The driver stopped. He
fairly pushed his feminine compan-
ion in and then followed her.
"Anywhere," he shouted, and
groaned inwardly, for he suddenly
remembered that he had left his
best overcoat and hat at the Cafe
Provencal, whither he would never
be able to go again after this un-
graceful escapade.
Down one street and up another
they sped, the driver speeding till
the lights looked like streaks to the
two passengers within. The woman
clung to the seat in what passed
for abject fear. Sylvester stood on
the seat and stared down the street
as they sped along to see if they
were being followed. Every li-
mousine and taxicab that came up
behind them had a uialignant look,
it seemed. Sylvester was trembling
as he kept watch. The chauffeur
glued his eyes on the roads ahead.
The downtown streets began to give
way to boulevards. Once a police-
man yelled at them, but they paid
no attention. The boulevards be-
gan to give place to the suburbs.
Street lights were farther apart and
the woman sat back in the dark
more mysterious than she had been
throughout the evening. Finally they
found themselves on a country
road. In the east there was a
muddy streak of white that pre-
saged the coming of day.
"I must go home," she said, with
a certain degree of composure. She
told him the address, and he di-
rected the chauffeur.
"You need a protector," Sylvester
said, taking hold of her unresisting
hand.
"I know it," she sighed. ""( )h, I
know it. But I'm in chains, sir ; I
can't escape. " Then more earnest-
ly, "Your kindness and gallantry
tonight have probablv saved my
life."
Sylvester j)ut his arm around
her, and in that moment throwing
discretion secured by a long Tuttle-
villian training to the four winds,
he held his face close to hers. They
sat there but a moment, and then
she drew away. A moment later
the taxi stopped. She would not
let him help her out.
"Just one thing," said Sylvester,
breaking the long silence, "your
name." She shook her head. Then
where do you live?" She handed
him a rose from the draggled bou-
quet she wore."
"Try not to forget me, my
champion," she whispered, "and
how you saved my life when the
man who sang Funiculi, Fuuicula
had bidden us all to be gay. Try
not to forget me, my hero.'"
"Never," declared Sylvester. Be-
fore he realized it she was gone,
and a minute later he was riding
back to his hotel with a rose the
only outward visible sign of the in-
ward spiritual upheaval he had un-
dergone in those few hours. For
the first time of which he remem-
bered, Sylvester Peabody, bearer of
the grandest old name in Tuttle-
ville, was sighing and pressing a
faded rose to his heart. And it was
all because of a badly wronged wo-
man whom he had encountered in
a restaurant.
Next day Sylvester returned to
Tuttleville, appearing as he rode
along late that afternoon to have
drunk too heavilv at the Cafe Prov-
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ciK.al the night before. Perhaps it
was the incipient second childhood
making its appearance at two and
forty. He was unaccountal)ly lone-
some when he reached his room in
the Grand Palace hotel, where he
stayed because of his single state.
and the room was dark and smelled
stuffy. I le put the faded rose in his
dictionary to preserve it forever.
and took up the life Tuttlevillian
just where he had left off by ap-
pearing at church next morning to
pass the communion cuj^s. Things
went along according to program at
the Red I'Vont with Sylvester till
one morning two months later the
telephone bell rang insistently. It
was a feminine friend of his youth
at the (nher end who had long since
been gathered into the folds of mat-
rimony.
"I'm giving a party tonight. Syl-
vester." she said, "and I want you
to come. It's a dinner ])arty. Syl-
vester."
"What's the occasion?" he asked,
for people do not have dinner par-
ties at Tuttleville without some
provocation ; either pride or spite
figures in it. This time it was pride.
"It's a school friend," said Myr-
tle, "one I met wlun I was at St.
Thomas' being finished. She's been
teacliing school for the last fifteen
years up near Chicago. I'm going
to give her a real swell aft'air for
her and you're to bring her."
"I don't see how I can," ])rotest-
ed Sylvester ; "it's Saturday night
and the books have to be l)alance(l
.and .all that sort of thing— I— 1
—
"
( )li. yes you w ill." she corrected
sternly. "Since you came back
from your Chicago trip you don't
w.'int to go any ])lace. lUit you're
comin' tonight, Sylvester. You'll
come." The receiver clicked the
signal that Sylvester was dismissed,
lie knew he would go. He sighed
with resignation and sold butter
and eggs for the rest of the day
to the good housewives of Tuttle-
ville.
At si.x o'clock he started for Myr-
tle's home, clad in his best suit and
a iiat substituted for the one lost
on that memorable night at the
Cafe Proveneal. There was no one
on the porch when he went up the
very correct cement walk to the
house. The guests had gone inside.
but through the windows, opened
to let in the soft air of the June
evening, it was evident that Myrtle
was entertaining a tremendous
crowd in honor of the friend of her
schooldays. Loud peals of laughter
came from the house, notifying Syl-
vester that all the choicest wits of
the community were therein assem-
bled to entertain the guests with
their antiquated (|uips. It was safe
to say that the evening would not
be fraught with hapi^enings of the
])loo(i-(|uickening sort. Sylvester
yawned in a blase sort of way. His
thoughts were at the Cafe Proven-
cal
.
When he had been ushered into
the ])resence of the other guests,
the}' greeted him witli broad grins
of welcome and Myrtle, the hostess,
beamed upon liim with satisfaction
as she brought forth her guest to
l)e introduced to the most desirable
unmarried male in those parts. Her
guest stood right behind her. but
since .Sylvester was not ]>articularly
interested, he paid little attention to
the school teacher from near Chi-
cago.
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"^liss Simpson," said Myrtle,
"this is Mr. Peabody. You know
you have heard a lot about him."
The guest held out her hand.
Sylvester took it and then looked
at the woman. At the same moment
she was staring straight at him.
They gasped. It was the woman of
the Cafe Provencal.
"I'm glad to see you, and to
know you, Mr. Peabody," she mur-
mured. Her breath was coming
rather quickly. She seemed sur-
prised and agitated. He looked at
her again. Yes, it was the woman
of the Cafe Provencal ; there was
no mistake, but her cheeks were not
painted now, and her lips were in-
nocent of rouge. Her hair was
combed back from her face primly
enough to have pleased any board of
education.
'I'm glad to meet you—again,"
stammered Sylvester. He looked
about hurriedly to see if anyone
had heard him insert that word
"again."
"Oh," screamed ^lyrtle, joyous-
ly, "you awful things never to tell
me that you knew each other. You
know you've met before."
"It's a mistake." interrupted ]\Iiss
Simpson with a blush. "I—
I
think—I never had the pleasure of
meeting you before. Mr. Peabody.
You have me mixed with someone,
haven't you?"
Sylvester said that he had. and
then there came the call for dinner
which relieved the tensity of the sit-
uation. At the table Sylvester sat
next the guest of honor, ]Miss
Simpson. They talked about
Shakespeare and the Montessori
method. Onl}^ once was there any
embarrassment during the meal, and
that was when Myrtle spoke of Syl-
vester's annual visit to Chicago. He
reddened to the roots of his sparse
blonde hair, and ]\Iiss Simpson
dropped her fork on the floor.
After dinner was over and dark-
ness had come he took her by the
arm. "Come out on the porch," he
whispered. She followed him timd-
ly. It was a June night, and the
honeysuckle on the porch made the
air heavy with its perfume. Under-
neath his breath Sylvester was talk-
ing to himself. "Why did she say I
saved her life? \\'hy did she run
that way? Why did she deny that
she had ever seen me before? \A^as
it a double life?"
\\'hen there came a lull inside
where the guests were playing some
sedate Tuttleville game with guf-
faws and enjoyment, Sylvester
turned to the silent figure standing
beside him in the dusk. Inside Myr-
tle had just inserted a new record
on the phonograph.
"I thought you said you were an
actress," he said, finally. ^liss
Simpson was silent for what
seemed an interminable length of
time.
"No, you are mistaken, ]\Ir. Pea-
body. I've taught ancient history
ever since I graduated from board-
ing school. But didn't you say you
were an actor—that night?"
'T run the Tuttlevile Red Front
grocery." There was pride in Syl-
vester's voice. They were silent for
a little while.
Finally she turned to him. "Mr.
Peabody, forgive me if I have de-
ceived you. Every year I go to Chi-
cago for four days to forget I am
a school teacher. I love it ! the
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lights and all after being perfectly
proper for a whole year."
"Oh," ventured Sylvester.
"I love it!" she repeated. "One
has to be so proper in a girls" board-
ing school."
"lUit you said 1 sa\e(l your life,"
accused Sylvester.
"Oh, you did ! ^'ou see I keep
watching the <loor to see if some-
one whom I knew came in. It is
always well to be careful. And it
was the principal of the boarding
school. Tf lie had seen me drink-
ing the—the wine and dancing, oh,
what should I have done?"
"( )h." said Sylvester. Inside
Myrtle had wound the phonograph
again and was putting in a new rec-
ord, and the guests were shrieking
as they played parchesi. The rec-
ord was Funiculi, Funicula. "I've
still got the rose," he added.
"Have you?" she looked away.
"Yes. Do you think we could go
to the Cafe Provencal together
every year?" She did not object at
all when he kissed her.
WHAT ARE OUR STUDENTS TALKING
ABOUT?
Sam 1'S( )x Raphaelson
"I am trying to find out what
college students are talking about."
I said to Thomas Arkle Clark,
Dean of Men. "In order to mass
my facts methodically, I ask that
you name in one, two, three order
the subjects or classification of sub-
jects that your experience has
shown college students talk al)oiit
most."
Without hesitation the Dean
said : "Athletics first ; movies sec-
ond : and f^irls tliird. Do you want
a fourtli? Well. I'd say courses
—
not the subject matter, but criticism
of instructors and tlu-ir nu-thods.
The criticism is ne\er faxurable,
because if a student likes an in-
structor it does not occur to him to
mention that fact."
"How about serious, probing con-
versation?" I asked. "Do you meet
with that much in the undergradu-
ate body when it has its own choice
in conversation?"
"Rarely, if ever," said the Dean.
It seemed strange at the time that
a man of the Dean's wide experi-
ence and keen insight should come
to sucli conclusions about a com-
munity of nearly live thousand stu-
dents. However. I had planned to
sec a variety of representative per-
sons in the community, and I went
alcMig with the belief that before
my investigations were over I
should have a miM'c creditable bal-
ance in favor of the student, the
backbone of tomorrow's nation.
Xext I went to see Miss A. N.
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Wilson, secretary of the Y. ^^'. C.
A. "For the girls, I should put
personalities first," said she. "It is
personality that makes them go to
the movies and to religious meet-
ings. They are influenced entirely
too much by personality, and they
do too little independent thinking.
I should put courses second—not
subject matter of courses; just gen-
eral surface gossip about them
—
and preparedness, the War, and
kindred topics third. These na-
tional and internatioaal matters are
not discussed thoroughly—merely
on the surface. In regard to college
men. I should put personal gossin
first ; athletics second ; and general
local issues third. I don't think any
of our students have enough select-
ive power. They are so hopelessly
lost in the maze of possibilities for
learning that the University ofifers
that, in general, they are graduated
before they get a chance to differen-
tiate between values."
For the next few days I did not
see anyone for the purpose of get-
ting statistics, but brought up the
question casually wherever I could
do so in the company of students.
One fellow, a fairly decent chap, a
good athlete and a good enough
student to be Phi Beta Kappa ma-
terial in his junior year, said sex
usually vulgarly—and personalities
were spoken of most. Five "round-
ers" and three "grinds" held about
the same opinion. One co-ed put
personal gossip first, athletics sec-
ond, and courses
—
not subject mat-
ter—third. Seven others, repre-
senting types ranging from the
clothes- and dance-mad society girl
to the highly intelligent, capable
administrator, failed to introduce
another topic ; the only difference
lay in the rating given to these same
subjects.
I next went to Dr. F. W. Scott
of the English department. He
said : "Movies first, athletics sec-
ond, and criticism—either adverse
or favorable—of courses third."
Thinking that persons with a dif-
ferent view point in life than those
I had seen might have more respect
for the college student's conversa-
tional proclivities, I went to Looie
next. Looie dispenses cigarets and
cigars across the counter of the
most popularly-frequented tobacco
shop and pool room in the commu-
nity. It took Looie several min-
utes before he could classify in ac-
cordance with my request. He
finally evolved : courses first—not
subject matter; athletics second;
topics of local interest third.
Air. Kandy, who runs a stu-
dent barber shop, said : "Ath-
letics first ; society and girls second
;
courses third."
"Just how do they discuss ath-
letics?" I asked. "Do they try to
reason out why such and such a
thing was done in a certain way?
Do they try to explain how a cer-
tain man came to such a degree of
efficiency? Or is the conversation
just casual?"
"I don't know exactly what you
mean," said Mr. Kandy ; "but here's
how they usually talk—and some-
times it goes on for hours at a time.
Somebody says: Teach of game,,
wasn't it?' And another fellow
says : 'Wasn't it, though ?' And
the first fellow says : That sure
was some hit Jack made.' The
other fellow says : 'You bet.' It
goes on for hours like that some-
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tiino. They seem to say the same
thing over all the time."'
At the table that evening 1 was
somewhat suri)rise(l to lind a se-
rious discussion had arisen. "Here,"
1 said to myself, "'is where I lind
a specit'ic illustration in refutation
of the conclusion these people are
trying to force u])on me."
The hoys began to talk about the
war and about the possibilities and
jirobabilities if the United States
should interfere. I'or live minutes
the conversation took a beautiful
and logical course. One of the fel-
lows was saying: "The United
States wouldn't hair to send an
army or a navy across the sea. It
could help remarkably well by
opening up its economic resources."
"Pass the cream." said the one
who had started the conversation
and who had maintained it well un-
til now. "Sure
—
yon'rf right. I
quit. W'JKj are >ou taking to the
opera ?"
.\'o one renewed the topic.
Mr. K. C. l)a])Cf)ck. whom T saw
the next day. is dean of the college
of Liberal Arts. He was ])resident
of the L'niversity of .Arizona and
worke(l for the l^'ederal govern-
ment as a member of the committee
on university ratings; during the
course of these labors In- originated
the "P.abcock rating", a useful
method.
'T should place personal gossip
first," said he ; "amusements and
sports second; Lx-al college issues
third; and a surface discussion of
])o])ular ])ublic (|uestions fourth. It
has been m\ regret to observe that
nearly all midergraduate discussion
is superficial ; there is rarely an at-
temj)! to get at tlie buttoiu of things.
In this way we are different from
the P.nglish and German universi-
ties, where young men of twenty to
twenty- four years of age seriously
and whole-mindedly study and dis-
cuss the larger j)roblems of life
—
especiallv ])olitical and ethical prob-
lems."
Mr. Robert ("15ob"') Zuppke,
coach of the consistently successful
Conference football team—winner
of three championshij)s in a row
said: "I should place the person-
ality of instructors and the interest
they can create in their subjects,
first. When traveling with the foot-
ball team I find that if I start any
ethical or philosophical discussion
they are interested, and they will
discuss it. It must be made as per-
sonal as ]:)ossible. however. The
discussion is never long sustained.
1 believe that they can be led by
those who understand the problems
of their age toward the development
of sustained thought. Their limita-
tions are due to lack of experience
and to youth. They arc not much
interested in ]>olitical subjects
their community interest is small
undeveloped ; they have no interest
in the al)stract. Everything must
have a jxM-sonal association."
Professor P.. II. Bode, head of
the ilepartnieiit of Pliijosophy and
an ex])onent o\ the art of being a
good fellow without wasting much
time in uiijirofitable company, said:
".\tliletics first; personalities and
general local gossip second ; courses
third. T find the average under-
graduate is utterly lacking in back-
ground ; there is a pitiful limitation
of the variety of subjects you can
talk with him on with anything ap-
proaching intelligence. He usually
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has no information ; he rarely
shows interest. I beHeve these
conditions are due to two causes.
One is that the students of our
middle western universities come
from homes which do not average
as high as they should for liter-
ary—in the broader sense—atmos-
phere. The other is that there is
lack of iron in our whole school
system. The majority of our un-
dergraduates leaves college without
having learnt to think. They
should have learnt this in the pri-
mary grades and in high school.
For the average man who at the
age of twenty-two hasn't learnt to
think there is little hope of ever
learning how. In Germany they
put you through the mill. When
you are graduated from 'gymna-
sium' there, you have learnt really
how to study and how to think."
I saw several other persons
:
Mr. B. E. Spalding, owner of the
campus drug store ; the young
woman who has charge of the mu-
sic counter at a campus supply
store ; Mr. D. E. Harris, proprietor
of the campus confectionery and
ice cream soda shop ; "Matt", the
gym locker boy. They all bewil-
dered me w'ith a shower of "amuse-
ments, athletics, girls, courses".
None admitted ever hearing a sus-
tained, analytic, serious conversa-
tion.
Now. what's the answer?
Is our educational system at
fault? Or is this a poor, second-
hand sort of a nation mentally?
Both might seem true at first
thought. But here are a few facts
in the light of which the situation
may assume a different aspect. The
European countries, with their
stern and thort)ugh educational sys-
tem, automatically rule out the or-
dinary individual. As a result, they
have a distinct and a comparatively
small educated class. This class is
without doubt thoroughly and effi-
ciently educated. lUit the mass of
those outside of this class are, if
not in total darkness, at least in
almost impenetrable penumbra.
What would be the counterpart of
this class in the United States has.
because of our less iron-clad high
school and university system, a fair-
ly good basis for intelligence.
From the viewpoint of the nation,
therefore, our educational system is
highly desirable because it educates
as many people as much as possible.
Those students whom Professor
Bode talks about who come from
middle western homes more or less
deficient in culture—under a system
such as they have in Germany or in
England, would never come to col-
lege. Everyone agrees that the fun-
damental remedy for all the social,
political, and industrial evils of to-
day is the education of the people
so that we should have maximum
intelligence in the electorate—that
electorate which theoretically is
supposed to govern itself.
It may be brought up in opposi-
tion that Germany has better gov-
ernment than this country. This
cannot be discussed here because it
involves the comparison of the
values of imperialism as against de-
mocracv. The fact to be faced is
that our country is governed on the
assumption that democracy is the
ideal form and that it is agreed
that democracy can only function
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efficiently when the electorate is
universally intelligent.
Froni the standpoint of the prog-
ress of learning our system cannot
be viewed as inferior. If an indi-
vidual has the germ of intellectual
ability, our college system will bring
it out. Then that individual will
take graduate courses. It is in the
graduate world that the real prog-
ress in the sciences and arts are
made. And the graduate schools in
this country present an atmosphere
entirely different from that of the
undergraduate schools.
It is much more difficult to get
any degree after the bachelor's in
our imiversities than it is in any
European university excepting
those in France. (France has such
a rigorous system that anyone get-
ting his doctor's degree there in less
than ten years is of extraordinary
mental calibre.) Therefore it can-
not be said that the system of edu-
cation in this country is such as to
impede the progress of learning
wliich will l)e of genuine worth.
ON LOOKING INTO THE 1917 ILLIO
r>v A Staff Exthusiast
"Xumber. i)lease?"
"1541-"
"Hello?"
-Hello, is juddy there?"
'Tiello. Juddy! Say. wlien is that
complete copy of tlic lllio going to
come from the Iniiders so we can
O. K. it?"
"It will be in by express to-mor-
row morning, so you better come
over about ten o'clock."
that greeted me when T ripped off
some corrugated paper.
This little bit of interesting con-
versation was wliat I overheard on
])icking u]) the l'>ell tele])hone re-
ceiver. The next morning at eleven
thirty I was at the Illinois Central
Station ready to pose as the Busi-
ness manager hiiuself. No trouble
at rill. I obtained the book, but I
had lt> i)ay express charges of
thirty-seven cents. Mere trifle for
a wonderful \ear book like the one
I am not going to keep all the
good news to myself, .so follow me
closely and I'll let you in on the
advance dope. Right here I want
to state that the cover of the 191
7
lllio is the handsomest and richest
ever seen at Illinois. It is made of
a dark brown sheep-skin leather on
which is stanijied the scene of the
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Library tower, with foliage and the
building in their natural colors.
The title. "The 1917 Illio". is raised
in blank stamping. The D. J. Mol-
loy Company, prominent leather
manufacturers in Chicago. I think
would say, "This cover is the hand-
somest that we have ever turned out
for any college annual."
The first few pages are mighty
impressive, containing the title and
dedication pages made from color
plates taken from oil paintings
which two of the Arch profs, Bur-
ger and Hekking, created. There
are three more reproductions of oil
paintings, which head the classes.
organization, and athletic sections,
the latter two being furnished by
professional artists at considerable
expense. I guess, but adding greatly
to the quality of the book. Many
other color illustrations are scat-
tered through the book, several of
which were contributed by Po
Field. '15. I'll bet that he didn't
do it for nothing, but just the same
they sure look good.
An entirely new scene section
comes next ; twenty-four full page
sepia prints sure gave ,me a new
idea of our campus, and I could
hardly realize that it would ever
look so good on paper. I hated to
pay my dollar at the first of the
year for my senior picture, but it
sure was worth it. The senior sec-
tion has ten of us on a page in a
blue and gray panel which is wholly
original. There are 828 seniors in
all, but a lot of these are connected
with the schools of Dentistry and
Medicine of the University of Illi-
nois in Chicago.
I didn't think that Ring Lardner
would reallv write a storv for the
Illio, as they said, but he did, for
a fact. He charges a jitney a word
for his stories in the Saturday
Evening Post, and his story in the
Illio about Homecoming is just as
clever. "( )ur Own Ring Lardner"
follows with a write-up of Inter-
scholastic in the same style, and it's
mighty good reading—which is
more than I can say about write-
ups in similar books. Milt Silver's
articles about the Athletic Seasons
are fine, and his "incidentals" about
the track team's California trip
make it seem as if they had re-
turned only yesterday.
The Fraternity and Sorority sec-
tions contain the group and house
pictures as they were run last year,
and each organization has a cut of
its pin in addition. The brothers
and sisters look all dressed up just
as if every day was a house party
for them. We know better, tho'.
I wish that you could look
through all the Roast Section wath
me. They got me and got me good,
but as long as I saw it first, I don't
care much. I think that Roast Edi-
tor saw everything that happened
during the whole school year, and
more than that, he got a picture of
everything. Just think, there are
fifty-five pages of nothing but
Roasts, and they are good ones. too.
Besides this, there are roasts on
every other page of the advertising
section. In these there are some
pretty hot roasts. I guess that the
Editor thought everybody would
see them back there.
After I turned over the last page
I wondered how it was possible for
any university to put out a year
book of 654 pages for the small
charge of two seventy-five.
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THE ERA OF GOOD FEELING
In llie early part of the nineteenth century the United States passed
through a political stage known as the "Era of Good Feeling". Appar-
ently the university is having a similar experience. During the present
college year but one lone contest has developed among the important
student elections. Whatever the cause that prompted such a display of
amity, its final effect can hardly be for the best. The officer who passed
into office without a dissenting vote is the one most likely to consider
the office a gratuity rather than a responsibilty. He loses the stimulus
of contest, he is likely to feel that since no o])position developed no one is
particularly interested in discovering whether he fultills his obligations
or not.
The Illinois L'nion and tlie Student Council are still in the embryonic
stage at this university. Xeither has the backing of a strong tradition in
its favor; both are at a stage when they must make good if they are to
continue their existence. To date, the activities of both have been com-
mendable. r>ut .so much that each must do is never known to the stu-
dent body at large. A great deal of their work must be done in obscurity.
Xo single act of the.sc organizations ever brought them before the public
more than did a good hot contest for the respective presidencies.
It was on such occasion that the Union and the Council, their accom-
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plishments and their field of activities were most discussed by the stu-
dents. A candidate for one of these positions at least had to formulate
some sort of a platform, he at least had to think over the possibilities in
order to have some ground for asking the men of the university for their
political support. And if he never arrived at anything startling the
thinking at least got him in a habit that would be more or less valuable
when he undertook his duties the following year.
As it is w'ith the Union and the Council, just so is it with the classes.
The semester elections are about the only proof except for emblems and
class athletics, that classes are really existent outside of the registrar's
office. As well they provided a fair amount of funds, always a desirable
thing in the activities of a class. If class elections have ceased to be
contested because the class has unanimously decided that a certain man
is the man for the job, the situation is better, but if this unanimity is the
work of political adjustment and coalition, it is a bad situation, at best.
Except for the Standard Oil and similar monopolies there are very few
things about that can withstand the prosperity which comes of no compe-
tition. The developments of our own "Era of Good Feeling", which is
generally accounted from the point of view of the nation the worst that
the United States ever passed through, should be a warning parallel to
our present stage of quiescent politics.
SUNDAY CLOSING
The University of Illinois, by statute of the state, is inviolably sep-
arated from the church. Still we must admit that out of motives which
we can not construe otherwise than as religious, the student is debarred
from use of the recreation grounds of the university upon Sunday.
The situation is largely at war with itself. It does not make for
increased church attendance and it does deprive the student of a good
deal of healthy exercise and wholesome recreation. Unfortunately, a
large number of us are not religious ; maybe we would be better off if
we were, but that is beside the question. There are many more of us
whose religion would not prevent us from a game of golf or a set of
tennis on Sunday afternoon. As it is we must while away the afternoon
as best w^e may, provided we do not choose to seek the solace offered by
the company of the co-ed.
For the student in the college of Liberal Arts and Sciences the situa-
tion is not so bad. He generally has considerable spare time on his hands
during the week. So has the Ag if he is lucky in his choice of courses,
but many of our brethren in the college of Engineering are employed in
college from Monday morning until Saturday noon. For a number of
students the only opportunity for recreation during the hours between
sunrise and sunset is upon Saturday afternoon or Sunday. The tennis
courts and baseball ground are then so congested that they offer little
opportunity for exercise and recreation. On Sunday we must look upon
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tlic idle fields with longing eyes but trespass not thereon except to stroll
about or atten<l a young peoples' meeting du the golf links.
Maybe wc should have suti'icieiit deference to the accepted religious
standard to be so content, but luifortunately we have not. At any rate
while chapel is prohibited by law the university recreation grounds are
closed on Sunday. A restriction is imposed upon the students in a state
university distinctly out of keeping with the statute which separates
church and state in Illinois. These are restrictions distinctly out of
keeping with American religious or irreligious liberty. The students of
the university have just contributed »$io.(X)0 to the fund of religion. As
a return favor from religion we venture to suggest that our Blue Laws
be abolished.
ORIGINALITY
in the s])ring. the whole material world furnishes the human with
examples of new life, freshness, and growth. After the first stages of
spring fever are passed we would suggest originality as a delightful
experiment for the average student. At present almost everyone around
the university will achnit, that very little of the quality so called is in
evidence. Just where to place the blame for such a situation is a bit
difticult. Certainly a university, should offer the greatest of opportunities
for self-expression and originality of thought among its students. Un-
fortunately the great majority of the university system tends rather to
repress such manifestations. This is a season of the year fairly teeming
with written work. livery one is writing a term ])aper. from the fresh-
man in History to the senior, who is general]\- writing,' three or four.
The average term jx'iper ])roceeds along the same line as did its prede-
cessors in 1910 and i8</) and 1880, and we would almost venture to
state that an essay on the campaign of iS()2 written in iS^iS would still
pass in the present day and age.
The system is partially to blame l)ut the >tu<leiit is more S(~>. It is
much easier to be told than it is to study, and it is nuich easier to study
than it is to think, and generally more profitable, from the standpoint
of grades. The student who does have opinions on a theory is generally
discreet enough not to air his opinions in class. In some cases such a
procedure would be suicidal. lUit the student of today, if he is to im-
press the world, must have ide.is. lie can get to a certain ]>oint on the
knowledge of his instructors, but thr world has received the message
of the majority of the well-known men about the luiiversitw It ex])ects
to pay the college man for what he himself can produce. .And there is
but one way by which ideas can be evolved, and that is liy thinking.
.Spring is closely at hand. The world is l)reaking into new life.
The studeiu is bound to benefit thereby, bound to have new inspiration.
P.ut along with the process of getting the .iccuimdated cigarette smoke
oiU of his lungs, it woulil l)e :i tine i)recedent for ilie stuck'nt to start
thinking.
WHY IS AN ILLINOIS UNION?
Milton G. Silver
FIFTEEN junior and senior
officers of the Illinois Union
started out one evening last
fall to sell Union member-
ships at 25 cents each. After about
two hours' work they returned,
tired and disgusted.
"This sure is some job," one of
the junior councilmen told me.
'T've been laughed at. cursed at,
kidded and insulted. These boys
certainly do believe in holding on
to their two-bit pieces."
The campaign for the sale of
these Union memberships was kept
up for about a week, at the end of
which time, according to unofficial
figures, some twelve hundred mem-
berships had been sold and the
Union's funds increased by $300.
This means that about one-third of
the student body had showed
enough interest in the Union project
to lend it at least nominal support.
Or it may mean that there are about
1,200 suckers in the University.
That all depends on the way you
look at it.
Such a project as the Illinois
Union is certainly worthy of the
support of every student—that is if
he understands what it is all about.
I have thought that if all the an-
swers to the question, "Why should
/ join the Union?" were compiled,
and copies distributed among the
student body, those students that
had joined would feel that twenty-
five cents was too little a sum to
pay to such a worthy cause ; those
that hadn't joined would i)robably,
out of self-respect, make a grand
rush for the treasurer and beg him
to take their money. I'ut again, we
have another point to consider: if
all the objections that were ofifered
against joining were compiled and
made public, I think there would
be a bigger demand for "quarter-
backs" or "quarters-back" than any
football season ever saw.
Since such compilations will never
be made, officers of the Union are
not expecting stampedes frim either
of the above causes. They are not
expecting anything, in fact; they
are merely going on about their task
and hoping—hoping for the best.
The difference between "expect"
and "hope" as here used should be
carefully distinguished. Probably
you have heard of the student who,
when asked to make such distinc-
tion, replied that he hoped to pass,
but he expected to flunk. The Illi-
nois Union hopes to get a building,
a clubhouse, or better, a home, but
it probably expects to be disap-
pointed many times before this is
accomplished. lUit all this is be-
side the point in determining an an-
swer to our question, "Why is an
Illinois Union?" This article is
aimed at both the "why-I-shoulds"
and the "why-I-shouldn'ts". If you
joined the Union last fall, perhaps
after reading you may have a sense
of self-satisfaction; if you didn't
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join, perhaps your conscience will
hurt you so that you will turn to
the "Ve Cani])us Gossip" which
jjraces the i)ages of this issue, and
therein seek solace.
"I've joined the Illinois Union
for three years now." a senior told
me last fall. "I have never got
anything out of it yet, and Tm go-
ing to quit heing the goat."
"Xever got anvthing out of it?"
I asked. "Why, look!" and I
showed him one of the pretty little
receipts that we had heen instructed
to give out. "Here it is right here
:
*Mr. lilank is a member of the Illi-
nois Union for the year 1915-1916,
and is entitled to all the privileges
thereof."
"Privileges thereof, bah!" said
my disgusted friend. "The only
privilege that it has given me is the
right to vote in the Union elections
;
to vote for somebody who isn't go-
ing to do a thing except come
around the next fall and ask me for
two-bits for the privilege of voting
for somebody else who will do the
same thing, and so on ad infmitum."
The humor and the logic of his
reply so struck me that T hastened
to de])art as I had come.
The student body as a whole
doesn't know what the Union is
doing. rerha])s it is just as well
that it doesn't, or the task of selling
Union membershi])s might be even
harder. \'ery little advancement is
made from year to year; the task
is a difficult one; but still men are
going on witli lliat task, bo])ing
from year to year that something
will Noon hai)pen. "Lessing tells
us somewhere in some of his essays
that that which we do not see grow-
ing, we find after a time grown.
and perhaps this will be the case
with the Illinois Union building,"
says President James. That is a
consoling thought, but even so, it
isn't going to helji much in inter-
esting students in the Illinois
Union.
Turning to an old copy of the
Illinois Magazine I find that at the
junior smoker given by the class of
ujcxj Professor Breckenridge, now
professor of mechanical engineer-
ing at Yale, as one of the speakers
suggested tliat there should be so.me
I)lace on the campus where students
might gather for the purpose of
holding smokers and similar social
functions, or for no other reason
than to enjoy the good-fellowship
to be had there. Acting upon this
suggestion, the members of the class
began to make inquiries as to what
could be done in this regard. It
was found that at several other in-
stitutions there existed organiza-
tions of the student body known as
unions. A committee was appointed
the foll(~)wing fall, and after investi-
gating the aims and purposes of
these organizations, decided that
something similar would be of great
benelit to Illinois. Later in the year
a constitution was drafted and ap-
j)ro\'ed by the Council of Adminis-
tration, and on March 3, 1909, Lion
( lardiner, ])resident of the senior
class, called a mass-meeting of the
students, at which the ])resent c<mi-
stitution was accepted and the Illi-
nois Union came into existence.
."^ince that time the I'nion has had
;i clieckered career. It lias served
as a combined student council and
senate, has managed class scraps,
smokers, dances. Homecomings, and
elected cheer-leaders. .\11 the time
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it has been working with the ulti-
mate object in view of securing a
union building. A year ago it was
decided that the Union had too
many side-shows, and the Student
Council was created to manage such
affairs as the scrap, elections, and
smokers. The Union retained the
Homecoming, the student opera,
and the dances, but these things
were all part of the general scheme
to procure funds to erect a union
building. Two years ago the Union
had on hand something like $3500.
a large part of which was raised by
notes subscribed by the alumni who
graduated in the years 1910-11. It
was thought wise to secure some
good investment for these funds.
and the property at 619 Wright
street was purchased at a cost of
$10,000. It has never been intended
that this building should be used as
a Union home, but as an investment
it has proved quite satisfactory.
The Union has just one purpose
—
"to promote Illinois spirit by all
possible means, more especially by
the erection and maintenance of a
Union building." And by accom-
plishing this purpose it expects to
make possible the working out of
its motto : "The union of hearts, the
union of hands, and the union of
Illinois men forever", all of which
sounds very beautiful.
Back in 191 1 it was intended that
the Union building when erected
should include
:
1, A large living room or parlor
where students, faculty, and visit-
ing alumni may meet at any time
and be made to feel perfectly at
home.
2. A home for the Doily Illini
and all other University publica-
tions.
3. A suitable place for the meet-
ings of University organizations,
such as the literary societies, etc.
4. A large assembly room for the
meetings, college theatricals, class
smokers, etc.
5. A library and reading room in
which will be found the leading
magazines, college publications and
daily papers of the larger cities.
6. A trophy room in which will
be placed all the trophies won in
Illinois athletics.
7. Bed rooms and a dormitory
for distinguished guests and alumni.
After passing through an experi-
mental period these plans have been
modified more or less, but the
Union building as now conceived
will contain essentially the same fea-
tures. President W. K. McCracken
refers to the building as "a care-
fully supervised place where stu-
dents may find outlet for their nat-
ural proclivities, and obtain recrea-
tion and amusement under whole-
some and beneficial conditions. . . .
The University has grown to such
an extent that without dormitories
or large public club rooms the av-
erage student is compelled either to
go down town for recreation or stay
at home during his leisure hours.
There is absolutely no place where
students may congregate, where
fraternity and non-fraternity men
may meet, where a community in-
terest, or rather a University inter-
est may be fostered. The students
feel greatly the need of a central
clubhouse in which all may meet on
a common ground, and in which a
spirit of true democracy may be de-
veloped."
A common meeting and mixing
place for students, then, seems to
be the central idea in having a union
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building. A place is desired where
you an<l I may go. where we can
meet our friends, where we can sit
down and feel at home, where we
can hold our committee meetings,
where we can read the papers.
where we can play a game of bil-
liards—or above all, just mix, "Per-
haps the greatest want in man's life
is the desire for the com])anionship
of others ; the natural craving for
friendship, the deep-seated desire to
live, not merely exist. We can look
anywhere and see this life's axiom
exemplified: in the home, the fra-
ternity, the church—everywhere."
"But didn't you ever think it true
that University men do a little too
much mixing already?" a member
of the faculty suggested to me re-
cently. "It seems to me that if they
spent a little more time over their
books, and a little less in the Arcade
and other mixing places, they would
get more out of their courses. And
yet you want some place where they
can mix even more.
"
He waited for my answer, and I
happened to think that I had three
meetings of various sorts scheduled
for that very night between 7 and
8 o'clock. Wonder if that wasn't
enough mixing for one day. and if
I wouldn't be developing a little
more personality of my own, in-
stead of acquiring that of others,
if I should spend a little more time
at my desk? I put the same ques-
tion to a senior, and he "smoled a
sjnile" as he pushed back his coat
and showed mc an array of frater-
nity i)ins.
"I guess I have belonged to about
everything a human could belong
to," he told me. "I've got a lot out
of the organizations, to be sure.
I've got a lot of pins, for instance.
I have made many friends, and
learned much from these friends,
for I have attended the organiza-
tion meetings religiously. But some-
how or other I'm not satisfied. I've
met the same old gang at meetings,
generally it was a more or less ex-
clusive lot. and I'm leaving here in
June never having talked to hun-
dreds of my own classmates. I've
never met them, and I couldn't have
met them if I had wanted to, un-
less I had gone in for politics. I
have had enough mixing, all right,
but it hasn't been of the right sort.
The men in the organizations to
which I belong spent most of the
time hunting for excuses for exist-
ence, or planning when the next
dance will be. or trying to pick out
men in the University worthy of
the honors that have been conferred
on us. We need a Union building
where everybody can meet ; where
we can rub elbows with the fellow
from Urbana and the one from
Champaign ; where every man is on
an equal basis. This would tend to
develop the University as a unit
;
not as a mass of unorganized
smaller units, each one trying to
come through in the survival of the
fittest."
But we have the Y. M. C. A., you
suggest ; why couldn't men go there
for their courses in mixing? Very
good in theory, but very poor in
fact. Shcnv the average student
anything with "Christian" attached,
and he is going to fight shy imme-
diately. There are not very many
students who feel at home in the
lobby of the Y. M. C. A. At Wis-
consin it was discovered that Asso-
ciation hall was not popular as a
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meeting place for students, and to
get away from the feeling that ev-
erything there was religious, the
student union rented one floor of
the Y. M. C. A. This floor was
given over entirely to student ac-
tivities, was managed by a board of
students, and students were encour-
aged to come. Still they hesitated,
and it was four or five years before
the floor could be run on anything
like a profitable basis. Now it is
self-supporting, but not fully satis-
factory. '"Wisconsin needs a Union
building,"" is the slogan that the boys
at Madison have adopted.
The first annual conference of the
National Association of Student
Unions was held at Columbus in
December, 19 14. At that time the
various representatives made re-
ports on activities which their
imions were carrying on. It is in-
teresting to note how many things
are being done by other schools
which are not done here, and which
on the face seem to lead toward a
better University spirit.
At \\'isconsin the union gives an
annual vaudeville show% eight or
ten cost-price dances, three or four
smokers, about the same number of
mixers, and furnishes the returns
from football games. The eight
dances in 1913-1914 were attended
by 1260 couples, but so nearly at
cost price were they given that at
the end of the season the dances
had netted a profit of only $1.70.
This is an interesting contrast to
our own dancing club situation.
The smokers for the men at Wis-
consin are free, and light refresh-
ments and tobacco are furnished.
The all-university mixers were pri-
marily for the purposes of getting
students acquainted. The price of
admission is 15 cents, and the otal
attendance for the year was over
3000. The University Exposition
and the Hall of Fame at Wisconsin
is also a Union activity. It is held
but once in each college generation
—every four years. Its purpose is
to show in terms concrete and vis-
ualized exactly what the University
is doing, has done and can do. Each
department is given space and pre-
pares an exhibit demonstrating its
work and aims. In the Hall of
Fame are hung portraits of alumni
who have achieved distinction in the
world after graduation.
Michigan says what the Union
has accomplished there is best un-
derstood by those in a position to
compare student life in the Univer-
sity ten years ago with that of the
present time. It is not so much in
college spirit—there was plenty of
it then as now—but there is a
deeper sense of responsibility to-
wards his fellows and toward the
University on the part of the aver-
age student, and a more intelligent
support of all things which tend to-
ward the betterment of college life.
Student elections are cleaner, there
is a broader interest in social and
civic problems, a Student Council
has been established, an employment
bureau maintained, and a higher
plane established in many college
activities.
The social afifairs of the Michi-
gan Union are many. Entertain-
ment is furnished on Sunday after-
noons, at which occasions there is
music and an out-of-town speaker.
The "get acquainted" feature is em-
phasized. There is also a monthly
membership dinner, usually attend-
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ed Ijy about 200, and a weekly Sat-
urday night dance to which 100
tickets are sold. At the close of the
football season tiiere is a football
smoker to which 1800 tickets are
sold at twenty-five cents each. At
this event the "M" certificates are
awarded. The LTnion promotes a
pool tournament and a bridge tour-
nament tluring the year ; has charge
of the Michigan Union Boat Club;
conducts a Thursday night forum
—
a free, open, and informal discus-
sion of any topic of interest to the
student body; Faculty Night on
Wednesday evenings ; and a free
union vaudeville show once a year.
The Ohio State Union building
was made possible by an appropria-
tion from the state, further in-
creased by private subscriptions. In
its dining rooms are served practi-
cally all the dinners and banquets
given by University societies and by
conventions visiting on the cam])us.
Frequent "open houses" are given,
at which time orchestras are sta-
tioned on two floors for dancing,
the billiard room is thrown open for
free use, and refreshments are
served—all for the one price of ad-
mission, which is 25 cents. These
open houses are usually given for
the members of one or two classes
or colleges at a time, as the build-
ing was unable to accommodate all
who came when they were given
for the whole University. A new
electric score-board, which gives re-
turns of out-of-town baseball and
football games, is also a possession
of the Ohio Union.
All of these institutions have
])r(>b]ems very similar to those at
Illinois. They are meeting them
successfidlv, and the unions are
j)roving live, powerful influences
for good in the universities. Illi-
nois needs such a power working
among its students, and after seven
years of trial, it seems evident that
the Union will never be able to use
its real power until it has its own
home.
The union building is sure to
co,me—how soon no one knows. It
is endorsed by prominent members
of the faculty, by prominent alumni,
and certainly by at least twelve
hundred students who agreed to
support it "two-bits' worth". And
when it does come it will be en-
tirely through the efiforts of 'stu-
dents and alumni. We cannot ex-
pect support from the state, as Ohio
got. The June meeting of the
Alumni association, we hear, is to
be given over to the discussion of
the union building, and plans for
raising money towards it. IMichi-
gan startled the college world by
its million-dollar union building;
just now it is about to see the com-
pletion of this fund. As Michigan
men have responded and felt a
greater sense of loyalty to and ap-
preciation of their alma mater, so
will Illinois men respond when the
time couies. With the coming of
a L'nion building we will become
involved in a series of new ques-
tions concerning voluntary or coiu-
jnilsory membershij). location of the
building, new branches of activity
for the Union, and the like, ^^'e
sliall not concern ourselves with
these cjuestions now. We have a
great big obstacle to overcome be-
fore those things need even be con-
sidered.
In the meantime, wliat the stu-
dents can do is to go on subscribing
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that twenty-five cents a year,
whether they seem to be getting
anything for it or not. By so doing
they will be showing that the stu-
dents are really back of the propo-
sition. They can also cut out the
"knocking". Rome wasn't built in
a day. and no amount of knocking
is going to bring the union building
a wee bit sooner. Of course, it is
your privilege to try to spur on the
Union officers if you think they are
laying down on the job, but let your
criticisms be constructive. The
alumni will never support the union
building campaign unless the stu-
dent body is behind it to a man.
And now we come to our ques-
tion again, ''Why is an Illinois
Union?"' Have you formed an an-
swer in your own mind, or ,must we
answer the question for you ? Well,
then, here goes
:
"Because it ought to be."
GALSWORTHY'S "MOB"
By S. R.
T'
HE whole idea of The Mob,
b}- John Galsworthy, and
the only idea, is this
:
A man is married, and as
the result has a wife, a child, a
brother-in-law, a father-in-law
—
and he has them good and plenty.
These are not the mob, however.
That comes in the fourth act.
\\'ell, this man happens to be a
member of Parliament in a big.
first-class nation. This nation is
contemplating war of expansion on
an inferior country. Everybody
seems rabidly in favor of this war
—everybody, including our hero's
marital appendages—everybody, ex-
cepting our hero himself, Mr. Ste-
phen ]\Iore.
More is afflicted with a public
and a private conscience. He makes
a big speech in Parliament against
the war ; and on the same night
war is declared.
That is the situation. Xow as
to the method Galsworthy uses in
order to make that hackneyed old
dilemma interesting. In the first
act, without even giving the ser-
vants a chance to pull any comedy,
he sics us right on to politics and
ethics. More, his wife, an editor,
a bishop, and his father-in-law, who
is a big gim in the War Office, are
sitting at the table, not eating
—
talking. Their conversation sounds
like quotations from editorials in
The Nation. And from the very
first, H. Sellards, who played the
role, pulled out the tremulo stop
and donned the martyr expression.
The bishop, the editor, the father-
in-law. and the wife argue in turn
with More not to make the speech.
But, alas ! their pleadings are of no
avail. Our hero heeds them not.
Then comes the brother-in-law, the
brother-in-law's sweetheart, and
I40 Till-: 1LIJ\(J1S
finally, his l)cainiful little daugh-
ter. Still nothing doing. He talks
sadly, inildly. but inexorably. His
words an- pungently reminiscent of
the printed lexicon on a magazine
editorial rejection slip. He says
that what they say may be all right,
and it may be good advice to men
even better than he, but he regrets
very much that his immediate re-
quirements cannot adapt themselves
to the supplications of his dear be-
loved ones.
He goes out. and about ten min-
utes later he returns. He has been
to Parliament and he has made his
burning, but short, speech. It must
have been very, very short indeed
;
unless Parliament was just around
the corner.
The second act is another ])arade
of wife appeal, fatlicr-in-law ap-
peal, brother-in-law a])pcal. child
appeal, and s\veetheart-of-brother-
in-law appeal. Only this time, in-
stead of raising a howl about
More's making one speech in Par-
liament, they are declaiming against
his continuing with the six weeks'
tour which he has been making,
speeching, sj^eeching, specching
against war. to the accompaniment
of defunct vegetables.
Not one joke is cracked during
this whole business. Apparently
the dank, desolate veil of gloom
permeated to every corner of their
existences. ( )nc could imagine Ste-
phen More, in the midst of a so-
lilo(|uy, slip])ing on a banana peel-
ing, falling down, and picking him-
self uj) again without stop])ing even
a second for the relief of a cuss
word but calmly continuing the
monotonous, lofty intonation of his
sacrifice.
In the third act—maybe it was
the second act; details were not
clear until the fourth—two at-
tempts at relief are essayed, one of
which is effective. The ineffective
one was the more pretentious of the
two. Four representatives of
More's constituency are sent to re-
monstrate with him in regard to
his speech mania. They are comi-
cally made up individuals; credit
for that is due mainly to the coach.
But their lines, their lines ! A fee-
ble effort by Mr. Galsworthy to in-
troduce characterization of a light
and sketchy sort was utterly over-
whelmed by the sinister import and
the hackneyed contents of their re-
marks. The other was the farewell
scene between the brother-in-law's
orderly ( beg pardon ; the dope on
the brother-in-law is this : he was
going to the front, as an officer, in
a beautiful red coat, with an or-
derly) and his sweetheart—two
(juite common individuals, don't
you know ?—which was a genuinely
pathetic and a genuinely funny 1)it.
The fourth act was the slutY. It
was powerfully written and con-
vincingly acted. Tt had thrills and
everything else that the rest of the
play tried so unsuccessfully to
have. The handsome and promis-
ing young brother-in-law had been
killed in battle. A last appeal was
made by each of the appealers to
Ste]ilien ; and these appeals were
wonderfully well done. Sellards
was a member of 1 'arlianient ; lie
wasn't an acti^- at the university
playing the part. Xellie Patterson
was a woman distraught, unha])i)y,
and finally des]HM-ate—Mrs. Ste-
])hen Mort'. .And the mob
—
You see, it was this way. Popu-
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lar feeling had been rising strongly
against More, and on this night a
mob of disheveled humanity broke
into his home. This break came
after a break with his wife—she
had left him, because she could
neither understand nor condone his
brand of patriotism, and she had
left him forever, taking with her
their child, played exquisitely, by
the way, by ]\Iiss Eunice Goebel.
He also had been deserted by his
constituency, by his father-in-law,
by all of his friends ; the servants
had all quit with the exception of
the customary faithful old butler.
Alone in his sorrow, he was sur-
rounded by the mob.
Harlots, barmaids, burglars, loaf-
ers, riff-raff of all sorts composed
this mob. They pranced around
him. They jeered at him, using
such words as traitor, coward, rob-
ber, and so forth. (These may not
be the exact words, but they surely
are not too strong.) !More stood
erect, his arms folded on his breast,
and faced them unflinchingly. They
began mockingly to demand a
speech, and Steve rose on a chair
to oblige them. Instead of trying
to placate them, he stood there, fac-
ing these ignorant, worthless indi-
viduals and told them incisively that
they were ignorant and worthless.
He told them that they w^ere the
Alob, heaven's worst desecration
;
that they represented vice, igno-
rance, and violence. ]\Iaybe he
said it in different words, but that is
what he told them. He told them
that there were two kinds of pa-
triotism, that of the men at the
front and that which he represent-
ed ; but they—the mob—had neither.
It was glorious while it lasted. The
mob soon overcame the attempts of
some of its members at control, and
dragged him from the chair.
In the melee, More was stabbed.
As soon as the mob discovered it,
it slunk out, leaving him on the
floor in the dark room. And here
came the most touching part of the
play. A girl, played by ^liss Kath-
ryn Raithel, returned in the dark
and held the light of a lantern over
the prostrate figure. She moaned
over him. "Oh-h-h-h ! He's bleed-
ing!" she gasped. "He's dead!
He's dead !" A companion, a man,
had joined her. and they stood a
moment there. Then they, too,
went. A small "bit" it was. but it
was perfect.
The last act was a scene showing
the grave of Stephen More. As a
fitting illustration of the effective-
ness of this act, an orchestra should
have played "I'll Change the Tears
to Laughter".
Mask and Bauble did remarkably
well. Galsworthv did not.
THE HUNCHBACK
liv C. E. KiMMKL
D'(
)\\'X the narrow street of
All's-well. into the blind al-
ley back of Saint Benedic-
tine's. I groi)ed my way
over the imeven cobblestone flag-
ging, splashing through ])uddles of
rain-loosened tilth, until I came
once more to the door of the
Hunchback whose threshold I had
not crossed these seven years. The
same raps at the entrance brought
the same answering raps that had
admitted the customer in former
years. My shoulder pressed against
the door—it swung back noiselessly
and I entered the drug-laden at-
mosphere of the hut. Under my
feet I felt the moist, cool, sod floor
;
into my nostrils came the odor of
the drug; there was no sound save
the crackling of my soaked, frozen
coat. Before me beneath a flicker-
ing light sat the Hunchback on the
same low stool with the broken
rung and the gray plush seat, that
he had thrown one night in former
years when one of his })atrons dis-
turbed the quiet of the place.
"Back again." he said, as though
I had been gone but an hour.
"To stay." T answered.
"Then I'^laine is dead?" He
thrust the question at me.
"What do you know of Elaine?"
I questioned, suri)rised.
"When you left and did not come
ag;iin. I inquired and heard that
you had married and had gi\-en up
the drug for her sake," he ex-
plained.
"Yes. she is dead. Give me the
oblivion of the drug. Hunchback.
(live me dreams until death, and
may they soon bear me to Elaine."
He got up from his stool and
moved noiselessly about his work.
His body was deformed, broken,
but the muscles of his arms and
chest were extraordinarily large
and his hands and feet could be
described by only one word—im-
mense. I shuddered as I watched.
He was in appearance more ape
than mail. There was one detail
of his makeup that always bothered
me—irritated me. It was his ears,
hairy and small in comparison to
the bones of his skull.
He took a pipe from a rack and
handed it to me. There was a scar
on the bowl and a queer twist in
the stem—my old pipe, as though
he had saved it for .me. I followed
him along the hall. He lighted a
lamp in one of the small rooms.
There was a low cot and an old
red comfort—my old room, as
though he had saved it for me.
"Queer," I thought. "Why should
he have kept these for me?"
"Once a customer, always a cus-
tomer." he said. "A day or seven
years—they always return."
By the way. it occurs to me now
that he answered the question in
my mind, although I aiu certain that
1 (lid not express it. Perhaps it
was only natiu'al for him to offer
an ex])lanation under the circum-
stances. He is only the himchback
keeper of an opium hut in the
shadow of Saint Benedictine's
church and I don't wish you to
think that there is really anything
1 4-
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remarkable about him. Besides he
has ears—hairy and small—that I
do not like.
The Hunchback stood in the
door of my room while I prepared
to enjoy my pipe. I did not intend
to talk to him of Elaine ; but I be-
gan :
"We buried her today in the
vaults of St. Benedictine's here by
the hut." I volunteered. He was
silent, listening.
"She was beautiful and good
—
better than all the world." I contin-
ued. Still he was silent, listening.
'"And her voice when she sang
there in the church was like noth-
ing so much as an angel's," I went
on. He stirred, paid no attention
to me, and went out closing the
door behind him. Probably he tired
of me or heard another customer
entering.
I rested on the cot and drew once
more at my old pipe. I had been
away for a long time—the pleasure
did not come swiftly again. I
walked to my door and opened it.
intending to go out and visit with
the Hunchback before I should go
further with the drug.
There was no light at the end of
the hall by the entrance where he
usually sat. But at the other end
of the short hall. I saw a light flick-
ering as through a door, distantly.
I did not care very much for the
company of the Hunchback, any-
w^ay. He has ears—hairy and
small—that I do not like. So I
walked towards the light, led by
mere curiosity as to its location.
I found myself out in the open
where I could look up and see a
foot of open sky between two
walls—one that of the hut and the
other the wall of Saint Benedic-
tine's. The light flickered through
a door in the wall of the church,
open before me. I went on. still
led by idle curiosity, scarcely re-
membering that we had placed the
body of Elaine in the vaults here
where she had so often sung in
worship. To me Elaine lives in
memory—not in the dust that lies
there in the vault. So I thought
not of her but only of the light that
flickered there before me.
I walked noiselessly. In front of
a vault newly covered with flowers
the Hunchback sat on his low stool
with the broken rung and the gray
plush seat and the light flickered
beside him. He was speaking, but
in tones soft and low, such as I
had never heard from his lips in
the hut.
"Oh, A'oice," he pleaded, ''do not
die. I love you, Voice. Deformed
in body so that I had none to love
me. yet with a soul like that of any
man. I loved you, \'oice, and while
others possessed the body that you
inhabited, I lived in the shadow of
your singing place and oft crept in
to let you touch my soul. Sing to
me. \'oice ; do not die."
Then from out that vault came
the voice that was like nothing so
much as an angel's, clear, sweet,
and pure, singing to the Hunch-
back.
"Elaine!" I cried as I sprang for-
ward.
The Hunchback said not a word
but swiftly and silently leaped up
and with a motion more like an ape
than a man, seized the stool by a
leg and hurled it at me.
* * * *
I fotmd mvself in mv room on
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my cot with the red comfort, pipe
in hand. The Hunchback was in
the hall at the entrance where he
usually sits on his low stool with the
broken rung and the gray plush
seat. The light flickered above
him.
"Don't bother me with your
opium dreams." he said gruffly in
answer to my questions. "You'll
soon get used to them again. Just
at present they may seem a little
strange."
I suppose he was right. It must
have been the opium although I
thought I had smoked very little
that night. Elaine is dead and of
course she could not sing. This
dope has a queer effect, anyway.
I live here in the hut—I have monev
where I can send for it and no one
cares. And the dreams are restful,
and soon I hope it will be a lasting
dream. I wonder if it shall really
bring me again to Elaine.
Sometimes, late at night, when I
find the light of the Hunchback
gone, led by mere curiosity I go to
the other end of the hall and out
into the narrow one-foot space of
open air and along the wall of Saint
]^)enedictine's. I have never found
a door in that wall. Queer though,
the snatches of singing that I catch.
An odd hour for services or even
practice. But I never stay long for
I do not want the Hunchback to
discover and question me. He ir-
ritates me. He has ears—hairy and
small—that I do not like.
JOURNALISM AND PUBLIC SERVICE
m
)URXALISM at the Uni-
versity of Illinois has held
a place of growing impor-
tance during the last few
years, advancing step by step in the
acquirement of a permanent place
as a separate course in the cur-
riculum of the University. The
most recent step in further estab-
lishing itself was a three-day con-
vention held on April 6. 7 and 8. It
was called the First Annual Con-
ference of the Illinois Country
Press.
This conference was held primar-
ily as an experiment. Similar con-
ferences are being held at other uni-
versities with marked success. Aft-
er the initial conference at Illinois
two weeks ago, there seems to be
little doubt that such a convention
will become a fixed annual affair
and that it will enjoy as much popu-
larity and success here as at Mis-
souri. Kansas or any of the other
colleges where these meetings are
held.
The conference was dirccied and
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,made possible by the efforts of Dr.
Frank W. Scott, head of the
courses in joiirnahsm, and H. F.
Harrington, his assistant. The
presiding officer at all sessions was
John H. Harrison, Editor of the
Danville Commcrcial-Neivs and one
of the most successful newspaper
men in Central Illinois. About fifty
newspaper men attended the first
conference. Most of these men
were editors of country papers,
principally weekly newspapers.
Among the attendants were also
several publishers of daily papers
from the larger towns and cities of
the state. The conference was pri-
marily designed, however, for the
benefit of the country weekly men.
in an effort to give them practical
aid and suggestions by which they
might better their papers.
Among the speakers who ap-
peared upon the program of the
first conference were two editors
who stand out as national figures in
the field of American journalism.
James Schermerhorn. Editor of the
Times of Detroit spoke in the Uni-
versity Auditoriimi on Thursday
night, April 6, on "Testing the Be-
atitudes, a Twentieth Century Ad-
venture in Journalism". The other
big figure of the conference was
James Keeley, Editor of the Chica-
go Herald, who addressed an open
session of the conference the fol-
lowing night on "The Journalism
of Public Service".
James Schermerhorn proved to
be one of the most delightful speak-
ers who has addressed a University
audience this year. His own pleas-
ing personality, together with his
half-humorous narration of this
Twentieth Century experiment with
the Detroit Times, was, perhaps, the
most outstanding feature of the en-
tire conference. Behind the jocu-
lar attitude with which he told his
adventtires, there was the working
out of a principle, which should be
the high ideal of every modern
journalist. The story of the found-
ing of the Times and its attempt at
"team-work with the Beatitudes" is
one of the most significant exam-
ples of clean journalism in the
United States today. James Scher-
merhorn's address furnished a
wealth of material which every vis-
iting editor could apply to his own
situation in the working out of a
better condition of journalism to-
day.
"The Journalism of Public Ser-
vice" was but the reiteration of the
attempted team-work with the Beat-
itudes, as experienced by James
Keeley in his years of connection
with the Chicago Tribune and the
Chicago Herald. "If a paper is to
be of public service, it must do
something else beside running
news," says Mr. Keeley. "We are
heralds of an ancient lineage, we
newspaper men. Our voices defy
distance and our power to help is
infinite. The newspaper can make
the world a better place to live in."
Newspaper men from all over the
state of Illinois contributed articles
to the conference and following
each paper an opportunity was
given for discussion. The spirit
with which the editors entered into
this exchange of ideas and opinions
entered into the success of the con-
ference by a very large degree. Mr.
Harrison, the chairman, expressed
the opinion of the delegates at large
when he said that they were there
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to do business, that such confer-
ences were no longer mere s(Kial
gatherings, with banquets, after-
dinner spt-eches. and entertain-
ments. The entire three days of the
conference was marked by a prac-
tical business application to all the
subjects discussed that could not
but benefit in some way every news-
pajier man who heard it.
Many new and detailed subjects
were brought before the confer-
ence, dealing with problems which
every pu])lisher has to face and
about which the average country
editor knows little.
A discussion of "Economy in
the Back Office" brought an ex-
change of ideas by the dele-
gates at the conference, which
mean real monetary gain to the men
who took the suggestions and will
put these little economies into act-
ual ])ractice. It is a proverbial fact
that the business end of a country
newsj^aper jiresents by far the big-
gest problem of the country edi-
tor's existence. One remedy for
nuich of the inefficiency in the
country business office was offered
by R. (i. Lee. of the University of
Wisconsin, wlio has made an inten-
sive study of cost accounting for
country ])ai)ers.
"I'etter Community Service" was
the subject of an article by R. E.
Hieronymus of the University on
Friday afternoon. This talk was
along similar lines to the ])ublic ser-
vice of journalism and the ])lace
which the newspaper may hold in
the country comnumity.
Dean Eugene Davenport created
an animated <liscussion on co-oper-
ation between the newspaper and
the farmer by his address on "Ag-
ricultural Possibilities for the Coun-
try Editor". A very definite desire
was brought out on the part of edi-
tors who took part in the discussion
for a better service to the farmer
by the newspaper, through the ser-
vice given the state by the experi-
ment stations of the College of Ag-
riculture in the University. The
up-building of Illinois soil and the
betterment of country communities
through more productive farms are
the problems which the newspaper
of the small town must meet and
attempt to overcome.
The first experiment of the Uni-
versity in coo]:)erating with news-
papers publishers of the state un-
doubtedly proved a success. There
is little doubt that a second confer-
ence will be held next year, when
the meeting should pass beyond the
experiment stage. Among the many
conventions and short courses
wliich are held at the University
anmiallv there is jierhajis no one
which touches a larger field than the
dei)artment of Journalism can reach
through tlie newsjjaper editors of
the state. Indirectly, the Univer-
sity can touch practically every per-
son in the state through the news-
])apers. Cooperation with the
editors in an endeavor to better
journalism will indirectly benefit
the state at largi- in jjractically ev-
ery field for civic, social, and politi-
cal improvement.
CJie Boofe
"Why fear Death?" remarked a
true philosopher of recent times as
he felt life slipping away. "It is
life's greatest adventure." Mayhap
he was right, but in his most re-
cently published book Henry Kitch-
ell Webster makes out an admira-
ble case for life. "The Real Ad-
venture" is the name, Rose Stanton
Aldrich being the possessor. The
opening chapters of the book are
absorbing. The scene is Chicago
;
Rose Stanton is a University of
Chicago co-ed ; Rodney Aldrich a
man about town of the Windy City
and a rising lawyer. An episode
on a street car, a walk in the soak-
ing rain, and before the reader has
had time to realize the charm with
which Mr. Webster is writing an
intellectual and most rapid court-
ship intervenes and ends in the
marriage of the unusual Rose, the
woman who knows herself not, and
Rodney Aldrich, who knows her
even less. With the education of
Rose in her newly acquired circle,
a note of cynicism enters, a horri-
bly frank doctor being the chief
contributor, his especial subject be-
ing marriage. A French visitor
also adds her idea, and having given
us his apparent idea on the subject,
Mr. W^ebster turns Shakespearean
and we discover Rose longing for
another ideal. She wants to be at
once the wife and companion of
her husband, and apparently he
wants her as his wife alone. Mis-
understanding follows, and more of
it. The birth of twins complicates
the problem and Rose leaves the
luxurious Chicago home for the
stage. The story from here on
loses the enchantment of the early
chapters and becomes a study of
human life, more or less good, as
Rose rises from chorus girl to ex-
clusive New York theatrical cos-
tumer, largely with the assistance
of a producer who finally confesses
himself an admirer, and is at least
a factor in the basis on which Rose
and her husband finally are recon-
ciliated, or rather forget all about
it, for one could never call them
estranged.
This is a story of human life, and
as such one may doubt its reality,
but it is an admirable picture for
all that. It is the searching for an
ideal, or rather the attempt to live
an ideal, and as such it is a com-
promise. Having finished the book
the reader is still doubtful as to
whether Rose Stanton Aldrich was
the conqueror of the world or its
captive. If the last is the case, she
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at least was allowed to surrender
on the most favorable of terms.
There are other characters in the
book who are worth while studying
for their own value. Portia, the
sister of Rose, is an admirable ex-
ample of all that Rose is not, a fem-
inist and a woman denied, at once.
The cynical doctor is good, as is a
Jimmy Wallace, journalist.
A story goes the rounds of the
journalism world that the novel is
an earlier production of the author
that had been laid aside and drafted
into use in an emergency. The tale
seems probable from the point of
style. The characterization and
conversation are typically the pro-
duction of the master hand of Web-
ster. As well we note the great pas-
sages, noticeable in most author's
early work, but the sustained power
of the thing prominent in Webster's
modern work seems to be lacking
at times, when we feel instinctively
that the author is writing and in-
venting as he writes in order that
he may satisfactorily arrive at the
conclusion. But for the disciple of
Webster, and one who desires to
make his acquaintance as well, here
we have a delightful vision of his
talent.
A book of unusual interest to the
college student in America and of
local interest to the University of
Illinois is "America and Her Prob-
lems", by D'Estournelles De Con-
stant. The author visited the great
college communities of the United
States, and returning to France
published this book, which, as is
usual with the French, is a glorious
compilation of impressions. "It is
an act of faith in America and hu-
man idealism," says the author in
his preface to the American edition,
and he puts a great deal of faith in
the college student of America.
His statement and treatment of
some of the problems of America
may not be the most logical, but at
least the book is most interesting
as a successor to the endless im-
pressions of America that Europe
has inflicted on this countr}'. As
well it is pleasant to be eulogized
by one's friends, and the author
makes no attempt to conceal his ad-
miration for America. The book
is not distinctly new. but we ven-
ture to state that it is one that the
student knows nothing about and
one well worth his while, both as a
study of .America and an example
of the French ])oint of view, and is
coupled up with the collegiate
world in almost every chapter. The
title sounds forbidding, but the
style and general treatment make
the book more or less interesting
reading.
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X the seven years since the
,
IlHnois Union was organ-
ized, there has been a grow-
ing appreciation of the ad-
vantages of a clearing-house to
centralize organized student activi-
ties. An Illinois Union Building
would accomplish this purpose.
The Union Center Idea is
broader than the Union Building
Plan, in that it contemplates the
creation of an environment by
grouping University interests.
which in combination would un-
consciously create an atmosphere
that v,-ould tend to direct ail stu-
dent energies.
We talk and write about the
moral phases of student life, about
the need of training for leadership,
about the everyday relations which
should exist, and of the advantages
of the mingling of men with widely
different aims in life, but can we
not do more to put these theories
into practice?
Suppose we could bring together
in one center a great enough va-
rietv of interests to assure attract-
Siipcn'isiiuj Architect
ing to it every student in the Uni-
versity. Would not a man. drawn
by a single interest, soon appreciate
others.—in fact, would we not have
created in such a center, a school
of Democracy for the attainment
of results which cannr)t be reached
by direct teaching,—a human labo
ratory which would have a psycho-
logical effect of inestimable value
on all University men?
From 1872 to 1890 the second
story of a building which occupied
the site of the present Wood Shop
was utilized jointly as Gymnasium
and Armory. The first floor of the
same building housed the shops and
laboratories of the Engineering
College, and the Illini composing
and press room occupied the second
story of one of the towers. This
combination of interests brought
all the men of the University to-
gether under one roof. Those were
tlie days of compulsory attendance
at Chapel, when every morning,
after roll call by companies, we all
marched to the Chapel in Univer-
sitv Hall for devotional exercises.
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There were less than five hundred
students then, and they had ample
opjXMtunity t<> know each other
well. Kindred spirits quickly joined
forces, and because of the lack of
organized student activities worthy
of their steel, they started things
which kei)t the faailty guessing,
for every professor in those days
was an assistant Dean of Men.
Elections were real contests based
on merit, because every man had
his own opinion of every other
man.
We are now a great body of men.
The intimacy of the early days is
no longer possible, but can we not
restore to the student body the ad-
vantages of the close association
with all classes of students which
was a matter of course prior to
'95? With the expansion of the
student body, many organizations
have been formed and we now have
groups of leaders in sports, in mili-
tary, in journalism, and in social
activities. An Illinois Union Build-
ing with headquarters for all stu-
dent organizations will bring to-
gether these men. but can it be on
a large enough scale to attract all
students? The older alumni will
find it difficult to adjust themselves
to the changed conditions resulting
from our greatly increased num-
bers and activities, with the result-
ant separation of interests, but the
change has occurred, and it is not
I)ossible' for the students individ-
ually to resi>l its influences.
The comi)etition for students'
time and money has become very
keen. The tluaters. athletic con-
tests, concerts, lecture courses.
dances, an<l other social events
compete with one's feeling of ob-
ligation to support numerous de-
partmental, class, and church or-
ganizations to the frequent exclu-
sion of study. A student center
must not be an added tax on his
time ; it must displace some of the
activities now crowding his pro-
gram and it must be so attractive
and furnish so much for his money
that no additional arguments will
be necessary to insure its popular-
ity. Its advantages to the student
must be so obvious to the faculty.
to alumni, and to the public at
large, that everyone will help pro-
mote it. and it must be conducted
so that it will hold its attraction
against all competition.
There must be a directing student
organization, but also a special fac-
ulty in charge whose members will
devote their chief energies to its
management and devleopment. so
that unconsciously every student
with time to spare would turn his
steps toward the Union Center.
The illustration presented here
was drawn more than a year ago,
and is not broad enough in scope
to properly illustrate the possibili-
ties of such a center. The build-
ings shown are a twin gymnasium,
and a swimming ]iool l)uililing. oon-
nt'cteil together with the Armory
by underground passages, a Com-
mons, a I'nion lUiilding. and a
P.and lleadcjuarters. To these
should be added Medicid .Advisor's
offices, and ultimately the V. M.
C. A. building. A careful study of
the problem would doubtless sug-
gest adding accommodations ior
other interests and would also re-
veal the need of excluding from the
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same vicinity private business en- •.
terprises which would be counter
attractions of questionable influ-
ence.
The initiative in such a scheme
lies with the student body, and the
time is now at hand to determine
the scope of the project. The re-
quirements for a Union lUiilding
as a part of a great Center will be
totally different than if ]>lanned as
a unit in itself. The bigger the
scheme the stronger the appeal, so
let us not hesitate to launch the
best that we can conceive, bearing
in mind that no flight of our im-
agination is likely to meet the
needs of even the ne.xt generation.
THE HENCEFORTH OF INTER-
SCHOLASTIC
Bv Carl Stephens, '12
I
i
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XTERSCHOLASTIC may
seem now to have reached
perfection — meaning by
Interscholastic everything
happening on Thursday, Friday,
Saturday, and maybe Sunday in
the second week of May at the
University of Illinois. But Inter-
scholastic is not perfect yet. We
may expect many changes and im-
provements in future programs.
In the first place, the fraternity
pledging of high schoolers will have
a place on the program, say some
Friday morning. This event will
be made quite affecting with two
bands, a long row of stands for
the fraternities, and stained cocoa
matting down which the preps
march in white pants and hug the
brothers of their choice. The loca-
tion to be, of course, in front of
the football bleachers.
More will be made of the art
exhibit. The pictures will be
thrown on a great screen 100 feet
square in front of the football
bleachers Friday night. Art critics
with megaphones will take turns
announcing the titles of the works,
the names and ages of the artists,
their schools, and the prices of the
pictures, if for sale, picturesque
music to be given meanwhile by a
string band. The present custom
is to bury the exhibit in the old
chapel, where it has been seen by
high schoolers who were driven
into Main hall by a sudden shower.
A -long-needed addition to the
program will be a great mass-meet-
ing for high-schoolers, at which ad-
dresses are to be made imploring
them to come to the University of
Illinois next fall. Pre-registration
blanks with sharpened pencils will
be passed around by the ushers.
Registrar McConn and his office
force will occupy seats of honor
on the platform, and a neat I but-
ton will be pinned on each j)rep
I)resent.
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In the past, too little ccjiisider-
ation has been accorded the boys
of the twin cities who painfully
watched the Interscholastic meet
through the fence. It will surely
-add interest and democracy to the
program when the Athletic Asso-
ciation provides special announcers
for the boys l)eTii«id the fence. Un-
less every circumstance such as this
is taken advantage of by the man-
agement, a healthy growth cannot
be expected.
The chinks in the Interscholastic
meet Saturday morning will be
filled in so that something will be
going on all the time. Croquet
games, boxing matches, motorcycle
races, pony races (academic),
liorse-shoe, and other manly sports
will be worked in. Twd dozen
games of marbles could be played
at once in the space now occupied
by useless officials, and the west
side of the score-board will be
used for high kicking. The checker
and chess tournament will be held
under the Jake Stahl tree.
Even the urchins of the streets
must realize by this time the tear-
ful need for a better classification
of the prep school athletes who
take jiart in Interscholastic. The
only just classification and the one
which is surely coming, is : division
one. Oak Park and University
High; division two, all other
schools of over 400 enrollment;
division three, schools of less than
400 enrollment ; division four,
schools with grass tracks; division
five, schools with ten-inch bells.
The events on Illinois field will
be much more enjoyable when the
peanut venders are made to carry
a bigger variety. As it is. all a
fellow is urged to buy are peanuts,
chocolate bars, candy, chewing
gum. crackerjack. ice cold pop,
parfay. cigars, cigarettes, and ice
cream cones. If a fellow wanted
a new shirt, he would have to go
down town after it.
And finally, we shall have much
more excitement Interscholastic
week. All the tag days of the year
will be held on Thursday, along
with the student elections, the an-
nual ^'. M. C. A. finance campaign.
the lllin sale, the Phi Beta Kappa
initiation, and the E. E. show.
Then on the following Monday
will come the big I^^st-Interscho-
lastic jubiless.
FOR WHICH WF. .\RF. DILV THANKFIL
I s.nt upon the senior bencli,
.•\nd gazed into the infinite.
I had a quiz in rhet ne.xt hour,
And needed some
Thou^Iits to write.
Before tlicre danced a cryptic sign
An intertwined 6 and a 9
I thought it augured a 96,
Hut I passed on the new 69.
DOUBLE-CROSSED
R. E. Denz
"Some of the girls in Chicago are
awfully pretty, they say. Maybe
you'll forget all about me after
you've been there a while."
"They may be pretty enough, but
they'll waste their time if they go
after me. There won't be any gad-
ding and flirting around for me
with a girl like you a-waiting back
here."
Mark Weston took out his watch
and proudly surveyed a small pic-
ture of \'era Stanley in the hunting
case. They had traded photographs
less than a month before. He com-
pared the miniature face in the
watch with the blushing original by
his side, and slipped the watch back
into his pocket with a deep and sat-
isfied sigh.
"Yep, they'll sure waste their
time." he concluded. "I'm going to
keep moving!"
"It'll be a little hard on me wait-
ing for you, but that's the only way
I can help. I guess," and \"era
smiled bravely. "You'll be a long
ways off. ^lark—almost a thou-
sand miles."
"And while I'm gone somebody'll
probably come along and want to
run away with you."
"There's no danger ; not in this
town. Xobody ever comes to
Plainesville."
"But I don't want to take any
chances, so I guess I'd better write
every week," laughed the boy.
"Oh. you don't have to write at
all if it's going to be hard on you."
"Don't be foolish. \'era ; remem-
ber I leave tonight, it won't be
hard on me to write—to you. Why,
it would be hard—not to."
All Plainesville was at the station
to wish Mark Godspeed. He and
\'era merely shook hands ; they had
decided that would be best. But
the multitude, having its suspicions,
wondered and was troubled. Then,
as the monstrous engine moved
slowly toward the east, he caught
the girl in his arms on the impulse
of the moment, as he had planned
for weeks, defying the Plainesville-
ites who breathed one municipal
sigh of relief and pleasure. Now,
were \^era Stanley and Mark Wes-
t(^n freely and openly pledged and
promised to one another for time
eternally. And all the ^Marks and
\'eras of the village lamented that
they had not "brung along some
rice, just for the fun of it." It
felt so much like a wedding.
* * * * *
"Where'U we make it Julia?"
"Almost anywhere that's cool,
Mark!"
"How about the Greenwood Tav-
ern out on Sheridan Road? There's
good music and something doing
there all the time."
"But we got such a late start to-
night. I don't believe we can make
it. It's almost dark now and the
Greenwood is at least fifteen miles
out. Don't you remember we didn't
get in from there until after one
o'clock last Friday night."
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•r.ut it's the Fcnirtli. Wcve got
to ct*lel)rate."
"Well, you're the one that has to
get up in the morning. Mark, not
little lulia," smiled the girl, nestling
comfortahly down in the soft seat.
The man shifted into third and they
were off. falling into place in the
long line of cars that were pouring
north f rojn the heart of Chicago on
Sheridan Road. They chose the
outer drive thru Lincoln Park.
The sun was down in the west, hut
the sky was still streaked with red
and silver. A cool breeze from
Lake Michigan seemed to watt
them along.
It was his fourtli -^umnier in the
city. He was making good, as the
Plainesville PantagrapJi had pre-
dicted. Xot. however, at cartoon-
ing, which had been their forecast,
but at selling insurance. He had
found it more comforting to draw
a salary than funny j^ictures. One
Mr. X'ickers had confronted him on
the sixty-third day of his pilgrim-
age to bigger fields, when the dust
in his mouth and l)rain and in the
cuffs of his trou>ers was l)egin-
ning to weight him down and dis-
courage him. ".A man with your
silver tongue should he selling Con-
.solidated Life. (let on the job!"
he had said, after hearing Mark's
tale of hard luck. "Hand them a
new line about the oM line." The
third spring .Mark beianu- a dis-
trict agent. Ills hi)])e box was
charged to overfl(nving. lie was
rich enough to take bis choice be-
tween half iiUeri'sl and absentee
partnership in a $,VO(J limit hat
store or a lUiick roadster, and am-
bitious and progressive euniif^b to
choose both—with a mortgage to
boot. It seemed a strange coinci-
dence to Mark that the classy little
gray motor had come into his life
in May, and that Julia had entered
it for the first time the next month
—
Julia, who was just the person to
help him enjoy the car.
The boy found it difficult to keep
his eyes on the oiled road in front
of him as they sped northward
along the lakeside. Julia was all
in gray that night, from her shoe-
strings to her hatpins. i)erha])s an-
t)ther coincidence to Mark.
"\ era could never have looked
like this." he was thinking. 'Tt's
not in her!" Julia seemed very dif-
ferent in many ways. She had been
around and she stayed awake
—
Jidia
Lathrop was no small town stuff'
—
and then her clothes, getting herself
up all in gray, for instance ; Mark
liked the idea. A'es. Julia was dif-
ferent, a mile ahead (^f \'era in
these ways, but in others she re-
minded him of the first girl. There
was something about her manner
and general ap]:)earance that he
couldn't name. lUit he knew that
he was strong for this part of Julia
too, just as strong for it as for the
new. the different element that kept
liim guessing. Julia was the girl
for him.
"We'll make tinu' before it gets
too (l;irk," be remarked, bearing
down on the accelerator, "then we
can take our time coming back."
So tbe\' burned up the str;iigbt
stretches and the gray ribbons on
Jidi.a's little gray bomiet flapjied
wildly Jis the machini' left ;i cloud
of gray smoke behind in the gray
dusk.
DOUBLE-CROSSED
Mark knew very well w!i\' he
wished to take his time on the way
back. This was the last day of Ju-
lia's month-long visit in Chicago.
He was saying to himself, "I will
—
tonight—I will." Julia also knew,
and she said to herself, "He will-
tonight—he will—if he doesn't lose
his nerve." and she winked gaily at
Polaris, who was very pale as he
assumed his post at the helm of the
heavens.
"If Julia throws me over,"
grinned IMark, 'T'U take a vacation
in Plainesville next August. A^era's
a safe second bet. But Julia won't
turn me down. I'm good for a cou-
ple of thousand next year. She's
got me down for twice that much.
I haven't been throwing these ter-
race feeds for nothing."
The feed that night included a
couple of extra courses that Al-
phonse threw in at a nod from
Mark. The Greenwood was not
crowded that night. There were a
few dozen Japanese lanterns scat-
tered about, and a fountain or two.
It was just light and rosy enough,
and dark and cosy enough to tempt
motorists a half-mile off of the
main road.
"Until we met last month I
hadn't pulled a single social stunt
in Chicago," offered Mark. "I've
been putting by for a rainy day, as
my grandmother would say."
"And what would grandma say
to this?" laughed the girl as Al-
phonse solemnly served the lobster
and poured them each a glass of
champagne. She glanced about her.
The tables were nearly all empty.
"It must be late," she continued.
"But I thought we made good time
coming out."
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Why,Mark consulted his watch
it's almost nine-thirty!"
"Nine-thirty!" echoed the girl.
"Oh, you're joking. Let me see."
Mark hesitated, but the girl insisted
teasingly.
"You're right. Well, I'm glad
there's no one sitting up for us.
( )h I who's this ?"
She had discovered the tinv pho-
tograph of \'era. Mark had often
decided to remove it from his watch
to avoid just such a situation as
this, but each time it had slipped
his memory.
"Now you're caught, Mark, my
boy," she continued. "Why, your
hand is trembling, you're nervous."
Mark denied the accusation.
"It's just an old friend of mine.
I never really knew her very well."
Julia examined the picture. The
girl's face was pretty enough, but
she looked scared. Her hair was
combed straight back, and decorated
with two precise little bows, one
covering each ear. She wore a ri-
diculously high collar that seemed
to choke her. Julia was unable to
suppress a smile.
"\Miy didn't someone show the
poor child how to dress? Why
didn't you, if vou knew her so
well?"'
Mark took the photograph, forc-
ing a laugh that was perhaps a little
hollow.
"I guess I didn't know any bet-
ter—then. I couldn't think se-
riously of her now, Julia."
The girl's hand dropped to the
table. Mark reached for it—and
missed.
"\'ou were in love with the
girl ! Why, Mark, I'm suprised
—
I'm surprised at your judgment."
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She pushed an untouched salad
from her place. Mark failed to
notice this. lie was looking into
the depth nf tho-^c laughing gray
eyes.
"1 was young. Julia. You're
right. She isn't even pretty !"
"I suppose you are correspond-
ing."^
"Ves. that was a nuisance at first.
After a while T got to putting her
letters thru in half-dozen lots, that
makes it easy. Honest, Julia, it all
seems ridiculous now. Thank Cod !
I got out of Plainesville in time."
"Ves. thank God !" echoed Julia.
The man and girl gave them-
selves up tf) soft music, luurmuring
fountains, a rural army of crickets
and katydids nearl)y. and tlic ma-
jestic milky way above. Mark
didn't feel like smoking. lie was
plenty happy enough without. Ju-
lia had been troubled at tlie sight
of a little country girl's ])icture in
his watch. She had whis])ered with
her own lips that she was glad that
he had not married \ era. W hen
he left the Greenwood he turned
the roadster the long way home.
The girl settled contentedly down
beside him. For several minutes
they rode in silence.
"You wouldn't be happy if you
married this country girl now,
would you, Mark?" asked Julia
earnestly, turning toward him.
"Xo. Julia. T couldn't."
".Xnd you feel that it's all right
for you to throw licr over, don't
you ?"
"Of course. I'd never seen a real
girl when T knew her."
"Oh, Mark!" cried Jidia. clasp-
ing her hands and sitting bolt up-
right in the car. "I've i)een wor-
ried for a long time wondering
what to (jo in a case just like yours,
and now I know. You see. I prom-
ised a man I'd marry him once;
I've changed my mind a hundred
times since, and esj^ecially lately.
Oh, I just couldn't marrv him,
Mark!"
"Then don't. It would be fool-
ish—criminal. l-'orget him," ad-
vised the man, emjihatically.
"You're right. It would be folly.
Why, most of the time I hate him."
.She took a small piece of paper out
of her pocketbook and tearing it to
bits she tossed it into the darkness.
"That was his picture." She
laughefi lightly. "T feel better al-
ready."
"I guess I'll try it." grinned
Mark. As he spoke he sli])i)ed Ve-
ra's picture out of his watch and
fli])ped it into the road. He was
jubilant. The auto was barely
moving. He turned to the girl.
"We understand each other now,
don't we? Honestly, you're the
first real girl I've ever met. Julia;
tell me that
—
"
"Oh, Mark!" cried the girl. "I
can't ! T can't ! I respect you, I ad-
mire \-ou, but 1 can never be your
wife. I was afraid you wouldn't
see. Some day you'll know." Ju-
lia's answer was gentle but con-
vincing.
The next week, in his usual lov-
ing letter to \ era, Mark announced
his plans for August. He received
a i)rom])t reply.
I
"At last the.se three long, weary
years have j)assod. At last I will
see you again. I have always
known that you woidd make good
—that vou would come to me. But
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they have been long, weary years,
haven't they, Mark, clear?"
"Same old sobstuff." he grinned
as he tossed the note onto his desk.
>|c sfc :i« 5(c H^
Promptly at ten o'clock on a hot
morning the first week in August.
Mark was ushered into A'era's suite
at the La Salle Hotel. A telegram
a few days before had announced
that she had changed her plans, and
that she would meet ^Mark in Chi-
cago. Reclining in a big leather
sofa was a beautiful vision in ])ink.
Mark could hardly believe that this
was \'era. The girl was even more
attractive than Julia. He was sure
of it. as she rose, smiling and
flushed from the excitement of the
meeting. Mark stood speechless.
He was excited too. And though
the girl was w-aiting for him to take
her into his arms, something held
him fast.
"Why, Mark." laughed the girl,
"is it as bad as all that? I know
that Lve changed, but I thought
you'd recognize me. You see, Lve
traveled a little." and she smiled
naively. "But I've spent at least
two weeks at home every summer.
Wasn't that considerate?"
"Then perhaps these three years
haven't been as weary and long for
you as for me."
"Maybe not," she responded, her
eyes twinkling. "I guess it's about
a draw."
Mark was perplexed and de-
lighted.
\ era," he murmured, "you're
wonderful. 1 can hardly believe
you're the same old girl."
"Perhaps I'm a different girl. l)ut
I go by tlu' i>l(] naiue. Please don't
ask me to bring out my identifica-
tion i)a])ers, or reveal the scar on
my left knee, to prove that I'm still
little Vera."
"T won't." he laughed gaily as he
approached her, his arms extended.
"But let me hear you whisper that
you're still mine."
"Oh. no. Mark."
Mark's arms dropped to his sides.
"You're ridiculous. Mark. It
would be foolish—criminal—to
quote your own words. Why. I'd
never even seen a real man when
you proposed to me. Say, you
ought to know Jack !" She paused.
"Don't look so stupid, say some-
thing. It's all easy enough to grasp.
I'm in love with another man, and
I have a line on your loyal record
here in Chicago—that's all. You
see, my little cousin Julia helped
me out. She was your perfect,
your bewitching lady in gray, for
whom you tore up my picture. But
I have to hurry. Jack gets in on
that ten-fifty from Xew York."
"It was hardly fair for Julia to
—
to encourage me if she didn't really
care !" Mark finally protested,
weakly.
"Oh, that was all right. You
see, her husband had met you, so>
he didn't mind."
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SECURING REPRESENTATION
The reccnth' announced ])roject of dividing the student district into
])recincts and selecting representatives on the student council is. to say
the least, a move in the right direction. It sliould make for democracy
in that body and should secure for its membership a really representa-
tive personnel. In the i)ast the council has generally lived within a few
blocks of each other, practically all the members coming from the fra-
ternity district of Champaign. Thus the council was compt>sed of men
who, whatever their ability might bo. had but little conception of the
])roblems of the men who did not live in cliapter hotises. The fraternity
men do not especially need a Union l)uilding. or a Student Council. They
have worked out their own problems pretty thoroughly and gmern them-
selves accordingly. lUit there is a large percentage of undergraduates
in the Twin Cities to whom the Council, etc.. could be of genuine aid.
It is to these men thai the i)roposed change will l)e the most benetit.
Couiing as they will from all ])arts of the student district, the council-
men of the future will each have a delinite itlea as to what his constit-
uency may need or want.
We have more or less (lenu)cracy at the University of Illinois of a
certain type. If a man is willing to go out and mix with his fellows
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he generally finds them more than ready to mix with him. What we
need is a little bit of gentiine interest in each other. The University is
growing at such a wild rate that imless meastires are adopted to bring
all elements together, there are certain ones which will inevitably segre-
gate out. The plan of dividing the university men into voting precincts
is at least the first step toward preventing such a situation. It is most
certainly a move for the best.
THE LAST LAP
Were it nut for certain definite mile-posts inserted in tlic calendar
of the University very probably some students would never remember
that final examinations were coming until the instructor announced the
hour for the ordeal at the last meeting of the class. Interscholastic is
the last of the signs of the college year bearing the blazon "Safety First".
In the two weeks which are left after the interscholastic debauch has
completely ruined our capacity for work, some wonders are sure to be
accomplished. ^lore will be accomplished in these fourteen days, as
regards knowledge, than has been compiled in the fourteen odcl weeks
that preceded them. And after all, we imagine approximately the same
number of students will fall below the passing mark, even with the re-
duced point of departure standing at 69.
For so it goes, one year and the next. Everybody wishes that he
had studied more when the time for finals rolls 'round. Everyone but
the senior resolves that he will not be among those attempting to do a
semester's work in two weeks in the future. And yet in all probability
each and every one of these men will be among those who place their
hopes in hope on the last lap. It seems rather too bad that with the
opportunities oflfered at a university most of them are neglected. Gen-
erallv. however, a man ne\er realizes the majority of these opportunities
until he is a senior and then is too busy with other things. When we
think what we might have done in those four years, compared with what
we did do, we regret not the fact that we were annually cramnfing for
exams, but the time we wasted which made cramming a necessity.
SWATTING THE FRESHMAN
Rumor has it that there is a movie man in the Twin Cities constantly
on the lookout for available features. W'e are inclined to disbelieve the
story since we saw nothing of him during the late festivities of the
Helmets. They certainly ])Ut on an exhibition of college life in true
Siwash style. We can imagine how movie fans would chortle at the
sight of some fifteen men ])laying sheep around the Uni Hall flower bed.
or running relay races (Unvn the boneyard.
As near as we can discover Helmet is supposed to be an honor.
lAj iiii-: ii.i.i.\( )is
ll must ct-rlainly lie a test of a mans ability. A llclnict jjledgc could
sit on a tack and keep smiling. W'hetiier Helmet is justitiable or not
is for the fraternities to decide. They alone are able to judge as to its
ultimate effect upon a freshman. We know several of the last bunch
of net^jihytes who were badly in need of just such treatment as was
accorded them. The chief indictment against lielniet is not the initiation
proceedings themselves, but the men contifjlling them. j-'reshmen are
especially likely to need chastisement at this season of the year, but
sophomores are not the men to achninister it.
AFTER THREK YEARS
^"T^ I II'' farewell tour of I-'orl^es-
*
,
Robertson can be viewed
Bl^l with at least a certain
amount of light hearted-
ness. for we can be rea>()nably cer-
tain that .*~>ir Johnston will l)e back
unless he should die in the mean-
time. Hut a last appearance on
Jllinois field is tragic in its finality.
We know that there are no come-
backs in college life. W liat is done
you never can undo: nor do over
again. And so it is that commence-
ment interferes and ends an ath-
lete's career, just when he is real-
ly becoming proficient in his line.
The track athlete may join some
athletic club, but if so. he runs as
a member of that club, the fact that
he once wore the orange and blue
is a mere accesory t(^ the fact that
he carries the colors of the atldetic
club. He joins free of charge
because there are rich men that
idcalix' the athlete to the extent
tliat they are willing to part with
coin of the realm that he may bring
laiu'els home to their organization.
The baseball ])la\('r may U\ru pro-
fessional, but in that e\ent, he is
merely a rah rah man, a pleasur-
able object for the fans to kid and
if he becomes great he is a grad-
uate of Illinois, but his college
achievements are forgotten in the
light of his later ])erformances. I^ir
the footl)all man athletics are a by-
gone, it seems rather unfortunate,
or fortunate perhaps, that the
greatest of all college games is the
exclusive jiroperty of the college,
that is in its highest develt^pment.
Hut while in college these men
have gone the limit for the ac-
cepted conception of what a man
should do for his university. I'or
the average si)ectator they were
merely pla\-ers, but while in train-
ing those men never knew what
the word play meant. I-'or them it
was something more than a game, it
was work, unending physical exer-
tion, wliile for you it was s])ort.
.And becatise he was star on two
teams, we mention first Harold
l*ogue. Hal Pogue, ihe man whose
name has been magic on the foot-
ball field for the i')asi ihiee sea-
sons and Hal for a similar length
of time has been a C(Misistent point
winner in llie broad jumi). lie
graduates in L'omnierce thi-^ lune
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and says tliat he is through with
athletics.
Xot so Jack Watson, last fall's
captain, all Western center for two
years. Jack is in his last year in
the Ag college and next year is to
coach the Utah Aggies. Jack should
make good and it is only a matter
of time until we will find him hack
in the l)ig show, coaching winners
in Ijigger places than among the
Mormons.
Potsy Clark, the quarter of the
foothall team and the lead off man
on the hasehall nine, will also enter
the coaching game. Potsy goes to
Kansas as assistant coach and when
he hrings his team here next fall
promises to show the fans some of
the plays his former teacher, Roh
Zuppke, taught him. Some of
these which have been reserved for
emergencies have never seen the
light of day and it will be up to
Zui)p to teach liis players some
new ones as a second line of de-
fense against the Jayhawkers.
Probably the most popular play-
er in the conference, both at home
and abroad, is Jack Bradley, the
cheerful catcher and captain of the
nine. Jack's pepper and good na-
ture has been both an example and
an inspiration for the Illinois team
since he caught his iirst game as a
sophomore. Jack likewise is a
senior in the College of Commerce.
It is well known that several big
league managers have their eyes on
Jack, but the crafty boy from .St.
Louis says, "nothing doing until
June." He is taking no chances.
With Jack there are two other
men on the baseball team ])laying
their third year on the \'arsity.
Cherr\- Krebs and .-Xrbuckle. i'uck
has long been known for the
ground he covers in the outt'ield,
while Cherry has taken everything
that came his way at third base for
three seasons.
"John Fiunny " ( iunkel has been
the leading pitcher of Huff's squad
as well for three seasons. At the
present time we would state that
Red is the most blase gentleman on
the squad. The great Mathewson
himself never displayed the easy
familiarity with the pitchers' box
that Red does as he adjusts his si)it
ball and gives the batter the sar-
donic grin.
An able first aid to (iunkel has
been Wally Halas, likewi.se a pitch-
er in his third season. ( Iunkel and
Halas have been an admirable team.
When one of them was off form
the other was in his stride, as two
championships and a third a ])os-
sibility testify.
When Mike Mason breaks the
tape in the conference two mile
intercollegiate, the career of Illi-
nois' greatest track athlete will be
ended. We are prone to believe
that if Mason had a year more he
would run everything from the hun-
dred yard dash up. Crowing tired
of lack of competition in the two
mile Mike has taken up running
the mile as well, an event in which,
according to Martin Delaney. he is
unbeatable in America.
Another track man finishing in
June is Jack Culp, lately pole vault-
er and now hurler of the javelin,
the successor to the hammer throw.
Three years of practice in lifting
himself over the bar in the neigh-
borhood of twelve feet has made
lack a ])romising liurler of tlie an-
cient spear.
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All in ])assiiig oiu* sin mid noi loi-
gft liinniv Stirtoii who has been
l)lugging aroiiiul the 130 mark in tin-
(|narter for three year>. While Jini-
niv has never came through in the
main event he has been a hard man
to beat on the relay team. Me is go-
ing better this year than ever be-
fore an<l should spring a sur])rise
yet before he graduates.
The Chicago sporting pages are
already advertising the 100 yard
dash in the conference and looking
about for material to outrun lioh-
man. There has been a suspicion
in the minds of the dopesetters that
1 lo was a C}j4 man and his work
this season gives ])romise that he
will force the conference to be run
in better than even time if he is to
be nosed out. As well Hohman
looms up as the big contender in
the 220 and everything points to a
blaze of glory for the game little
runner during the next month.
And thus it is that Illinois looses
some of her greatest men in June.
r>ut graduation is inevitable and it
is rather for us to do these men all
honor wliilc we may than to mourn
tluir a])])roaching loss. Ten years
froiu now they will be mere tradi-
tions among lltiuois undergradu-
ates but the man who was here with
them during their conference com-
l)etition will never believe that their
equals can be produced.
CONSIDER THE CO-ED
Ai ^( )L'\< ; girl, just out of a
Niiutlurn boarding school.
^g was i)rMic>ting vigorously
in a recent conversation at
the boorish attitude of men at the
University of Illinois. She assured
the girl to whom she was com])lain-
ing that she would write a commu-
nication to the IKiily llliiii to har-
rangue the ill-bred Nokcls. kor <ix
months she had been out of the
seminar\' and diirini^' that lime im
man had been gentlemanly enough
to help her on with her coat after
class. It makes no dilVerence. ac-
cording to the critic, whether a man
knows the co-c"<l ; it is a matter of
the most rudimentary courie>y that
the men should assist, whether they
are ar(|uainted with the woman or
no.
There is plenty of just ground
for the conii)laint of any woman
who comes to Illinois that the men
give her scant ci^nsideration and
treat her in a ])atronizing sort of
wa\-, but there is also a reason for
the men's lack of consideration, and
that is the feminine lack of consid-
eration. A man doesn't mind liold-
ing a door o])en for a feminine
meml]er of the rni\ersit\- commu-
nit\. ]iro\-iding the little act is a])-
prc'ciated or noticed in some way.
It isn't al\va\'- that one ('e-ire; t)
be told tliank yon or tint he iU^-
mands a coinentional smirk; it is
just what was said above—consiil-
eration. It makes no difference
where one is. it seems, the girls at
Illinois are thougiitless and unap-
prcciati\(.' td' i'\(M"vthing ; it m.ake.s
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lio difference whether it is an invi-
tation to the biggest dance of the
year or merely the small matter of
holding open a door. It certainly
doesn't make for respect when tw-o
girls stand in the north door of Lin-
coln Hall for a profound disserta-
tion while a man keeps a firm grip
on the handle. He doesn't carry
his gallantry to the point where it
is oppressive, of course, if he is
merely trying to be chivalrous, but
it may be that he is trying to enter
that door himself, and when two
Illinois damsels enter into gossipy
communion there, it is irritating to
say the least. That is one reason
why men sometimes hustle through
a door first ; they dare not wait.
That may sound ridiculous, but per-
haps you have never had classes in
Lincoln Hall.
A few days ago I was standing
in line at the Woman's Building
cafeteria. There was an immense
crowd and a line of people waiting
to be served which stretched down
into the lower corridor, for the day
was stormy and the rain was giving
a correct imitation of springtime in
Champaign county. As I stood
there thinking of something else
and making a few plans for the
afternoon's work, two girls began
to edge in front of me. Much ex-
perience and a three-years' hand-to-
mouth existence at cafeteries about
the campus have taught me much
in regard to the gentler sex. With
my usual finesse and carpet knight
manners, I managed to keep my
place in the line without, I thought,
making the whole affair seem too
obvious. "It would seem." said one
of the young ladies, "that gentlemen
go first here." I glared in a per-
fectly harmless way and, like the
cave man of mousterian times, I
held my own. In that line one of
the most assiduously fussed females
on the banks of the Boneyard al-
most invariably manages to insert
her somewhat attractive anatomy
somewhere near the end of the line
next the food. I find that I don't
have much patience with that par-
ticular kind of the female of the
species. Maybe that is the reason
I have a reputation for being so-
cially impossible among my jour-
nalistic brethren.
While we are considering the in-
considerate co-ed, it would be well
to discuss the eternal feminine who
flits hither and thither to the fes-
tivities that make the biggest inroad
into the allowance of her escort.
She judges her conquests by the
number of formals she has attended,
and considers it mortifying when
she has to sit a week-end evening
at home. Her contribution to the
community is enough frappe and
macaroons on open house Sundays
to ward off buying the extra meal.
Other than that she is about as use-
ful about the campus as the Con-
gressional Record.
Sometimes the names of girls in
this category are mentioned with a
grin by the men who know that they
are being utilized, sometimes there
is an open laugh, and sometimes a
flippant remark and even a sneer.
They accept much and offer noth-
ing but a little carbonated conver-
sation which, if one stays around
long enough to see, becomes unut-
terably dull and stupid. As to
helping a fellow occasionally, it
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probably never enters their lieads.
Refusing dates would be an excel-
lent way. that is, refusing habitual
date seekers.
Perhaps these are reasons why
men lack courtesy at Illinois ; al-
most everybody believes in reciproc-
ity, and if there is no effort made
on the part of girls to meet the men
on the dead level of a democracy,
they will find University men the
same so-called clods and boors as
ever. It is one thing to be cour-
teous ; it is quite another to be im-
posed upon.
Once upon a time there was a
girl in this University who believed
that men. if treated properly, would
make very good friends in other
ways than as escorts to festivities
of doubtful function. She was en-
gaged in a certain campus activity
w'hich threw her with many men.
It wasn't very long before the office
did not know how to get along
without her. and it wasn't very long
either before she was one of the
fellows and shared the confidences
—those fellows told lier some of
their hopes and fears, and she did
the rather extraordinary feat of
keeping all the confidences. They
were respectful to her. but they
were never obsequious, and the only
man who was ever "fresh" received
in a perfectly ladylike way. a reply
that sent him out of the office. Had
he been a little more intelligent, he
would have exhibited it by staying.
They didn't always take off their
hats when she came in and they
didn't always help her on with her
coat when she went home of even-
ings, and they didn't always pick up
her handkerchief when she dropped
it ; but there isn't a co-ed in the
University who has more men
friends on the campus and there
isn't a co-ed on the campus who has
helped the fellows as she has to
become more considerate and more
respectful. As to the pale shellac
of courtesy, there is little enough
in that oftice. but certainly there is
a lot more decency.
Consider the co-ed. my friend.
Once in awhile you will find one
that makes you almost believe in
co-education.
AFTER THE BALL
Being an intcrvicic with a conz'alcsccnt clown, taken at his by our
own bedside correspondent while the clown was recovering from a com-
plication of pneumonia, infliten.za. and croup, sketched in shorthand and
dez-ised for publication.
\JkT ELL, you see it was like
^_ this : the f rat club needed
^§^ some cups. We had been
puttering along through the
year with the same old mug that
Bill W'hitson won back in 1902 in
the University chess championship
on one side, and the cup with
Sammy Hall's name and his birth-
day date engraved on it. Sammy
had presented it to the chapter for
some unknown reason as a token
of his personal esteem. We gen-
erally told the rushees and fresh-
men that we kept the rest of the
trophies down in the vault at
Brother Ketchum's bank, ever since
the robberies in the student dis-
trict. This was an awful safe stall,
too. because there were always
robberies.
But be that as it may, this year
had proved no more fruitful than
any of its predecessors. We lost
the inter-fraternity bowling by 1
1
pins, our stunt didn't get past the
censors in the mid-winter exhibi-
tion, and now, with Dutch Doolit-
tle's sprained ankle, our baseball
hopes were frosted before they
even cheeped. It was evident that
something had to be done and done
quick, in order to hold the mantel-
piece in place for another year.
Considering all the forlorn facts.
I got out my old pajamas and a
busted straw hat, that one of the
boys had intended to wear that
spring, and started to get a couple
of those gelatin-coated cups to peel
away over our fireplace.
At last the night to pull off all
the hocum came, and I had a swell
idea all fixed up for the occasion.
I was goin' to represent myself as
being the only real, civilized,
drunken Apache. I swiped a
hatchet from the woodpile next
door, and stuck it in the pants of
my pajamas, and then I got a swell
wig down town for two bits, with
braids and everything, so that it
made a chief of the first tribe of
Royal Apaches Xo. 634 look like
a returning peace delegate. A bot-
tle of beer that I could swing-
around maudlin like, and my room
mate's bed room slippers made me
about as humorous lookin' as as
Helmet pledge I took some water
colors that one of the architects
used to render stuff with, and I
painted my face all brown, and
then streaked it with some red and
yellow and blue that I found in
an old make-up box.
At last I got started out with the
busted straw hat set cocky on one
side of my head, the hatchet dis-
posed of as described, the pigtails
slippin' over each shoulder real
savage like, and swingin' the bottle
free and easy in one hand.
The boys gave me an awful big
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send-off as 1 left the house, so that
I felt encouraged a lot, as I went
joggin' along jaunty down the
street. All the high schcjolers
stepped out as I passed, and made
remarks about this college life, and
then told one another about the
stunt they were in once away back
in the Mason ville high school.
I saw a few of the fellows that I
knew, and I yelled at them and
they yelled at me, and so 1 was
feelin" pretty kippy b\- tlic time 1
got down to Wright street. It was
still light, because all of us that
were to act in this entertainment
competition had to get there early.
As I passed John I noticed that it
was cloti'lin' u]) a little, but that
didn't Worry nic much until the
wind freshened uj) and l)lew kinda
strong through the thin sjjots in m\-
pajamas, and it seemed that a good
many of the spots were far from
thick. I thought of the dear old
organization and ambled along. I
met Jack Crabtree at the corner of
Green, and he was all hxed up in
an old union suit stained red so
that he could l)c a devil in the act
the y. M. C. A. was puttin" on.
He wanted to know whether I was
entered in the fraternity stunt or
the animal comjx'tition.
At last we got duwu to {\\v field,
and we saw a lot of other guys in
pot hats, cracked derbys. and some
in their sister's or best sororil\
friend's old clothes ])laving around
back ot" the bleachers. l'"inall\ ihr
people began to stream through the
gates and the riot started. I mixed
around with the crowd in my most
democratic maniUT, swung llic l)ot-
tle around raki^b like, grabl)c'd all
the girls' arms, ami did all sorts of
clever things. I would have en-
joyed it a lot more if I had thought
to put on my flannelette ones in-
stead of the muslin.
The Pee-rade started about 8
o'clock, so I got back of the bleach-
ers with the rest of the clowns,
and formed in line for the start.
The band struck up the "Chicago
Association of Commerce March"
that they have been i)laying ever
since Chicago was founded, and
we all started to circle the track.
I 'or a long time I had been
watching a big cloud that was
forming over back of the Beta
house and some of the other tall
buildings, and just as we started it
began to get darker and thunder
and lightning a bit. Just as I was
roundin' the track there by the
gym armory—they had put me
kinda in the back of the line—
I
felt a few little rain drops. I kept
on swingin' the bottle and doin'
that drunken .\i:)ache walk right on
up in front of the east bleachers.
I felt sort of shaky and self-con-
scioits and especially conspicuous
when 1 went through the spot light.
l)ut I thought that I woidd have to
])ut up with some disagreeable
things in this business.
i>y the time T reachecl the front
of the ])lace it was rainin' ])retty
hard and I was shiverin. .Some of
the boys were putting up their um-
brellas and a few others wcrt' )nU-
ting their raincoats on the girls,
while they turned up their own
coat collars.
.At last the pee-radi' broke up
and the thing started, as messy and
wet a circus as T ever care to see.
or assist in. I was S(^aked by this
time, and T could feel the goose
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flesh creeping out all over my body
as I shivered in the fresh gusts of
wind that drove the rain against
my body. I kept on dancing and
yelling and doing clever things with
all my might in hope that I would
warm up a little. Then I tasted
something funny, and when I
started to wipe off the stuff. I
found that it was some of the
water color paint mixed with the
grease streaks runnin' into my
mouth.
The Ag Club was just beginning
to bombard Port Arthur, or San-
tiago, or Vera Cruz. I forget the
place, but I remember thinkin' that
I didn't know before that there
were that many uniforms in the
brigade. Just then Lewis's deliv-
ery wagon came chargin' down the
track filled with yellin' Phi Delts,
and I came darn near gettin' run
over.
I was pretty wet by now, and the
rain was comin' faster than ever,
but I was beginnin' to get used to
it. and then anyway I had just seen
Billv Simpson, who was actin' quite
kikish tryin' to imitate a Hebrew,
duck under the band platform.
You see I figured that Billy was
about first, with me a close second,
and if I could get a lead on him by
actin' foolish while the rain was
goin' on I would sure cop that fire-
side companion. The trouble was
that everyone who hadn't gone
home couldn't see all the funny
things I was doin' with their lun-
brellas droopin' and drip])in' over
their faces.
At last the rain slacked up. but
it was considerably colder. I felt
worse than I liad before, and I be-
gan to have chills, so T busted right
up to where the Phi (Jams were
stagin' their stimt about the can-
nibals and the pot. They had a
fire, and it occurred to me that if
T got close to the fire that would
be sorta funny and I could get dried
out a little. I was shivering like
a freshman makin' a dinner sjjeech.
That didn't pan out at all. be-
cause just as I was sneakin' up the
Phi Gams kicked out the fire in
their rough way and started to
chase a skinny fellow representing
Roosevelt. Just then Manley
lighted his lake of fire for his an-
nual stunt. I watched him jump
while the band tooted a little soft
music and the prep school boys
yelled in their usual way.
As he came up drippin' and wet
I saw my chance. I felt so darned
rotten, and cold and sick, and my
pajamas were all ripped in the seat
where I had caught them on a nail
of the Ag Club's war ship, that I
didn't care much what I did any-
way. The idea seemed pretty
clever, so I ran and dived in.
What happened I don't know.
Some of the boys say that I tripped
on the side, and knocked my head
on the side of the tank. All I
know is that when I wakened, a
nurse was sittin' right here takin*
my pulse, and I felt funnier than
I had out there in the rain in my
l^ajamas.
W'ell, it's all over and I'm glad
of it. The boys say 1 got the third
cuj), and T guess T ought to be will-
ing to sacrifice something for the
frat. I hope that they engrave my
name on it, anyway.
FINDING ONE'S GAIT
S. Dix Harwood.
THE i;iRL HEXRY WIXTERTOX
HER ^E^^XIXE COXFIDAXTE GARDXER ELLIS
A DOMESTIC
ScENi:: The library of a house. Time: Evening.
The library of the house is zcell-fiirnished and uncomfortable, as if
-i7 had been furnished after folloicing magazine directions. Books are
uniform in size and color, purchased, perhaps, to match the zvall-paper.
Mono Liza and Sir Galahad disport themselves on the zcall. A table i)u
the center of the room, on zi'hich lie sucJi books as The Hungry Heart
and Poems of Passion. All available floor space is occupied by tabourets
covered icith embroidered doilies and teak-wood tables of innumerably
different sizes. There are, of course, two busts in the room; one of
Ludzi'ig von Beethoven and the other of William Shakespeare. On an
.easel at one side of the room is an unfinished landscape so horrible that
one shudders at the thought of its hectic consummation.
The Girl comes into the room and zcith a sigh picks up Poems of
Passio)i. She makes a manifest effort to look soulful. Then she scru-
tinizes the picture zvith pride. Finally she sits dozen at a little zcriting
desk, finds herself a pen. looks at the ceiling a moment, and then begins to
zirite. Her feinininc friend enters and moves tozi'ard a seat. She is
dressed less attractively than the Girl and seems somezvhat older. She
carefully arranges her chair in order to eliminate from the viezv both Sir
Galahad and Mona Lisa. She places a screen betzi'een herself and the
incomplete delirium on the easel.
Girl: My dear. Girl: To Henry Winterton.
Friend (with ahnost a yawn) : p^.-^,^^. ^j^^ ^.^^j^^^ good-look-
I m hstening, Ahce.
-^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^.^ ^^^^^. ^^ ^^^^^^^ ...^^
Girl: I am writing a letter.
^^^^^ ^^-^^^^ ^ ^^^.^^jt^, ^p^^ ^^^^^
Friend: Indeed.
. .
Don't let
^^^^ ^^-^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^l off the
me disturb you. I just ran in here
nabiscos^
to get away from Helen's guests a
moment. I'm rather tired tonight. <^' '"''/ ^ ^^''''^ X^" might be char-
Girl: Can vou guess to whom italile to poor, dear Henry; I'm re-
Tm writing? ^"^'"g him.
Friend: That would spoil it all. Friend: Refusing Henry Win-
There is too much danger of guess- terton? Why. my dear, he has lots
ing correctly. Accuracy is the of money.
greatest enemy to friendship. Girl: Ellen! (looking soulfully
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heavenward ) ! Don't you know
that the only thing is love?
Friend: Then yon aren't going
to marry him?
Girl: You see, I'm—oh, did I
never tell you that I'm already en-
gaged ?
Friend: Never.
Girl: You see, I'm writing a note
to Henry, telling him that I just
can't consider eloping with him,
and that I shan't, because I love
another.
Friend: Another.
Girl: Yes, I wouldn't marry
Henry Winterton if I could. It
isn't because he is in the coffin busi-
ness and would talk about them at
breakfast. Oh, I can't realize that
I haven't seen you for four years
!
Surely I've told you all about Gard-
ner Ellis.
Friend fwith a slight start) :
No, you never have. Do tell me
how Gardner Ellis prevents you
from eloping with Henry Winter-
ton.
Girl: I met Gardy three years
ago
—
just after I'd taken all that
sociology and ethics.
Friend: Did you take all that
stuff seriously?
Girl: I think you're real mean!
Of course I took it seriously while
I remembered it. Everyone should
;
it's so broadening. . . We were
all out at the Country Club that
day I met Gardy. They were
dancing and Gardy and I went out
on the porch to watch the moon
come up. You know how the moon
comes up at the Country Club.
(This very archly.)
Friend: I can imagine.
Girl: Gardy proposed to me, but
I wasn't foolish enough to accept
him right away. He's led such a
futile life—Gardy has. He's sim-
ply done nothing since college ex-
cept run an automobile and play
golf. He was just useless. He
didn't improve his mind or do a
thing. So I sent him away to make
something of himself before I mar-
ried him
!
Friend: As they do in books
with colored illustrations.
Girl: You're a regular cynic,
Ellen.
Friend: Did you reform Gardy?"
Girl: I'm coming to that. He
was holding my hands—such soft,
pudgy hands his were ! He told
me he didn'tt get up till eleven in
the morning, and all he ever did to
concentrate his mind was when he
selected his neckties. I asked him
if he knew hundreds of thousands
of people (dramatically) were
starving because of such an atti-
tude
—
you see how well I remem-
ber my economics. Well, the up-
shot of it was that I told Gardy
all about social settlement work and
how all our women's clubs were
getting so scientific in our charity.
Do you know, he's gone away to a
school of philanthropy and done so
well. I believe he's specializing on
the Jukes family.
Friend: Are you engaged to
Gardy? (Somewhat tensely.)
Girl (clasping her hands and
looking ecstatically skyward) : And
he's coming to see me tonight
(after a pause) ! One thing about
Gardy, he is going to set a new
style in society workers. He
wouldn't come in to lecture to one
of our clubs in such awful old
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clothes as some of those young men
wear.
Friend: Tea and nabiscits with
scientific charity, my dear?
Girl: Well, not exactly. lUit
you will have to admit that I made
him. If it hadn't been for me. he
would never have found his gait.
That's altruism, you know—help-
ing him find his gait.
Friend: Yes?
Girl: Why. don't you know?
Friend: Know that altruism is
—
Girl: Yes. finding one's gait. I
hel])ed him find his. you know.
.F;-/(»(/( absently ) : Oh. yes. So
you said.
Girl: (Seals letter. Touches
button at desk and maid a])])ears.')
Have this sent by a messenger at
once. And when Mr. l-^llis calls
this evening, send iiim in here. I
shall wait. (Girl withdraws.)
Friend... (with surprise) : The
letter to Henry is already gone?
Girl: Yes. I just wrote. "Xo.
Always your sincere frien<l." and
signed my name. I didn't have time
to write more, for dardy is com-
ing! Think of that
!
Friend (significantly): I am. I
hope you will excuse me for a little
while, my dear.
Girl: \i>\\ must meet liim !
Frieiid: (As she goes out the
door, turns and smiles.) I shall.
.Is the Feminine C'oiifidnnte (/oes
out one door Gardner Fllis enters
at another, fie looks ^•ery mueh
like a man. Ilis )n()st eonspicnous
eccentrieities are a Windsor tic and
a movie actor's hair-cut. His shoes
are tan. and he doesn't appear in at
all correct ei'cniny costume. But
he doesn't wear a decollett shirt.
Girl rises eagerly, and he smiles
an open, candid smile. He rushes
to her with his hands outstretched.
. . . .S7/r (joes to meet him.
Gardner: Well, this i>^ indeed
good to see you again! liut you
know I've been very busy. (They
sit down on the Empire sofa.)
Girl: Gardy ! It's a joy to have
you here again! I've looked for-
ward to it, dear.
Gardner ( floundering ) : Why
—
er
—
gee. I'm glad you looked for
me again. It's been a long time
since I've been to Springfield.
Girl: And you've scarcely ever
written to me. Hut 1 forgive you
your brief, chilly little letters, be-
cause I knew you were doing it for
my sake.
Gardner (looking a bit puzzled) :
Yes, it was certainly \<)u who got
me to go.
Girl: Tliat night on the \eranda !
Gardner: You started me off.
all right, and made it possible for
me to become useful.
Girl (eagerly): To find your
gait
!
Gardner: Ves. and now I want
to tell you that your work has been
carried on, Alice. I'm engaged to
the dearest girl in the world! It's
just such friends as you are that
have made this jiossible.
Girl (with a little start that he
doesn't see. because he is looking
soul fully at Sir Galahad) : Oh. in-
deed ! 1— I am very much sur-
priseil. Who is she ?
Gardner (still looking Sir Gala-
had ward) : She's beautiful in a
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quiet sort of way. I met her when
I went to try to make something
out of myself. She belongs to the
Band of Hope
—
you know them.
We .meet on corners of evenings
and sing hymns of praises.
Girl (to herself) : I believe I
—
over-embroidered it.
Gardner: We're both interested
in altruism ; so we're to be married.
Congratulate me
!
A^laid (appearing at the door) :
Mr. \\'interton is here, ma'am.
Girl: Show him up. ( To her-
self. ) \\'hat queer ties he wears!
Henry, zclio is a /perfectly correct
young person, enters. If he were
to be met in the Sahara desert, he
wouldn't demand a second look.
He looks at Gardner Ellis from
head to foot. Plainly, he is scan-
dalised. He stands around atten-
tively waiting for someone to drop
a handkerchief so that he can pick
it up, or else he rearranges a piJloz<.'
for the Girl.
Girl: Ah, Henry, did you get
m}^ letter?
Lover: Xo. I didn't. Fact is. I
didn't wait; I just came anyhow.
Girl: Can't you guess? (She
holds out her arms.)
Lover (clasping her to him ) :
My own.
Gardner (making a headlong
rush for the door ) : Er
—
please
excuse me.
Girl: Oh, Gardy. don't run away.
You'll pardon us. I know. You
see, we're just engaged. He's a
dear, don't you think? (Gardner
Ellis nods.) T.ut I'm not g()ing to
elevate him. . . ^Ir. Wintertfin.
this is Mr. Ellis. (Henry looks
Gardner over and then bows.
From this point on he ignores him.)
Lover: We're going to elope to-
night.
Gardner: I congratulate you
l)oth—both you, Alice, and you,
Mr. Winterton.
Girl: Thanks, Gardy.
Gardner: Don't let me keep you
if you must hurry away; Fll find
some of the other guests. (Gard-
ner goes out. Almost simultane-
ously Ellen enters.)
Girl: Oh, Ellen, we're going to
be married tonight. Miss Ander-
son, do you remember Mr. Win-
terton? (business of telling one
another how delighted they are to
meet once more). W^e're going
this minute. You mustn't tell.
Good-bye. (She kisses her friend.)
Friend (shaking Mr. Winterton's
hand) : Dear Mr. Winterton, you
are truly an altruist. (The couple
romantically slip out through a
window. Gardy comes in and puts
arm around Friend. She smiles.
He leads her to a seat.)
Gardy: I told Alice of our en-
gagement just now. She seemed
surprised.
Friend: She told me she was
engaged to you ; so I didn't put
forth any claims of my own.
Gardx: To me! ^^^hy, she in-
troduced me to her fiance
!
Friend: She told me all about
the affair on the Country Club
porch. She said she reformed you.
Gardy: Well, she started me in
my work—that Fll admit. She
talked about helping i)ei)ple till I
thought it would be a lark. Frankly
T was bored to death with doing
nothing. I did play one trick on
her when I told her that von were
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a street evan^c-li>-t. Hut a> to being der consideration.
engaged to her
—
friend: < )li. 1 didn't mind.
friend: Never mind. 1 wouldn't ."since she and Mr. Winterton are
ask any man to give me the com- about to be married, I'm rather
plete history of his other fiancees. glad. I met him myself tonight,
Curdy: Vou might have pre- and after looking him over. I be-
vented all this confidence, seeing lievc it's the best thing. She seems
you were engaged to the person un- to have—found her gait.
OMAR KHAYYAM, HEXRIK IBSEN, AND
ECCLESIASTES
.^. Dix I lAKwrxin.
Til I I'.RK lives in the state ot
^^^ .\liss(juri a teacher of so-
flBjP^ ciology named Prof. Charles
A. l^llKvood, who believes that
Americans are indeed decadent. ITe
believes it very thoroughly and
hurls perfectly genteel anathemas
at those of us who no longer choose
Pride iiitd /'rrjiidire for our favor-
ite novel and who no longer look to
John Milton for our theology. Of
course. Mr. l*!llwo()d did not say as
much, but the implication seems
none the less present in what he
has bei-n tcllin<: cdasst's in element-
ary sociology at the University of
Missouri. The age is decadent, ac-
cording to Mr. Ellwood. and he of-
fers as part of his evidence that
people read Omar Khayyam now-
adays witli extraordinary atten-
tion; that Ibsen and his deleterious
social i)reacliments are in every
honscliold. Who (lonl)ts that the
world is very, very bad?
It is jiretty generally conceded
that a man nia\- l)e known as well
liy the books he reads as by the
CI nipany he kee])s, and certainly
Mr. l-'.llwdod's accusation bears
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some truth, at least so far as Omar
Khayyam is concerned, for there is
scarcely anyone nowadays who does
not know a few quatrains from the
Persian poet. "Do you know
Omar?" a student asked me the
other day, using the same tone with
wliich my mothe'" used to quiz me
regarcHng the commandments or
the duty toward my neighl)or. Yes,
a man is known l)y the books he
reads and the things he gets out
of them. The argument with Mr.
Ellwood is not as to the truth of
what he says regarding people's
reading but regarding the interpre-
tation which he puts on that ten-
dency. Does one necessarily have
to be very, very decadent to read
Ghosts?, or A Doll's House, or Pil-
lars of Society F
^Modern days have Ijrought dif-
ferent tastes. Miltonic theology
sometimes makes us laugh. We sit
through Dhaglieff's Russian I Pal-
let without growing scandalised,
smiling at the comment which one
old lady of my home town made
after seeing the performance. She
declared that she would have en-
joyed it if they had worn more
clothes ; otherwise it was very pret-
tv. Nowadays we do not believe
that man's misfortune began when
the first lady of the land brought
forth a primitive apple and ate it
after repeated lurings of a certain
snake who walked around on his
tail.
]f Ecclcsiastcs did not ai)]:)ear in
.such a very reputable book as the
Bible, it, too, might come unrler the
disapproving eye of such men as
Mr. Ellwood for encouraging the
present day of decadence in Amer-
ica when peo])le are accused of be-
lieving.
"Straiglit from the earth's
center to the seventh
gate,
I rose and on the throne
of Saturn sate;
b\ill many a knot unrav-
elled on the way
;
r»ut not the master knot
of human fate."
These lines from the translation of
I'^dward Fitz-(lerald are quoted
often enough, and there are lines
from Ecclcsiastcs that seem to ex-
press an equally hopeless philoso-
])hy. "All things are full of labor;
man cannot utter it ; the eye is not
satisfied with seeing, nor the ear
filled with hearing." Someone has
said that those words were the sad-
dest ever penned, but they are not,
because the writer of Ecclcsiastcs
found himself a solution for the
futility of things ; and in the last
chapter of his book answers his
own misanthropic questionings very
much to the satisfaction of every-
body from the discerning people
who are known as the church fa-
thers to those of the present day.
I include him in the list, though he
is not included by Mr. Ellwood,
principally because his attitude to-
ward life is the same as the "de-
cadent" Omar. He helps to make
us spiritually uncomfortable, just
as Henrik Ibsen makes us socially
uncomfortable. In \'ictorian cir-
cles, admittedly, this is shockingly
bad form, but with our other de-
cadent tendencies we are no longer
content to stare at the brussels car-
])ets through dreary Sunday after-
noons while we exchange sedate
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platitudes. We pride ourselves on
the repeal of reticence. This is a
good beginning, and it need not
mean that we are sliding down the
path to destruction ; it may mean
that we are merely getting to such
a i)lace where we shan't object to
cleaning house with our own hands.
Mr. Ellwood is right when he
savs that times have changed. Hut
the dispute arises when he begins
to lament over the repeal of \'ic-
torian things and to say that we are
approaching a kind of spiritual
-Armageddon, at which battle we
shall hght for our own morally
run-down-at-the-heels gods.
We are not going to the dogs at
all. If we are. it is not because we
have such a pusillanimous set of
reading matter but because we lack
national ])ride and international
ethics. Tkit that is neither here nor
there. We read Omar Hhayyam
because we are inclined to be scep-
tical and pessimistic, we read Hen-
rik Ibsen because we are sceptical
of the ordinary run of things in
society and pessimistic in that we
think things could not be much
worse, and those of us who have
re-discovered Ecclcsiastcs through
the help of some student of the Bi-
ble who is unshackeled by the re-
ligious prejudice read him for
much the same reason. Xow if it
were a crime to be sceptical of pres-
ent day tendencies and pessimistic
about modern institutions, Mr. Ell-
wood. too. would be guilty: so per-
haps it isn't very bad that we admit
both of these weaknesses. The real
fault that would ])rove that the age
was decadent w«nild be if modern
societv went no farther than to be
merely sceptical and pessimistic ; if
it allowed itself to be worried for
a little while at the state of affairs
without attempting to better them.
When llenrik Ibsen began to
write social dramas a long while
ago. back in the middle of the nine-
teenth century, people were then
more scandalized than even Mr.
Ellwood is now. They were not
used to dealing with realities. A
Doll's House was scandalising
enough, but when Ghosts appeared,
that was entirely too much. Fem-
inism along in the Seventies had
had some introduction, but the idea
of discussing the unmentionable
and of taking such a dreary outlook
on societ}' was something quite
new. Yet this uncomfortable feel-
has had its share in the betterment
ing that came from reading Ibsen
of women's position in the Scandi-
navian countries, and it is now
quite different from what it was
there forty years ago. The influ-
ence of the greatest modern dra-
matist has been felt in this country
as well. If one calls feminism de-
cadent, however, there is nothing
else to be said for I])sen. and there
is no defense of his aid of the wom-
an's movement. He was a pess-
imist certainly when he created
Xora. but it was the kind of pess-
isism that has helped to make con-
ditions infinitely better. Ghosts
has lesser modern descendants in
the play of luigene Rrieux, Datn-
(Kjcd Goods. Xo one can accuse
either author of writing a perfectly
nice drama tor a .Sunday school li-
brary, if the aforesaid liliraries are
seeking the comfortable reading of
a snuiir and self-satistled societv.
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When Ibsen wrote his book, he
scandahsed Europe, but, so far as
is known, nobody nowadays denies
that he preached a valuable ser-
mon, no matter how disgusting the
subject matter and the example,
except for people who think that be-
cause we are interested in such sub-
jects that we are going to the dogs.
When society gets less complacent,
it stands a much better show of im-
provement. When people grow un-
comfortable over Ibsen, there is
chance for improvement yet.
The next factor which is driving
us on to a social perdition is that
eminent theologian, Omar Khay-
}-am. whom people read because
they have had a plethora of the
sentimentalism in religion which we
have nowadays and which appeals
—and people wonder why !—to
such a large percentage of women
and such a small percentage of men.
True, this is a sign of scepticism,
but as was true in the matter of
Ibsen's readers, if people feel un-
comfortable and substitute some-
thing better, what is the difference ?
Since individuals have been
thinking less of later years about
the hereafter and more about the
present, more has been done to
help fellow men to get on their feet
when they are down, and to stay
on their feet once there. This isn't,
of course, the influence of Omar
and his lyrical essay on the grape
W'hich has done this ; it is the in-
fluence of the people who have been
reading Omar as well as the Bible
and who have been looking at
things from the social point of view
instead of the spiritual point of
view. The motive behind charitv
today is not so much that one
should be immortalised in a stained
glass window and that one should
go to heaven no matter how prosaic
or how hectic, but it is social better-
ment. It may be selfish ; it may be
altruistic, whichever you please, but
the system works much better for
the most of people than any other
ever worked. Is this decadence?
Society has hunted up another god,
a more alturistic god. though some-
times one is led not to believe so,
and that in itself is good once in
awhile. And instead of our being
totally and hopelessly pessimistic,
the idea of future comforts which
our Omar-like minds refuse us, we
hunt up a more concrete way of
expending our energies, since it is
for our own as well as for others'
good. The Riibiayast expresses it
this way.
"Ah make the most of what
we yet may spend.
Before we too into the
dust descend
;
Dust unto dust and under
dust to lie.
Sans song, sans singer,
and sans end."
Ecclesiastes as a modern day
prophet really doesn't need any de-
fense, because he has always been
kept amid more sanctimonious
things and has passed off as such
for lo these many years. But th<t
preacher was not wholly a pessi-
mist and a hypochondriac ; he saw
ahead of him a very definite pur-
pose in which he was to reach his
self-realization. He doesn't know
any more than does Omar Khayyam
what it is all about, but he goes
ahead and does the best that he can
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and before the l)ook is over, no-
body feels very badly about the
world being a place where all is
vanity and a striving after wind.
The old order changeth. We
read new things and think new
things, despite the preacher's state-
ment that we do no such thing at
all. Edward Eitz-Gcrald intro-
duced to us as a poet one who has
become one of our most interesting
philosophers of the popular sort.
Llenrik Ibsen has been said by
some not to be "wholesome read-
ing." Ecclcsiastes has always been
a kind of theological skeleton in
the closet of the Church [Militant,
but is not in such bad re])ute as it
was at one time.
"\"anity of vanities, saith the
Preacher, all is vanitv. And. more-
over, because the Preacher was
wise, he still taught the people
knowledge
;
yea. he gave good heed
and sought out. and set in order,
many proverbs."
Winters are not very much worse
than they used to be or very much
better ; at least so we are led to be-
lieve by whatever statistics are at
hand. People live about as long
as they did in the time when Gen-
esis was written, only tradition has
warped things.
Cities are just as luxurious and
women are just as beautiful or just
as homely, as the case may be.
Why be mindful forever of the
Ides of March? Because one sooth-
sayer hit the mark one time, the
rest of them have been i)rophesying
perseveringly ever since.
Tliis vers lil)re.
Meaning free verse,
Is easy to write,
Because it isn't verse at all.
Walt Whitman and the Bible
Wrote in a roughly, rudely, rythmical
metere.
Rut \"ers libre
llasn't even that
To recommend it.
Rut it fills lots of space
In the Siren
-And the Campus Scout.
.\nd Di.\ Harwood
And Sam Raphaelson
They like it, so
It must be good.
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all kinds of lenses in about one hijiirs time. We ha%-e hundreds
who depend apon us for their optical work. This 'iepartnient has
the personal attention of Mr. Craig. Watch repairing d'.-ne in a sys-
tamatic manner. We have experts who do this only without in-
terruption. We ask \x)ii to make our siorr your stopping place.
T. M. CRAIG Jeweler and Optomorist
Established 1^9*^ >[ i:. St.. Chompaign
Girls, Attention--
We imte jon to iaspexi
tke choicest se!ectk?o of
Fall Milliner \'
theTwin t^ia s
McWiiiiams Be Gldm
'I N. Nea St Champaign
i(
The Home of GOOD BOOKS"
NoM' that the rush of the opening
of school is over you will have wrie
to stop and peruse that book you
want.
\ ou 11 find it in the popular Copyright Editions and in the more
Expenare ftndings on our book shelves.
Single Volumes, Sels, New Books Old Books
The CO-OP
Prize Cups, Medals, Class
Pins, Badges and College
Jewelry
I Submitted and prices quoted on any special work of this kind. We |
I also do optical work, and maintain a grinding plant in which we
j
i can duplicate your broken lenses in about one hour's time. We |
1 fit glasses in the most scientific manner. |
I T. H. Craig \
I Jeweler and Optometrist I
f Established 1896 5 Main Street |
I
Champaign |
i I
! )
I
When you arn sending your l^aundry to j
! I
! The White Line Laundry 1
i
*
i
I
send a Suit to their 1
i I
I
Dry Cleaning and Pressing Department |
I i
\ Suits Pressed, - 50c |
I I
j
Let Us Show You Our Way
j
i i
I i
j Bell 406 Auto 1550 j
i i
Z'
>.\1 will iiiakf your
spring: suit. T'liivcrsi-
ty mi'ii once iiioiv find
his sprinjr woolnis best adapt-
ed to their ideas and tiieir
pocket-books. Zoui 's suits
have class and fit.
Next time you i)ass the
door, droj) in antl let Zoin or
Frank take your measure.
You can liave the suit in ten
days. Then you're fixed for
the spring and summer.
$22.50 and up
Roger Zombro
Green street, of course.
Mr Stude:
Next Sundav nie;ht is
"calling night." "Call"
with a pound of our
famous
60c
D. E. Hams
608 E. Green
i
(gift0 for 6t)frp #cca0ton
Gold Silver
Leather
Cut Glass Clocks China Pottery
Carved Wood Reasonably Priced
Card Plate Engraving
Watch, Clock and Jewelry Repairing
given careful and expert attention.
Antique Jewelry Repairing a Special Feature
3^apCBSon^man 3lrXDrIrp Co.
I Hamilton Bldg. Champaign, III.
D-I-A-M-O-N-D-S
Watches. Rings and Fine Jewelry—the most tlependable
kind and the most suitable for Christmas Gifts—beautiful
assortment ; University Emblems in Gold and Silver—Fra-
ternity and Sorority Pins of all kinds
—
SPECIAL
\\ rist Watch—detachable— i5-je\vel nickle movement
—
warranted 2^ years, only
$15.00
Gent's neat Thin Model 12 size, 15-jewel Elgin—filled
case, warranted 20 years, only
S//.75
Come in and peruse our stock—Artistic Engraving
Articles may be selected now and laid away for future
delivery.
VV UESTRMAN mamond Merchant
«
, . .
I
I 1 he same particular care which |
I
characterizes the work of I
I
. .
I
I The White Line Laundry |
i
I
j
I
Dry Cleaning and Pressing Department
is shown in their
j
I Suits Pressed, - 50c
I
I
I
Let Us Show You Our Way
j
! i
I Bell 406- Auto 1550 |
i i
Twenty Years ^
of making suits and overcoats for Univer-
|
sity men has taught us what they want.
j
Styles \
have changed many times, but we have
j
changed with the styles, so have never '
become "old fashioned" tailors.
|
We Follow
so closely the mode that we continue
making clothes for University men long
after their graduation.
j
i
In Fact
\
we are today making garments for busi-
ness men who became our customers I
when they were in College twenty years ^
ago.
optical Work
In all its branches—the fitting of lenses to your
eyes by a registerad optometrist—matching and
grinding of your broken lenses done on short
notice. See the ''Everloct'' mounting. No
screws, no holes, no wabbly lenses.
Wuesteman
Registered Optometrist
!
Champaign, Illinois |
i
The Inman Cafe
and Dining Room
combine the satisfaction of appetizing
food well served with the refinement
of beautiful surroundings.
w n 1AM WALLACE PAI
I
,' MAIN ScWALNUT ST. CHAMPAIGN ILL.',
When looking for in-
vestments consider
Safe, Conservative
Farm Mortgages
Mississippi Valley Securities
Company
Mayer Building' Peoria
/T/ //• f^ Has Stood the Te^
ifOnkhtU^ of Time
Self-Filling
Fountain Pen
U KNOW AT LOYDESTWO STORES.
nnHE most Up-to-Ddte Hardware Store
^ in Champaign County. If any hardware
store has it, John Doyle has it too.
JOHN H. DOYLE
I MAIN STREETJ CHAMPAIGN
ORPHFAIM THEATRE
Champaign's Parlor Home of Vaudeville
3 ShowsEvery Day.—Matinee at 3:00-10-20c -Nights 7:J0-9:00-15-30c
Mezzanine Loges for Theatre Parties
NEW SHOW EVERY MONDAY AND THURSDAY
BEARDSLEY HOTEL
COMBINATION CLUB BREAKFASTS
Ass the demand seems to be improving for a lower priced meal,
we have decided to institute on February 1st, combination breakfasts
from 25c to 65c, and discontinue our present American Plan breakfast
altogether.
BUSINESS MEN'S LUNCHEONS (Week Days)
We shall also on February 1st, discontinue our present American
Plan Luncheon, and in its place serve a Business Men's Luncheon
at 40c to everyone, be they guest or outsider. This opportunity we
grant as there seems to be a strong demand, both locally and among
the traveling public, for a cheaper noon day rate.
DINNER (Week Days)
On and after February 1st, we shall abolish the 75c rate alto-
gether, and serve dinner to both room guests and outsiders at 50c
each person. We hope this will popularize our evening meal, and inci-
dently it will give our guests an opportunity to entertain their custo-
mers at their rate.
This change of plan in the dining room will be put to a test, and
if found popular, it will be continued, particularly so if it pleases a
greater number than at the present rate. In the near future w^e will
run a modified a la carte bill, serving practically everything except
delicacies, specializing particularly on steaks and chops.
Remember, we have music with our evening meal each night.
SUNDAYS AND HOLIDAYS
Combination breakfasts will be served Sunday morning at the
regular hours, but we will substitute our former American Plan Sunday
dinner and Sunday evening meal instead of our new w'eek day
luncheons and dinners. Inasmuch as the Sunday and holiday meals
will be more or less elaborate, the charge will be 75 cents each meal.
Both of these meals will be greatly enhanced by music rendered by
the Beardsley orchestra.
BEARDSLEY HOTEL CO.
The Illinois Billiard Hall
EVERYBODY KNOWS WHERE
Mm
m.
PHOTOENGRAVINGS
and Zinc Etchingjs for College and
Hiu;h School publications.
Get acquainted with our prompt,
popular service, you will like it.
Write or phone for terms.
Bell -m Auto2H^2 ^.,h
GB.GRUBB&GO
ENGRAVERS
CHAMPAIGN ILLINOIS
i
Your Kodak Film
I
Deserves careful attention in the
I
tinishing processes. Our eiiuip-
j inent and specialist
service in-
1
sures the best possible results. We
I want to see you succeed in mak-
1 in;^ successful exposures. Ask us.
J
i Film and Kodaks
f^aiaorrj c^Mmnorti
\\i X. Xeil Street.
(ill S. Wright Street.
1i This ])ul)lication is a fair sample
of the work which is turned out
hy the Book Department of "The
Manigan-Pearson Co." : : :
!t This deparment of the establish-
ment has been brought up in re-
cent years to a standard which
insures as good w-ork in the book
line as can be secured anywhere in
Illinois. The press room, compos-
ing room and bindery departments
are equipped for the turning out
of THE BEST of work, and this
is tile only kind that is allowed to
leave the establishment. : : :
H Estimates on Catalogue, Book
and Pamphlet Work will be gladly
made 1)y addressing
THE
M. \\l(;.\X-PE.\RSOX CO..
Cli.'impaign
BEARDSLEY HOTEL
COMBINATION CLUB BREAKFASTS
As the demand seems to be growing for a lower priced
meal, we have decided to institute on February 1st, combination
breakfasts from 25c to 65c, and discontinue our present Amer-
ican Plan breakfast altogether.
BUSINESS MEN'S LUNCHEONS (Week Days)
We shall also on February 1st discontinue our present
American Plan Luncheon, and in its place, serve a Business Men's
Luncheon at 40c to everyone, be they guest or outsider. This
opportunity we grant as there seems to be a strong demand both
locally and among the traveling public for a cheaper noon day
DINNER (Week Days)
On and after February 1st, we shall abolish the 75c rate
altogether, and serve dinner to both room guests and outsiders
at 50c each person. We hope this will popularize our evening
meal and incidentally it will give our guests an opportunity to
entertain their customers at their rate.
This change of plan in the dining room will be put to a
test, and if found popular, it will be continued, particularly so, if
it pleases a greater number than at the present rate. In the
near future we will run a modified a'la carte bill, serving prac-
tically everything except delicacies, specializing particularly on
steaks and chops.
Remember, We Have Music With Our Evening Meal Each Night
SUNDAYS AND HOLIDAYS
Combination breakfasts will be served Sunday morning at
the regular hours, but we will substitute our former American
Plan Sunday dinner and Sunday evening meal instead of our new-
week day luncheons and dinners. Inasmuch as the Sunday and
holiday meals will be more or less elaborate, the charge will be
75 cents each meal. Both of these meals will be greatly enhanced
by music rendered by the Beardsley orchestra.
BEARDSLEY HOTEL CO.
"ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW" |
—IN— I
Wilson Bros. Furnishings Dress Suits Made to Measure i
Tailored Dress Suits for Rent Anderson Tailored Suits Fit ?
Full Dress Furnishings Longley Hats, Regal Caps I
Arrow Collars i
FRED G. MARSHALL
BRADLEY ARCADE
Sparkling Jeweled Gifts
For Commencement
RADUATION TIME! A time that means
so much in the lives of University men and women
!
The selection of an appropriate graduation gift
is important. We have a reputation for gradua-
tion gifts and we want you to see our beautiful selection. A
large display of jeweled University goods is just one fea-
ture. The name Joseph C. Bowman adds a distinctive touch
to the gift.
May we expect you in soon?
''your dependable jeweler"
JOS. C. BOWMAN
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